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PARTNERS FOR PEACE ... manned and unmanned!
Long range planning of yesterday by the U. S. Air Force is taking shape today in manned and unmanned

weapons systems such as Convair’s B-58 Hustler—our first supersonic bomber; and Convair's Atlas—the

free world's first Intercontinental Ballistic Missile! In utilizing the outstanding features of both systems,

this unmatched combination offers the Air Force maximum flexibility in carrying out its Strategic Mission.

These partners for peace, both manned and unmanned, integrated into a single instrument of defense, play

a vital role in keeping the free world free!

CONVAIR

Accepts varying input speeds from 3800-7000 RPM.

2 —GOVERNOR
Maintains ±0.25% steady state speed over 200° F temp,

range, ±0.5% for 400° F temp, range and 0.5 second

maximum full load transient recovery time.

3 —VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT PUMP/MOTOR
Either pump or motor, depending on whether
it is adding to or subtracting from drive speed.

4 —OVERSPEED GOVERNOR
Senses a predetermined excessive speed
to prevent drive overspeeding.

5 —MAIN SYSTEM RELIEF VALVE
Overload protection for hydraulic system.

6 —DIFFERENTIAL GEAR SECTION

Ring, sun and planet gears. Also includes take-off

gears for governors, scavenge and make-up pumps.

7 —FIXED DISPLACEMENT MOTOR/PUMP
Drives, or is driven by, sun gear to control output speed

at 6000 rpm in response to fluid flow exchange
with variable delivery unit.

A SIGNIFICANT ADVANCEMENT-

Differential Type Constant Speed Drive For Aircraft Alternators

Tests now in progress on this 60 kva Vickers Differential Type
Constant Speed Drive are proving its outstanding performance.

(See curves) It combines Vickers dependable hydraulic pumps
and motors with planetary gearing to provide 'a more efficient

and lighter "package" than drives now available.

The differential type constant speed drive is a direct engine-driven

transmission that can be either engine pad mounted or universal

shaft driven. It employs the "differential drive" principle wherein

the planetary gear train is the principal power vehicle and the

hydraulic components differentially add or subtract speed and

power to maintain constant output speed. For further information,

write for Bulletin A-5221.

VICKERS INCORPORATED
Aero Hydraulics Division

Engineering, Sales and Service Offices:

ADMINISTRATIVE and ENGINEERING CENTER
Department 1462 Detroit 32. Michigan

TORRANCE. CALIFORNIA • 3201 lomlta Boulevard

P.O. Box 2003 • Torrance, California

RPM - INPUT

Performance of Vickers 60 kva Differential Type

Constant Speed Drive at three different loads. The

high efficiency requires minimum support equipment for

cooling with minimum penalty for high temperature

operation (400°F oil temp.)
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TRANS-SONICS
LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF TRANSDUCERS FOR TELEMETERING

introduces

TYPE 78

PRESSURE POTENTIOMETERS
FOR TELEMETERING AND CONTROL APPLICATIONS

•• COMPACT — LIGHT — ONLY 6 OUNCES

• OUTSTANDING ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE

• HERMETICALLY SEALED MECHANISM

• STAINLESS STEEL CONSTRUCTION

Type 78 Pressure Potentiometers feature accurate and re-

liable performance under severe environmental conditions:

Sinusoidal Vibration: 1" da, 2 to 22 cps; 25 g, 22

to 2000 cps

Random Gaussian Vibration: 0.1 gVcps, 15 to

2000 cps

Sustained Acceleration: 50 g on any axis

Mechanical Shock: 30 g on any axis

Operating Temperature: —65 F to +160 F with

minimum change in output

Hermetic sealing protects entire mechanism against sand

and dust, humidity, salt spray, fungus, and the fluid being

measured. Unit has welded stainless-steel case, is 1%"
diameter by 136" long, weighs only 6 ounces. Standard

ranges are 0-15, 0-25, and 0-50 psia; other ranges available.

Write to Trans-Sonics, Inc., Dept. 7, Burlington, Mass.,

for further information on Type 78 Pressure Potentiometers.

TRANS-SONICS
ImidumA

AVIATION CALENDAR

(Continued from page 5)

Optical Model. Florida State Univers

Tallahassee, Fla. Sponsors: National !

cncc Foundation. Office of Naval

search. Air Force Office of Scicnl

Research /Nuclear Physics Division. (Pub-

of I xhngs

March 16-20-1 1th Western Metal F.xposi-

tion and Congress. American Societv for

Metals, Pan Pacific Auditorium and'Am-
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles. Calif.

March 23-25—Flight Testing Conference,
American Rocket Society, Daytona Plaza

Hotel. Davtona Beach, Fla.

March 23-26-National Convention. Insti

tute of Radio F.nginecrs. Coliseum and
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. New York. N. Y.

March 25-27— 16th Annual Conference. Pa-

cific Coast Section of the Societv of the

Plastics Industrv, Hotel del Coronado.
San Diego, Calif.

March 31-Apr. 2—Polytechnic Institute of

Brooklyn's

i. Subject :r Wave
New

York. N
March 31-Apr. 3—National Aeronautic Meet-

ing. Society of Automotive Engineers.

Hotel Commodore. New York. N. Y.
Apr. 2-3—Conference on Electrically Es-

S
loded Wires, sponsored bv the Thermal
adiation Laboratory of the Ceophysics

Research Directorate of the Air Force.

Cambridge Research Center. Somerset
Hotel, Boston. Mass.

Apr. 5-10—1957 Nuclear Congress, Muni-
cipal Auditorium, Cleveland. Ohio. For
information: Engineers Joint Council. 20
West 39th St.. New York 18. N. Y.

Apr. 7-10-1959 Welding Show and 40th
Annual Convention, American Welding
Society, International Amphitheatre and
Hotel Sherman. Chicago. 111.

Apr. 12-19-Air Force Assn's World Con-
gress Flight. Las Vegas, Nev.

Apr. 18-22—Annual Meeting American So-

Mil'u

s. Schroedcr Hot.

v Bldg..

Apr. 22-24-1959 Annual Meeting, Institute

of Environmental Engineers. LaSalle Ho-
tel, Chicago. 111.

Apr. 30-May 1-Controllable Satellites Con
ference. American Rocket Society, Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, Cam-
bridge, Mass.

May 4-6—National Aeronautical Electronics

Conference. Institute of Radio Engineers,

Biltmorc Hotel, Davton. Ohio.

May 4-7-Fifth Annual Flight Test Instru-

Instrument Society of America, Seattle

Section, Olympic Hotel, Seattle, Wash.
May 5-7—Spring Meeting. International Sci-

entific Radio Union. Willard Hotel.

Washington, D. C.
May 6-8—Seventh Regional Conference and

Trade Show, Institute of Radio Engineers.

University of New Mexico. Albuquerque.
N. M,

June 12-21-2 3rd French Air Show. Lc Boiir-

get, Paris. France.
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Able-One. ..a new apogee in scientific teamwork!

Preparation and execution of an undertaking such as the United States' IGY space probe demanded the participation

and exceptional efforts of 52 scientific and industrial firms and the Armed Forces. The Advanced Research

Projects Agency and the AFBMD assigned Space Technology Laboratories the responsibility for the project which was carried

out under the overall direction of the National Aeronautics and Space Agency. One measure of this

1st stage. Vehicle, Oouglas

Aircraft Thor IRBM; propul-

sion, Rocketdyne: airframe,

control, electrical and in-

strumentation, Douglas Air-

craft: assembly, integration,

and checkout, Douglas Air-

craft.

2nd stagerPropulsion system

and tanks, Aerojet-General:

control, electrical, instru-

mentation, accelerometer

shutoff, and spin rocket

systems. STL; assembly in-

tegration, and checkout, STL.

3rd stage: Rocket motor, U.

S. Navy Bureau of Ordnance

and Allegheny Ballistic

Laboratory: structure and

electrical, STL; assembly,

integration, and checkout,

STL; ground testing, USAF’s

Arnold Engineering Develop-

ment Center.

concerning openings

on our staff will be

welcomed by

Space Technology Laboratories, Inc.

5730 Arbor Viiae Street. Los Angeles 45, California.

Thiokol rocket motor.



New SPS super bolts and companion locknuts arc the strongest

shear fasteners ever offered the aircraft-missiles industry, permit

significant reductions in size and weight of threaded joints. Three

different wrenching configurations are available, any one of which

will induce over 50% of ultimate fastener strength. Units are

serviceable to 550"F.

New SPS super high

strength shear

fasteners save you

25-50% in

shear bolt weight

132,000 and 156,000 psi units are

strongest standard shear fasteners ever offered

These new SPS shear bolts are 39 to 64% stronger than

the best standard shear fasteners now in use. They
automatically save you 25 to 50% in shear bolt weight,

because they can be substituted for conventional fas-

teners one to two diameter sizes larger . . . with no
compromise in reliability.

For example, one of the new Vi in. diameter, 156,000

psi shear bolts, capable of design loading of 30,000 lb.,

does the structural job of a % in. NAS type weighing

nearly 30% more. On a large airframe this can mean a

saving of several hundred pounds. Further, the use of

smaller fasteners often permits miniaturization of related

parts in a joint, resulting in additional weight savings.

The new bolts are forged from 5% chrome high strength

steel, then heat treated to 220,000 psi tensile for the

132,000 psi shear series and to 260,000 psi tensile for

the 156,000 psi. Both series are available in standard

sizes #10-32 through Vi-18, with companion locknuts

of new design. The 132,000 psi shear bolts have a

cadmium-fluoborate plating, the 156,000 are vacuum
cadmium plated. For complete information, write

Aircraft/Missiles Division, Standard Pressed Steel

Co., Jenkintown 3, Pa.

HIGH RELIABILITY
SPS research is continually developing fasteners with

higher standards of predictable performance. By install-

ing SPS high-reliability fasteners in your assemblies,

you increase overall product reliability.

For more information on the full moaning of reliability, write

low-cost, supersonic target drones

Clay pigeons that fly faster than sound—that’s a nutshell

description of the new low-cost target drones developed
by Bendix Systems Division.

Program-controlled (with radio override, if desired)

they will provide the answer to our need for airborne

target drones which can be built in quantity and at a
moderate cost. They are ideal vehicles for testing the
effectiveness of our new aerial weapon systems, as well as

the skill and training of the men who fly or launch them.
The basic design, developed over a two-year period (at

no cost to the American taxpayer), is relatively small and
light, which accounts in part for its low cost, and carries

radar and infrared augmentation equipment which enables

it to realistically simulate a much larger target if desired.

It can operate at all required altitudes, speeds and ranges.

Bendix target drones realize small diameter, and hence
low cost, by means of the Bendix Lens, a small plastic

sphere for enhanced bistatic, as well as monostatic radar
reflection. Also included are Bendix electronic scoring

devices for a miss distance indication. Components and
airframe tests are continuing in conjunction with the
Armed Services.

Bendix Systems Division, working with six other

Bendix Divisions and major aircraft and propulsion

organizations, directed all phases of development work
up to and including prototype construction and testing.

Bendix Systems Division welcomes inquiries and is

prepared to provide full information to the Armed Forces.

Bendix Systems Division
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN



Philco Microwave supports Nike control network across Alaska

Unaffected by the most severe winter storms . . . unham-
pered by rugged terrain . . . impervious to electronic

jamming . . . Philco Microwave has been selected by the

U.S. Army Signal Office to link Nike sites on the Alaskan

Defense perimeter.

Advanced Philco CLR-9 microwave equipment assures

extremely reliable electronic communication between

these isolated guided missile outposts. Because it pro-

vides a completely reliable, uninterrupted communica-
tions system in this frozen land, Philco Microwave has

become America's "voice of defense in the North."

At Philco, the world of tomorrow is now. To meet the

challenge of advanced electronics research and engineer-

ing, Philco is pioneering advanced communications

systems such as that developed for the Alaskan Nike sites.

And, at Philco, engineering opportunities arealso expand-

10

ing— in the development of advanced communications

systems, weapons systems and data processing.

Wherever you look at Philco; in guided missiles; in

advanced navigation; in infra-red and radar technologies;

as well as in communications systems . . . being "out

front” is a habit.

In the wonder world of advanced electronics, look to

the leader. Look ahead . . . and you'll choose Philco.

PHILCO
GOVERNMENT & INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

4700 Wissahickon Ave., Philadelphia 44, Penna.

FMC is one of the few companies in this country that is capable of offer-

ing coordinated mechanical and chemical experience combined with design,

engineering and production facilities devoted exclusively to building

advanced missile ground support equipment, under single responsibility.

Under a contract with Boeing, for example, FMC’s Ordnance Division

conceived, designed, engineered and built this complete support system

for the long-range Bomarc interceptor missile.

Technical assistance on this important defense project was provided

by FMC’s Westvaco Chlor-Alkali Division. This chemical group is ex-

perienced in producing missile propellants such as Dimazine (unsym-
metrical dimethylhydrazine) one of the propellants used in the Bomarc.

In the design and production of defense materiel, FMC’s background

extends over more than 17 years. Also, FMC has long been recognized

as a leader in the chemical field. This broad experience, supported by

Ordnance Division’s completely integrated facilities devoted exclusively

to the manufacture of military equipment, can be applied to your missile

project — from design concept through development, engineering and

production, to on-schedule delivery.

For any size missile ground support project — fixed or mobile, consult

with FMC at the concept stage of planning. Contact us today for more

information.

Creative Engineers: Find stimulating challenge at FMC’s Ordnance Division.

HERE IS FMC's

PROFILE OF EXPERIENCE:

BOMARC

Putting Ideas to Work

FOOD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION
Ordnance Division
Missile Equipment Section 3-S

1105 COLEMAN AVENUE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.



In Research—meet three men who get results

From high notes to high altitudes, harmony
Is the keynote of General Mills Research

Meet this harmonious trio of research scientistswho spearhead progress in space

technology at the Mechanical Division of General Mills. At the piano is Dr.

Otmar Stuetzer, whose primary fields are physics and electronics research.

Directly opposite him is Les Demorest, manager of atmospherics and measure-

ments research. Sam Jones, standing to the left of the piano, is in charge of the

section devoted to materials and mechanics research.

Scientists in our Research Department, like these three, help lay the ground-

work for man’s conquest of space. They work in harmony with each other and

with the creative engineers and precision craftsmen who apply their findings.

Perhaps you can profit from teamwork like this. We’d like to work with you.

MEW BOOKLET RIGHT OFF THE PRESS tells and shows the many ways

we serve industry and the military. Write for your copy. Address Dept. AA-2

MECHANICAL DIVISION

A

COAXIAL

DISCONNECT

IN

SECONDS!
COAXICON—brand new. One stroke of the A-MP precision tool does it.

Two strokes and you have the pin and receptacle units permanently attached to

coaxial cable. For low level circuitry, either panel mounted or free hanging.

• Reliability—the highest. Cost—lower than anything you’re now using.

• Further, coaxial cable is fully supported against vibration.

• All this in seconds ... no more burned insulation ... no more tedious soldering

... no more doubtful connections. Attachments at unbeatable speed that

give you the finest termination at the lowest total installed cost.

Write for more information today.

AMP Incorporated
GENERAL OFFICES: HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA
A-MP products and engineering assistance are available through subsidiarv companies in: Canada • England • France • Holland • Japan

13



LATEST HIGH-HEAT INSULATION SYSTEMS
NEED CDF GLASS-BASE LAMINATES AND TAPES
Widest available range offers Teflon, epoxy, silicone, mica

products for dimensional stability under continuous heat

As components and equipment grow smaller, and heat
becomes more difficult to dissipate, CDF high-heat

electrical insulations become increasingly important to

electronic design. For nowhere else can such a wide
range of quality insulations be found under one roof

as at CDF.

FOR HIGH-HEAT PRINTED CIRCUITRY, CDF glass-

base Di-Clad® laminates of Teflon* and epoxy exhibit

best dimensional stability and current-carrying ca-

pacity. Constant operating temperatures of 300° F

—

soldering temperatures to 500°F—are readily met by
these specialized CDF Di-Clad laminates.

HIGH-HEAT FLEXIBLE INSULATIONS. CDF offers a
wide choice of insulating tapes made of Teflon, silicone

varnish, silicone rubber, and Micabond®, with glass-

cloth support. CDF tapes may be used either by hand

wrapping or on automatic winding machines. Unsup-
ported Teflon in colors available to meet MIL-STD 104.

TEFLON SPAGHETTI TUBING AND OTHER SPECIALTIES.
Part of CDF’s vast fabrication facilities is devoted to

the production of custom parts from Teflon — spa-

ghetti tubing, rods, sheets, and machined parts to rigid

specifications.

NEW— cementable Teflon, bondable to itself and to

other materials with commercial adhesives.

SEE SWEET'S Pjoduct Design File, Electronics Buyers’

Guide, and other directories for the name and phone

number of your CDF sales engineer. Then send your

print or your problem, and we’ll recommend the proper

material for the application.

CONTINENTAL-DIAMOND FIBRE
A SUBSIDIARY OF THE -/imftf- COMPANY • NEWARK SO. DEI.

14

ACTUATE AND POSITION WITH OVER 90% EFFICIENCY . . . 4/5 LESS TORQUE!

0 SPACE/WEIGHT SAVINGS. So0- 6

saquvau//® aring J| CretlTJ
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B-OA-C orders

DECCA/DECTRA
for the

North Atlantic

COMET
fleet

The only navigation system which enables lateral

separation to be exploited— a necessity for the

efficient operation ofjet aircraft

THE DECCA NAVIGATOR COMPANY LTD LONDON ENGLAND D.S. LICENSEES : ifim/it'-IScific

RAIN

AUTOMATED
FACTORY

NUCLEAR
INSTALLATIONS

Gage - Absolute — Altitude or Differen-

tial Types

CENTURY PRESSURE SWITCHES
PERFORM WITH CONSTANT
REPEATABLE ACCURACY

NEW CATALOG
NOW READY

CENTURY ELECTRONICS
& INSTRUMENTS. INC.
1351 N. UTICA • TULSA, OKLAHOMA
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B. F. Goodrich Unilock Rivnuts

designed especially for aircraft and missiles

New lightweight steel Rivnuts with thread-locking feature

preserve structural strength . . . save assembly time and costs

Ordinary anchor type fasteners used in

aircraft and missiles require as many as

three holes. And installation is made by

two men who must have access to both

sides of the work.

But new B. F. Goodrich Unilock
Rivnuts can be installed by one man from

one side of the work. Only one hole is

needed. And the job can be done at any

time during or after assembly.

This greater flexibility in manufactur-

ing procedure means a substantial savings

in cost. In addition, with only one hole

required instead of three, greater struc-

tural strength is maintained.

B.F.Goodrich Unilock Rivnuts, in fact,

actually reinforce holes. That’s because

the equally spaced V-teeth under the

Rivnut heads lock the Rivnuts to the

material in which they are installed.

This eliminates the need for a key and

keyway — elements which ordinarily

set up points of stress concentration.

The thread-locking feature is a short

crimp in the shank of B. F. Goodrich

Unilock Rivnuts. This provides attach-

ing screws with an all-metal interfer-

ence fit that locks themsecurely in place.

Made from aircraft quality alloy

steel, B. F. Goodrich Unilock Rivnuts

are actually lighter than most anchor

type fasteners. Yet they will meet

strength and torque requirements of

Military specification MIL-N-25027
for lock-type nuts.

B.F.Goodrich engineers will be

happy to make recommendations con-

cerning the use of Unilock Rivnuts

in your products. For complete infor-

mation write B.F.Goodrich Aviation

Products, a division of The B. P.Goodrich

Company. Dept. AW- 29, Akron. Ohio.

20

B.F.Goodrich aviation products

EDITORIAL

The Cost of False Economy
The crash of an American Airlines Electra turboprop

transport in the East River off LaGuardia Field last

week is another prime example of how the doctrine of

false economy can prove terribly expensive in human
life and property when preached by government officials

who understand little of the genuine problems of avia-

tion and its related technologies.

The Electra accident destroyed 65 lives, and washed

out a $2 million aircraft.

President Eisenhower, in his Washington Press con-

ference held the day of the crash and just before lie

took off for Thomasville, Ga., for some golf and bridge

playing with former Secretary of the Treasury George
Humphrey and his friends, had the following comments
to make defending the slashes he advocates in federal

airport aid and the airways modernization program:

“Now in the airport bill, the airport bill of the Admin-
istration directs itself to one factor and one factor only:

improving the safety of flying whether it is in the

air, takeoff or when you are arriving. It is not interested

and does not interest itself in building a nice lovely

administration building and the things we would call

for the railroads, these depots. The federal government

did not build the terminals for either the railways or

for the buses. I see no reason for doing it for the air

terminals.

"But this matter of safety is very, very important,

emphasizing again the sad accident this morning. Now
Gen. Qucsada (Federal Aviation Agency administrator)

informs me there is no evidence that any failure of

the airways system, safety system had anything to do

with this particular accident. No money put. into the

building of the terminal, the buildings administrative

buildings or other conveniences could have helped to

avoid that kind of accident. . . . There are all sorts of

places where this money is not needed but is needed

for improved flying safety and that is what I believe

we should do.”

We agree with the President that financing terminal

buildings should be a local responsibility rather than

a federal grant. And, of course, everybody knows that

fancier terminal buildings will not improve air safety

except perhaps by providing a clean, well lighted place

for pilots to rest between flights.

It is still too early to tell exactly what caused the final

fatal moment of the LaGuardia-bound Electra, but it

is obvious that the accident occurred in an area that

has been a safety sore spot for more than five years and

that no corrective action has yet been taken because

of the combination of slow-moving, complacent bureauc-

racy and penny-pinching on the federal airways budget.

As long ago as December, 1955, Capt. R. C. Robson

of American Airlines wrote a series of columns in

Aviation Week entitled "Rainy Night Over New York”

in which lie detailed the safety hazards presented to air-

line traffic by the lack of sufficient electronic landing

aids and high intensity approach lights at LaGuardia

Field in even mildly bad weather.

It is worthwhile going back and reading that series in

the Dec. 12, 19 and 26 issues of December, 1955, Capt.

Robson describes in detail his own experiences with the

difficult)' of making a back course ILS approach without

the benefit of glide path. He also has written manv
columns on the gross inadequacy of the high intensity'

approach light program and the baffling dilemma that

confronts a pilot breaking out of cloud into a black

hole of land or water and vainly trying to catch a quick

glimpse of the runway threshold to align his heading

properly. With the advent of larger, high-speed gas

turbine powered aircraft, this problem becomes increas-

ingly acute as the time available for action diminishes

and the response of the aircraft is slower.

Complacent, economy-minded bureaucracy of the now-

defunct Civil Aeronautics Administration allowed the

LaGuardia instrument approach situation to fester for

several years after Capt. Robson described it in detail

from the vantage point of his Convairliner cockpit.

Not until 1957, when James Pyle was CAA administrator,

did the program for dual ILS installation at LaGuardia

and several other key air traffic hubs get sufficiently

vigorous push to hurdle the economy fence and become
a part of the federal airways modernization budget.

'Hi is second ILS installation would cost about $211,-

000 and will not be installed until later this year. Sim-

ilarly, a set of modern high intensity approach lights for

this same runway would cost $120,000. Apparently,

objections from the shipping interests have combined
with economy to keep this item from the federal airways

budget because it is not there yet.

Now, making an instrument approach down the back

course of the ILS system with only a direction heading

available and no glide path to give a safe altitude ap-

proach to the runway and trying to maintain visual

reference against black water in a new high-speed aircraft

were certainly major contributions to this Electra acci-

dent. If these twin landing aids had been available, the

chances arc strong that no such accident would have
occurred.

In the light of this past penny-pinching economy on
federal airways safety aids, it is hard to evaluate the

President’s statement and the $13 million cut already

imposed in the Fiscal 1960 airways budget with the com-

placent assurance that "officials are not rushing headlong

into the purchase of equipment that has not been dem-
onstrated as meeting long term needs.”

Omission is one of the major causes of failure and,

in this light, it is obvious that the federal airways system

miserably failed the crew of American Airlines' Flight

320 when the)’ and their passengers needed it most. We
think Mr. Quesada has done the President and the

American air traveling public a grave disservice in trying

to evade the responsibility of penny pinching air safety

policies in the LaGuardia Electra crash.

He would have served a far more useful purpose if

he had given these unvarnished facts to the President and
pushed harder for a truly adequate modern air safety

program.

—Robert Hotz

AVIATION WEEK, 9, 1959



HERE THEY ARE!
The SMALLEST- and the FASTEST- high
pressure pneumatic solenoid valves ever made!
On the left above, the world’s smallest 3000 psi pneu-
matic solenoid valve. (Overall height 3%", total weight

3.04 oz.) Beside it, the world’s fastest 3000 psi pneu-
matic solenoid valve, with a response time of 0.018
seconds! Developed by Walter Kidde & Company, and
now available on an off-the-shelf basis, these two valves

were developed primarily for missile applications, but a
glance at their specifications and performance data sug-

gests uses in both today’s— and tomorrow’s—high-speed
manned aircraft.

For more information on these new tested and proven
valves, as well as more than 100 qualified pneumatic
system components, write to Walter Kidde & Company—
pioneers in aircraft pneumatic systems, and still first

with the finest in pneumatic components!

Operating Current .5 to 1.5 amps.
Operating Voltage 14-30 V.D.C.
Mounting by tubing support
Life 100 to 10.000 cycles, depending

KIDDE VALVE =872458 (The speed demon)
Operating Fluid Dry air/nitrogen gas
Operating Pressure Range 80 to 3250 psi

Burst Pressure 8125 psi minimum
Ambient Temperature Range -65*F. to +16

Voltage Range 1

O-F.) 21.5 to 24 ohms

Walter Kidde & Company, Inc., Aviation Division, 218 Main Street, Belleville 9, N.J.
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WHO'S WHERE

In the Front Office

Arthur H. Rude, executive vice president

of Aerojet-General Corp., a director, Hie
Ccnerai Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.

Charles L. Gallo, board chairman and

president. Air Cargo Consolidators, Inc.,

New York, N. Y.

O. A. Whcclon. consulting engineer, a

director. The Beryllium Corp., Reading. Pa.

Maj. Gen. George 1. Back (USA, ret.), a

director. International Resistance Co., Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Hawker Siddeley Aviation Ltd., London,
England, newly formed aviation subsidiary

of the Hawker Siddeley Group, has an-

nounced its corporate structure. Directors

are: Sir Roy Dobson, chairman: Hugh Bur-

roughes, deputy chairman; J. A. R. Kay

and J. T. Lidbury, joint managing directors;

J. F. Robertson, S. D. Davies, Sir William

Farren, Sir Sydney Camm, H. M. Wood-
hams; D. E. Haynes, secretary.

Ferris M. Smith, chief executive officer

and board chairman, Babcock Radio Engi-

neering. Inc., Costa Mesa, Calif. Stuart

K. Babcock succeeds Mr. Smith as president.

F. C. Wiser, vice president-operations.

and Marshall D. Kocliman, vice president-

properties and facilities, American Airlines

Maj. Gen. Raymond D. Maude (USAF.
ret.), executive vice president. International

Electric Corp.. a division of International

Telephone, and Telegraph Corp.. Paramus,

Brig. Gen. Harley S. Jones (USAF. ret.),

executive vice president, Republic Aviation

Corp.. Farmingdalc. N. Y
Ansel E. Talbert, vice president. Flight

Safety Foundation, Inc.. New \ ork, \. 3

Louis P. Clark, vice president and assist

ant general manager. Radiation, Inc., Mel-

bourne, F|a

Honors and Elections

Leroy R. Grumman, board chairman of

Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp., has

received the 19th annual Frank M. Hawks
Memorial Award from the American Legion

Air Service Post 501.

Victor E. Carbonara. president of Kolls-

man Instrument Corp,, received annual Syl-

vanus Albert Reed Award of the Institute

of the Aeronautical Sciences.

J. H. Kindclbcrgcr, board chairman of

North American Aviation, has been named
recipient of the Gen. William Mitchell

Award of Aviators' Post No. 742. Lt. Gen,

C. S. Irvine. USAF Deputy Chief of Staff.

Materiel, will present the invard at the an-

nual dinner of the Aviators' Post on April S

at the Waldorf-Astoria.

Hie Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences

has awarded Honorary Fellowships, the -•In-

stitute’s highest honor, to Sir George R.

Edwards, managing director of Viekers-

Armstrongs (Aircraft) Ltd., and C. S.

Draper, head of the Department of Aero-

nautics and Astronautics at Massachusetts

Institute of Technology.

George F. Douglas, vice president-engi-

neering for Norair Division of Northrop

Corp., has been elected to the Council of

the Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences.

(Continued on page 124)

INDUSTRY OBSERVER
France plans to use the twin-jet Mirage IV Mach 2 bomber as a develop-

ment vehicle for a larger Mach 3 bomber destined to carry France's nuclear

bomb when it is perfected. Mirage IV, which was scheduled to have

Snccma Super Atars delivering from 18.000-20,000 lb. thrust, now will use

A tar 9s. Mach 3 bomber probably will use turbojets, but a combination

turbojet-ramjet engine is a possibility.

Bell Aircraft Corp. has teamed with Convair to fonn a joint weapon sys-

tems management team to push the Bell XF-109 jet VTOL Mach 2 fighter

program. Basic agreement to jointly staff the weapon system development

team has been reached with details regarding use of facilities and manpower

to be worked out at subsequent meeting of company officials. Artist's

conception of the Bell-developed XF-109 design was published in the Jan.

5 issue of Aviation Week (p. 23). Earlier designation was D-188A.

Airborne infrared ballistic missile detection systems probably will be

proposed by seven companies conducting anti-ICBM weapon system feasi-

bility studies for Air Force under $150,000 study contracts. System will

include ICBM destruction means. At least one contractor may propose

an air-launched anti-ICBM missile: another is considering a ground-launched

version of Minuteman. Companies are Boeing, Convair, Lockheed. Gen-

eral Electric. General Mills, Raytheon and Radio Corp. of America (AW
Feb. 2, p. 23). Infrared-cquippcd aircraft flying at 40,000 ft. reportedly

can prov ide an additional 10 min. warning time over present ground-based

Ballistic Missile Early Warning System (BMEWS) as well as pinpointing

the trajectory of enemy missiles (AW Sept. 29, p. 15).

New designation for Air Force’s air-launched intermediate range ballistic

missile is WS-13SA, replacing the WS-199A, B and C designation used

for early feasibility test vehicle programs. Although 20 companies are on

the bidding list, a number of them arc expected to form teams. Douglas

Aircraft and General Electric will submit a joint bid, with Douglas as prime,

GE as avionics subsystem manager. Bell Aircraft and Thompson Ramo
Wooldridge also plan a proposal with Bell as prime (AW Jan. 26, p. 23).

Navy is evaluating a twin engine version of the Convair J3-5S Mach 2

bomber for possible use as a carrier-based bomber. Aircraft would use

Pratt & Whitney J58 turbojet in a new version, with one of the three

original turbine stages removed to boost the power rating well over 30,000 lb.

thrust.

Army plans very high production rate for its Mauler anti-aircraft weapon

system which is scheduled to be carried by a Jccptype truck and be capable

of firing missiles in several directions for protection of ground troops against

low-flying aircraft. Decision on contractor may be made this month (AW
Jan. 26, p. 23). Bidders are General Electric, Convair and Sperry.

Cambridge Research Center has asked proposals leading to a design study

for a communications satellite using present state-of-the-art hardware and

based upon a system study already conducted by Cambridge. Proposals

from industry are being prepared for submission this month.

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft has a subcontract from Thiokol to manufacture

stainless steel allov rocket motor casings for the solid fuel propellant unit

for the Armv's 500-750 mi. Pershing missile. Thiokol is the propulsion

subsystem contractor under The Martin Co. weapon system contract for the

missile. Pratt & Whitney uses its specially developed flow turning process

to manufacture the rocket casings.

Italian air force is now forming its first squadron of Fiat G.91 light

fighters, replacing a Republic F-84F unit. Pilots arc now completing the

conversion, and the G. 91 squadron is scheduled to take part in an upcoming

NATO tactical air exercise.

Grumman F11F-1F Super Tiger appears to be the leading contender in

Royal Canadian Air Force evaluation of aircraft to fulfill Canada's NATO
commitment for fighter-bombers. Lockheed F-104, Republic F-105 and

McDonnell F-101B, now being evaluated, also arc being considered.
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Blanketing

the high temperature field

A fairly ambitious claim! Yet we can prove that Haynes alloys do

exactly that ... all the way up to 2000+ deg. F. Here’s why.

There are 12 Haynes high-temperature alloys. Among them you

will find the right combination of properties to handle any heat

condition. For example, Hasteli.oy alloy X has remarkable

resistance to oxidation up to 2200 deg. F. Haynes alloy No. 25

is strong and resists stresses, oxidation, and carburization up to

2000 deg. F. Hastelloy alloy R-235 is outstanding in the

1500 to 1750 deg. F. range. And this is only part of the story.

All 1 2 Haynes alloys are production alloys and are readily

available. Some of them are vacuum melted; some air melted.

Some are cast, some wrought, and some are produced in

both forms. For the full story, write for literature.

:s alloys. This elecl

ALLOYS
HAYNES STELLITE COMPANY

Division of Union Carbide Corporation

Kokomo, Indiana
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Washington Roundup
Capsule Recovery?

Soviets have recovered an instrument loaded space cap-

sule after three revolutions around the earth as a satellite,

according to unconfirmed reports reaching West Ger-

many from the Soviet Union. According to this as yet

unverified data, the Soviets launched the instrumented

satellite early February as a test for recovering space cap-

sules. The globular capsule was coated with a wooden
plastic type ablation material similar to that used in the

U. S. Army’s Jupiter nose cone.

Total capsule weight was about 500 lb. Ablatation

material failed to protect the chamber sufficiently during

re-entry, and instrumentation was reportedly badly dam-
aged on recovery'. According to the reports reaching here,

the capsule made three orbits of the earth of approxi-

mately 105 min. Each and was then directed to re-enter

the atmosphere and impact within the Soviet Union.

Atlas Potential

T. G. Lanpliicr, Jr., vice president and assistant to the

president of Convair Division of General Dynamics
Corp,, says Convair and other firms associated with the

program can produce twice as many Atlas intercontinental

ballistic missiles "as we are currently going to be asked to

by 1961.”

In a discussion of the Administration s apparent deci-

sion not to try and match the Soviet Union in the

ICBM field (see page -(>). Lanpliicr was asked bv Dave
Garroway on the National Broadcasting Co.’s “Today”
television program if he were content to let this happen.

Lanpliicr replied:

"No, I’m afraid not. 1 don’t think any thinking man
should be . . . if we have enough of them (Atlases) in

time and of the right quality to meet the threat, 1

wouldn’t be concerned, but I’m afraid at the moment the

government isn’t asking for enough of them and isn’t

going to have them in time."

Commenting upon industry’s ability to produce the

Atlas and match the Soviet effort, Lanpliicr said "the

government, of course, has to ask for the numbers and

has to ask for them in time.”

ARPA's Future

Under present Defense Department planning, the

Advanced Research Projects Agency will become a fourth

operating agency' along with the Air Force, Army and

Navy, Defense Secretary Neil II. McElroy told the

House Armed Services Committee last week. Research

and engineering programs of all four will be supervised

and coordinated by the Office of Defense Research and

Engineering headed by Dr. Herbert York. McElroy

added that the office of director of guided missiles eventu-

ally will be eliminated.

Veto Hinted . . .

President Eisenhower implied that he will veto any fed-

eral aid to airport bill comparable to the one he vetoed

last year. Just such a bill was approved by the Senate

Commerce Committee last week and appears headed for

congressional approval as a Democrat-sponsored measure.

Eisenhower’s stand on the airport bill was a voluntary

offering at his press conference. He reiterated his posi-

tion that the Administration is interested only in pro-

viding funds that will support improvements in the safety

of flight and not in building administration buildings,

lie saw no reason, he said, for helping in the construc-

tion of terminals since the federal government docs not

build depots for the railroads or buslines.

The President added that the Administration has

helped substantially in the past by putting money into

40 airports “of which last year there was less than an

average of 10 planes stationed.”

The Senate bill calls for a five year 5565 million aid

program that would provide $100 million annually for

the construction of runways and other facilities. The
bill is in sharp contrast to the President’s budget plea

for an “orderly withdrawal" from the airport grant pro-

gram during the next four years.

. . . But Democrats Adamant
Meanwhile, Majority Leader Sen. Lyndon Johnson

(D.-Tex.) promised quick floor action, even if it means
calling night sessions, on the Senate Commerce Com-
mittee bill. The measure prov ides S100 million a year

federal aid for airport construction for the next five years

plus a $65 million “emergency fund” to get an expanded

program under way, making a total authorization of

$565 million.

Committee vote on the proposed legislation followed

party lines, as expected. Republican committee mem-
bers supported a continuation of the present level of

$63 million a year for four
y
ears for a total of $252 million

authorization. Elvvood Qucsada, Federal Aviation Agency
administrator, has urged that the program be cut back to

a total of $200 million spread over the four years.

Vanguard: Long Life

Diminutive Vanguard 1 satellite got a pat on the back

and a prediction of an extremely long life last week from
Assistant Chief of Naval Operations for Research and
Development Rear Adm. John T. Havvvard.

Hayward said the 6.4-in.. 3.25-lb. sphere may continue

to orbit for 2,000 vr. Longest previous estimate was

about 200 vr. Vanguard I "is the only U.S. object

in space that is still faithfully doing the job it was

designed for," Hayward said-a reference to the fact that

the satellite’s radio, powered by solar batteries, is still

functioning. Other U.S. satellites either have fallen

or their radios have failed. Vanguard launchings arc

scheduled to begin again in less than two weeks under

National Aeronautics and Space Administration direc-

tion. Next vehicle will carry a 23-in. weather recon-

naissance satellite. Four vehicles remain in the program.

Schedule Reliability

Reliability of airline schedules will officially be avail-

able for public judgment beginning May 1 by action of

the Civil Aeronautics Board. Board members last week,

citing the “unreliability” of past carrier schedules and

lack of evidence that the situation is improving, voted to

adopt a new system of realistic schedule reporting. For

a one-vear period, carriers must file reports of the total

number of flight delays, including one-time and late

arrivals of five to 30 min., for each month. CAB said

that the reports, filed within 45 days after the close of

each month, would be a matter of public record available

for comparison not only by the Board but also by any

interested member of the public, including competing

airlines. —Washington staff
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Space Technology

Defense Officials Concede Missile Lag
Administration witnesses admit to Soviet space,

missile lead; defend liold-the-line budget plan.

By Ford Eastman

Washington—Administration wit-

nesses admitted to Congress last week
that the Soviet Union is ahead of the

U. S. in its space and ballistic missiles

programs but contended that no essen-

tial programs arc being neglected that

would jeopardize national security.

Hie officials testified, almost unani-

mously, that, while the U. S. lags in

certain aspects of the space and ballis-

tic missile programs, it leads in others

and that, on an “over-all” basis, ade-

quate funds are being provided to meet
the nation's defense requirements.

This has been the general theme of

testimony by witnesses appearing at

hearings of the Senate Preparedness

Subcommittee, the Senate Committee
on Aeronautical and Space Sciences, and
House Committees on Science and
Astronautics, Defense Appropriations

and Armed Services in support of Presi-

dent Eisenhower's hold-the-linc defense

budget for Fiscal 1960.

Democratic members of these com-
mittees fired back with charges that the

statements were "inaccurate” and “mis-

leading” and made in an effort to justify

an “inadequate defense budget."

After nearly two weeks of hearings

in committees this is how Administra-

tion witnesses rate the U. S. and Russia

in the space and missile fields:

• In Space exploration, it was generally

accepted that it will take the U. S. from
18 months to two years to merely dupli-

cate feats Russia already has achieved

in payload instrumentation sent into

• U. S. is behind in the interconti-

nental ballistic missile field, but the size

of the gap is widely disputed. It has

been estimated that the Russian advan-

tage in numbers will range all the way
from four to one within three years to

"one or two” missiles at the end of this

• U. S. is far superior in quantity and
quality of maimed bombers and other

aircraft and maintains sufficient retalia-

tory strength to deter a potential enemy
from launching a general war.

The witnesses, headed by Defense
Secretary Neil H. McElroy. took the

stand to testify that the Administra-

tion’s Fiscal 1960 defense budget pro-

vides sufficient funds to carry on a “well

balanced” program that will meet the
country's defense requirements.

In prepared statements and in re-

sponse to early questions, the witnesses

maintained that the budget is adequate

and that additional funds would not

necessarily accelerate the programs. In

addition. McElroy presented a letter

from the Joint Chiefs of Staff stating

that they considered the proposed ex-

penditure figure for Fiscal 1960 ade-

quate to provide the essential programs
necessary for the defense of the nation.

However, in response to later ques-

tions asked by committee members,
most Defense Department witnesses

admitted that they had asked for more
money for certain programs than the

Administration has asked Congress to

provide and that the cutbacks are cause

for concern. Testimony included:

• Adm. Arleigh A. Burke, Chief of

Naval Operations, told the Senate Pre-

paredness Subcommittee he had re-

quested a Nary budget of $14 billion

but that this was cut by 52. 5 billion

to SI 1.5 billion. As a result, he said

most Navy programs, including the

Polaris fleet ballistic missile system,

had to be downgraded.
Adm. Burke said his major concern

Advance Programming
Washington—Defense Secretary Neil

H. McElroy last week temporarily handed

the Air Force an operational Atlas inter-

continental ballistic missile squadron by

July and reported a complete Polaris

fleet ballistic missile will be fired some-

time this summer.

McElrov's Atlas remark was made in

response to a question by the counsel

of the Senate Preparedness Subcommit-
tee. Later, after being challenged by Sen.

Shiart Symington (D.-Mo.), the Defense

Secretary said that, if he had made such

Atlas missiles would be operational by

July, McElroy said, but the first squadron

will not be ready before January, 1960.

Under present Navy planning, the first

firing of a complete Polaris is scheduled

from Cape Canaveral, Fla., in the spring

of 1960. First firing from a submarine

is planned for the fall of 1960.

McElroy, who also said three Polaris

submarines will be on stab'on bv the end
of 1960, apparently had in mind the

A1X Polaris test vehicle which will be

used to test the system’s Q-Matrix guid-

ance system designed by Dr. Stark Draper

of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology.

is over the material condition of the

fleet, of which Sl% was constructed

in World War II. He added that the

Fiscal 1960 budget would permit mod-
ernization of only 2% of the fleet

whereas 10% should be modernized
each year. Burke also said he was

seriously concerned over the limited

funds provided for procurement of air-

craft, ships and missiles.

• Gen. Thomas D. White, Air Force

Chief of Staff, reported lie had asked

for $20.6 billion for Fiscal 1960 but

was allowed SI 8.6 billion. He said his

chief concern is that three fourths of

the Strategic Air Command, which
constitutes the nation's primary military

deterrent, is approaching obsolescence

and that more emphasis should be

placed on procuring more modern
weapon systems.
• Gen. Maxwell D. Taylor, Army Chief
of Staff, said the Army would require

$13.5 billion in Fiscal 1960 in order

to maintain its required strength and
was allowed only $9.9 billion. As a

result, he said the Army was forced to

cut back all its surface-to-air missile

programs.
• Roy W. Johnson, director of the

Advanced Research Projects Agency,

told the committee his budget requests

had been cut 30%. He said more is

needed for rapid development of the

missile boosters and for improvement
of satellite and missile tracking capabil-

ity. Johnson said that, not only should
the Defense Department space program
be given more money, but that the

National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration’s civilian space program also

should have a higher budget.
• William M. Holaday, Defense De-

partment missile director, first expressed

satisfaction with the balanced spending
program, later admitted that liis rec-

ommendation that two more Polaris

submarines be built in 1959 and 1960
had been turned down.
• Maj. Gen. Bernard A. Schriever, Air

Force Ballistic Missile Division com-
mander, said industry has the capacity

to produce more ballistic missiles than

current planning calls for and that lie

would like to see a greater buildup o'

ballistic missile forces, including large,

numbers of intermediate range ballistic

missiles for overseas deployment.
• Wemher von Braun, Army Ballistic

Missile Division director of planning
and operations, said he felt the Russians

may have “hundreds” of IRBMs de-

ployed against U. S. bases in Europe
and that it would take the U. S. five

years to match the Soviets in rocketry.

Me urged the nation to spend an addi-
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President Views Soviet ICBM Claims
Washington—President Eisenhower last week admonished against believing “too

implicitly'' Soviet reports on the progress of their missile programs. The President

added his weight to the current public debate over the military posture of the

U. S. as opposed to that of the Soviet Union when asked at his press conference

to comment on Russian reports that they now have intercontinental ballistic missiles

capable of hitting their targets accurately and precisely. Here is the question and

the President’s reply as they appear in the official transcript of the conference:

".
. . Mr. President, the Soviet Defense Minister bragged yesterday that they

now have intercontinental missiles with hydrogen warheads that can hit any point

in the world precisely and accurately that make our nuclear weapons outdated.

Could you comment on that, sir?”

THE PRESIDENT: “They also said that they invented the flying machine—”

(Laughter)

THE PRESIDENT: (continuing)—"and the automobile and the telephone and

other things. Now I am not trying to be too facetious; I am trying to ask this one

question of you people, though: Why should you be so respectful of this statement

this morning, if you arc not so respectful of the other three?

"And I think there is alwavs a design behind every Soviet pronouncement. Now
I think you people probably know it already, but last night or this morning there

was an Atlas firing that was absolutely successful and it was long range, and we

think it was a very good performance.

"I don’t know what the words ‘pinpoint accuracy' mean. They sound to me
like rather propaganda words.

“Now I am not going to decry their accomplishments. But I am not going

to get involved or worried about trying to take everything they could do in every

field, and placing an equation there and finding that it comes to a quality.

"We have got a very much more variegated, a more, we believe, balanced type of

defensive organization than they have, and we believe that with the dispersion that

we have and with the competence of our planes and supported as they arc by

the missiles that we have developed, that we have a very splendid posture today in

the whole security field. And I would not be at all surprised that more statements

of this kind will be made. Apparently, they are believed all around the world, and

The question and the President’s reply stemmed from a statement at the Soviet

Communist party congress in Moscow by Soviet Defense Minister Marshal Rodion

Malinovsky. Malinovsky told the congress that the Soviet Union has intercon-

tinental ballistic missiles with hydrogen warheads capable of hitting "precisely any

point.” He added:

"Our army is equipped with a whole scries of intercontinental, continental and

other rockets of long, medium and short range.”

Later in the week, there was still another boast. Munitions Minister Dmitri

Ustinov told the congress that the Soviet Union has "various types” of intercon-

tinental ballistic missiles in “serial (mass) production.”

Both statements were preceded by an announcement by Soviet Premier Nikita

Khrushchev at the opening of the congress that “in the Soviet Union serial production

of intercontinental ballistic rockets has been organized" (AW Feb. 2, p. 32).

tional S140 million over the next two

years on development of the 1.5 million

lb. cluster of booster engines being

developed by ABMA and said addi-

tional money also should be allocated

for basic research.

• Lt. Gen. Samuel E. Anderson, Com-
mander of the Air Research and Devel-

opment Command, told the House
Space Committee that he had requested

S1.278 billion total for Fiscal 1960

and had been allowed $753.1 million.

As a result, lie said, some of ARDC's
programming will have to be curtailed

and that plans to procure improved

versions of the Northrop Snark had

to be abandoned.
• Rear Adm. John T. Hayward, Assist-

ant Chief of Naval Operations for re-

search and development, told the House

Space Committee that the Administra-

tion had cut his research and develop-

ment budget for Fiscal 1960 from $770
million to $522 million.

Adm. Hayward said bureaucracy also

has hampered the national space effort

and called for a single U. S. Space

Agency to handle the national pro-

grams, both military and civil. He said

the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration is following one course, and
the military another, and that, under

the circumstances, the U. S. could not

have a successful national program.

One of the few witnesses who ap-

peared consistently satisfied with funds

budgeted for Fiscal 1960 was Keith

Glcnnan, NASA administrator. He told

both the House and Senate space com-
mittees that lie felt his agency was ade-

quately funded at the present but that,

if he felt more money was needed, he
would not hesitate to ask for it.

Glcnnan told the committees NASA
is proceeding with its space program

with “the greatest sense of urgency and
under the greatest head ol steam pos-

sible.” It would be possible to buy
greater assurance of success by spending

more money, but it would not neces-

sarily accelerate the over-all program, he

added.

Glcnnan said NASA, with the Ad-
vanced Research Projects Agency, has

begun an integrated program to give the

U. S. more powerful booster systems as

soon as possible. By the summci of

1960, he said a second stage rocket

engine will be available for use with

an Atlas that will permit placing a 6,000

lb. payload into orbit or send a 1,000

lb. payload as far as the moon.

Another second stage for the Atlas is

under development by Convair Division

of General Dynamics Corp. using a

liquid hydrogen rocket being developed

by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Division

of United Aircraft. To be completed

by 1961, the second stage will, when
used with an Atlas or Titan booster,

permit placing an 8,000 lb. payload into

orbit or sending a 2,000 lb. payload to

the moon. Designation of the second

stage is Centaur.

Clustering of existing ICBM-tvpe
rocket engines will provide a first-stage

boostei with a thrust of 1.5 million

pounds by 1962. Glennan said. Cluster

would permit placing 10 tons of pay-

load into orbit or send two tons payload

into deep space (see p. 51).

He added that development of a sin-

gle-chamber rockcl booster of 1.5 mil-

lion lb. thrust by Rockctdyne Division

of North American Aviation Inc. is be-

ing pushed to bring it to a stage of use-

fulness within four years and that, in

another two years, a cluster of these en-

gines will provide six million lb. thrust

that will lift 75 tons payload into orbit.

Military space projects, in addition

to the development of more powerful

boosters and rocket engines, outlined

by ARPA director Johnson included the

following:

• Within the next five years, ARPA
expects to place a “stationary” satellite

in 24-hr. orbit 22,000 mi. above the

earth as a communication relay.

• ARPA will begin initial tests on de-

velopment of navigational systems em-
ploying satellites this year and hopes

to have the initial system in operation

within the next two years. The satellite

will be equipped with a radio source

that can be heard and detected by any

ship, airplane or other object on earth,

day or night regardless of weather.

• Use of satellites under the Missile

Defense Alarm System employing in-

frared detection will require an esti-

mated seven years to perfect.
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X-15 Research Plane Undergoes Resonance Tests
North American X-15 research aircraft is mated to wing of Boeing B-52 jet bomber which will bear it aloft for the first time. Flight is

scheduled for this week (AW Feb. 2, p. 28). After mating, North American and Boeing engineers conducted extensive resonance tests

to determine if flight vibrations may damage the B-52 or tear the X-15 from its fittings. Tests involved vibrating the X-15 at varving

frequencies up to 30 cycles per second, using small vibrators installed on the research plane's outer skin. Information was relayed to

oscillographs and Brown recorders; technicians found no harmful resonance. Note special hydraulic hoists used to raise X-15 to B-52.

Nuclear Plane Speed-Up Rejected
Washington—Air Fora1 and Atomic

Energy Commission proposal to shift a
total of S45 million from other ap-

proved projects in their Fiscal 1960
budgets in an effort to accelerate de-

velopment of a U. S. nuclear-powered
aircraft has been overruled by Adminis-
tration officials, including representa-

tives of the White House. Budget
Bureau and Department of Defense.

Proposal to transfer the funds and its

subsequent denial were disclosed at

hearings of the joint Congressional
Atomic Energy Committee headed by
Sen. Clinton Anderson (D.-N. M.).

Defense Secretary Neil H. McElroy
has estimated that a nuclear plane will

be flying in approximately five years tin-

der the Administration's' go-slow devel-

opment program. Sen. Anderson, who
is urging an acceleration of the program,
estimates that it will be “sometime in

the ’70s” before a U. S. atomic-powered
aircraft is flown if the Administration
plan continues in force.

McElroy told the House Armed
Sendees Committee last week that "we
are not pressing” USAF’s nuclear air-

craft program because it is "hard to see

why it’s worth the money—we alrcadv

have an investment of $1 billion in it.’
1

Rep. Melvin Price (D.-I11-), a com-
mittee member, countered that "it is

hard to see why the Defense Depart-

ment won’t move ahead and get a fly-

ing aircraft after making such a substan-

tial investment.”

Although a supersonic nuclear plane
would have “considerable advantages."
McElroy said that he could not see any
major advantages in the indefinite range
of a subsonic aircraft which would be
“quite vulnerable.” Price, who is also

Soviet Nuclear Bomber
New York—“There is every reason to

believe the Russians arc flying nuclear-

powered aircraft," Col. Leonard Harmon
(USAF, ret.), of General Electric's Air-

craft Nuclear Propulsion Department,

told tlic Aviation Writers Assn, last

In answer to the question, “How accu-

(editorial and article, revealing for the

first time details of the Soviet nuclear-

powered bomber prototype, was pub-

lished in the Dee. 1, 1958 issue of Avia-

tion Week), Col. Harmon answered: “I

think it's right ... 1 think it's a fact."

To another query, “Is the configura-

tion shown in the Aviation Week article

consistent with your knowledge?," the

colonel replied: ‘“Yes ... it’s consistent

with what we know.”

chairman of the research and develop-

ment subcommittee of the Joint Con-
gressional Atomic Energy Committee,
protested that Defense Department is

"downgrading” the USAF program
"simply because the first aircraft is go-

ing to be subsonic."

Meanwhile, Sen. Anderson an-

nounced that he will push for an ac-

celerated program to achieve a flying

subsonic nuclear pkne by mid-1962.
Sen. Richard Russell (D.-Ga.), chair-

man of the Senate Armed Services

Committee, also favors the accelerated

Sam which would cost an additional

million—over and above the SI 5(

million a year planned by the Adminis-
tration for the USAF nuclear project-
over the three fiscal years 1960-62.

At briefing sessions of the Joint

Atomic Committee, both Air Force and
Navy officials testified that they have a

“military requirement" for a nuclear-

powered aircraft. Top witnesses were
USAF Secretary James II. Douglas and
Navy Secretary Thomas S. Gates.

Navv has urged the Defense Depart-
ment to channel department funds into

a four-year program for development of

a subsonic nuclear seaplane but has thus
far declined to earmark its own funds
for the program. "At this point, a nu-
clear plane has a low priority in the
Navy,’ Price commented. “But when
an operational aircraft is developed it

will be a very high priority weapon for

anti-submarine warfare."
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Chrysler Makes New Bid for Space Role
By Evert Clark

Detroit—Chrysler Corp. is making a

strong new bid for space and missile

systems contracts through a recently

created Advanced Projects Organization

within its Defense Products Group.
Although Chrysler has just an-

nounced the organization's existence, it

has been in the process of formation

since late last summer and has taken

part in several important missile and
space competitions.

Nucleus of Organization

Organization now consists of about

100 people who are considered the nu-

cleus of a group that might eventually

grow to 300 or 400.

Growth will be gradual and highly

selective.

Most of the 100 are engineers and

most were drawn from Chrysler's Mis-

sile Division, which has six years' experi-

ence in planning, engineering and pro-

ducing Army Redstone and Jupiter

missiles.

Functions of the organization arc

operations analysis, systems and compo-

nents studies, proposal preparation,

technical program planning and con-

sulting plus some research and develop-

ment work.

Combining of these tasks and assign-

ing them to a formal organization is an

attempt to give additional emphasis to

Chrvsler’s intention to play a major

role in future weapon and space systems

work. Prior to last summer, an ad-

vanced projects office existed in the

Missile Division from time to time, but

its personnel had other duties and gen-

erally were called together only to pre-

pare proposals for specific contract com-

petitions.

Continuity of Effort

Chrysler now intends to give conti-

nuity to these efforts, not only to keep

up with trends in its fields of interest,

but to help shape these trends.

The organization's first proposal was

made in the competition for the assem-

bly and test mission on Air Force’s

Minuteman intercontinental ballistic

missile. Chrysler also attended the Na-

tional Aeronautics and Space Adminis-

tration bidders' conference on the Proj-

ect Mercury manned space capsule but

decided not to bid as a prime contractor

because it felt other companies had too

great an edge because of prior studies

and design work on capsules.

Chrysler did participate as a subcon-

tractor in the Mercury competition,

however, and it is involved with Army

Ballistic Missile Agency in Redstone
and Jupiter capsule firings that will pre-

cede an attempt to put a man into or-

bit (AW Jan. 26. p. 23).

The organization also is working with

ABMA on the Juno V 1.5-million lb.

thrust cluster of Jupiter engines for Ad-

vanced Research Projects Agency, and

is interested in any other applications

of Jupiter boosters for space vehicles or

in possible weapon applications such as

a target missile for anti-missile missile

' Although Chrvsler’s long and very

close relationship with ABMA is the

key to its current missile and space

workload. Advanced Projects Organiza-

tion officials point out that the com-

pany did extensive engineering and de-

velopment work on the fleet ballistic

missile system as prime contractor to

the Navy before the sea-based and land-

based intermediate range missiles be-

came separate programs; that Chrysler

now is building Jupiters and support

equipment for the Air Force, and that

it is doing work for both the military

and the civilian space agencies.

Team Concept

One of the most important concepts

of the new group is its desire to work

with other major industrial organiza-

tions as associates or subcontractors in

team proposals.

The group also intends to do the

kinds and amount of research and de-

velopment necessary to be able to

strengthen its own systems proposals

by offering unique concepts for sub-

Chrvslcr intends to continue to draw

most of its Advanced Projects person-

nel from within the companv. both

from its 11.000-man Missile Division

and from Central Engineering. The
Missile Division was built as largely

as possible from within the corporation,

especially at the beginning with pro-

motion from within as an important

part of the personnel policy.

Emphasis, however, will not be on

rate of growth, but on flexibility of oper-

In fields where knowledge of the

corporation's engineering and produc-

tion capabilities are not so important,

such as in operations research and

analysis, specialists will be brought in

from outside the company.

The organization does not expect to

limit itself to missile and space work,

even though it will concentrate on

these areas. It has worked with re-

search and engineering units in the

Missile Division, the Defense Opera-

tions Division and Central Engineer-

ing, but it has a strong enough charter

within the corporation that requests

from these other groups for consulting

work will not be allowed to interfere

with its own workload.

Advanced Projects Organization will

not be a sales group. It will be con-

cerned with technical and management
details of svstems studies, preparation

and presentation of proposals, and nego-

tiations, gaining the sendees of the

government relations sales staff and
contract administrators within the sales

group.

Areas of Investigation

Among the areas now being investi-

gated by Chrysler, with the work being

spearheaded in most cases by the Ad-
vanced Projects Organization, are:

• Recovery and rc-usc of boosters.

• Storable liquid propellants.

• Space navigation concepts.

• More accurate methods of transmit-

ting azimuth and true vertical into a

missile's inertial guidance system be-

fore launch. Chrysler is developing an

optical synchro system using polarized

light that offers an accuracy of bcttci

than 5 deg. of arc. It is an outgrowth

of the development of a device to

measure and record roll and pitch of

• Simplified guidance systems.

All of the organization’s top execu-

tives have been selected from Chrysler

personnel. They are John P. Butter-

field, director, formcrlv executive engi-

neer of the Missile Division; C. W.
Williams, director of manufacturing

operations, formerly in Central Engi-

neering; J. C. Smith, Jr., executive engi-

neer. and J. M. Martin, director of

plans and programs, both from Missile

Division; and R. C. Turbeck, director

of field operations.

Tire Advanced Projects Organization

reports to Irving J. Minett, group execu-

tive for defense.

Number of Advantages

Chrysler does not feel it is at any

disadvantage in competing with air-

frame companies for major missile and

space systems contracts. In fact it feels

it has ii number of advantages—includ-

ing a longer background in large mis-

siles than many of the companies it is

bidding against, the benefit of a close

relationship with pioneering German
missile scientists at ABMA, and its

ability' to bring the same kind of de-

velopment and production reliability

into this field that it claims over com-

petitors in the automotive field.
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fits in shallow compartment (foreground) of missile. Three releasable attach points arc on forward rings of missiles at right and left. Short

blisters midway down missiles contain solid propellant rctrorockcts fired at moment of warhead separation to prevent airframe from over-

taking nose cone. Long blister on side of each missile is wiring trough. AC Spark Plug inertial guidance is being installed in left Thor.

Douglas SM-75 Thor IRBM in Production
n propulsion rockets rest on carrying jigs awaiting installation. Alur

the front of missile and liquid oxygen tank in rear are separated

by about 1 ft. of intertank structure. Fuel h'nc passes through

liquid oxygen tank.

Rivet hole is drilled during assembly of the truncated conical

guidance section which is shown completed in background. Unlike

fuel and liquid oxygen tank sections, conventional aircraft structure

is used here.

One of twin Rocketdync doublc-gimbalcd vernier rockets is installed

on aft bulkhead of Thor. Vernier thrust chamber is of double

wall construction and bums the same RP-1 fuel and liquid oxygen

as main propulsion system.

Thor is erected at Vandenberg, Calif., launch complex (AW Dee.

29, p. 46). One rctrorockct blister is visible just below national

insignia. Four-man crew in each control van is responsible for

firing two or three missiles.
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McDonnell Rolls Out Model 119 Turbojet
By Craig Lewis

St. Louis—McDonnell Aircraft moved
directly into competition for utility jet

aircraft business last week as it readied

its Model 119 transport-trainer for

flight tests and a program of demon-
strations to potential Air Force and
commercial customers.

Rolled out of the hangar with four

Westinghouse J54 engines, the 119

prototype will be flying in sales compe-
tition with the Lockheed Jctstar by
early summer.

Production version of the McDon-
nell 119 will use four Pratt & Whitney
JT12 engines, as will the production

Jctstar. Both of the small utility trans-

ports will be competing for a role as the

USAF UCX and a USAF production

contract, as well as for corporate sales.

Designed for Federal Aviation Agency
certification, as well as to meet Air

Force UCX specifications, the 119 is

66.5 ft. long, has a wingspan of 57.6 ft.

and is 25.6 ft. high over-all. With the

JT12, it will have a top cruise speed of

565 mph. with maximum continuous

power and a speed of 550 mph. with

Gross weight oF the utility' transport

will vary between 35,000 lb. and a top

of 45,238 lb., depending on the fuel

load. Normal range in still air is 2.335

stat. mi. with reserves, but extra in-

ternal fuel tanks can boost this to 3,000

mi. Maximum cruising altitude is

45,000 ft.

McDonnell has put more than S10
million into the 1 19 program so far.

The company won't say now whether

the aircraft will go into production

without an Air Force contract, and no

S

rice has been quoted. President James
. McDonnell said "in order to offer

an attractive price, we feel we ought
to have an Air Force contract,” but he
refuses to pin production plans specif-

ically to a contract award.

The 119 program is part of a serious

effort to diversify for McDonnell, a

company with 90% of its business in

fighter aircraft, and it doesn't seem
likely that the project will be given up
easily. Signs of the company's serious

intentions can be seen in the establish-

ment of a transport division two months
ago. iliis new group is headed by
Robert E. liage, former Boeing project

engineer-systems on the 707, and he is

a McDonnell vice president as well as

transport division general manager.

Transport Division

Transport division is currently being

organized and built up. A commercial
sales staff has been formed, but it is not

completely staffed. Some commercial
inquiries have come in over the past

year, but now that the airplane will be
flying, McDonnell will be launching a

formal sales program. Only one proto-

type will be built and the first produc-
tion 119 would come off the line 16-18

months after a decision is made.
Following the precedent set by Doug-

las, Boeing and Convair, the 119 has

its engines podded under the wings,

rather than using the aft fuselage

mounting currently popular with the
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Utility Plane
smaller turbojet transports. After look-

ing at 34 different configurations, Mc-
Donnell decided the 119 layout with

pods was most practical for a four-engine

transport.

Safety is cited as one advantage, since

a malfunction in one of the separate

pods won’t affect the others. Easy

maintenance is another, since the en-

gines arc close to the ground and easy

Engine Choice

Originally, the Fairchild JS3 engine

was chosen for the 119, with the JT12
as backup. When the Air Force washed
out the J83 (AW Jan. 12, p. 32), Mc-
Donnell switched to the JT12 for its

production engine. First JT12 is ex-

pected in September, and the airplane

is scheduled to fly with 50-hr. engines

in December.
With neither the J83 nor the JT12

available now, McDonnell had to use

the Westinghouse J34 in its prototype

to meet the first flight schedule. Pods

for the JT12 will be somewhat smaller

than those on the prototype, since this

engine is a third the weight and half

the size of the J34. Pod-to-ground clear-

ance will increase about six inches with

the JT12 pods.

Engines are placed close enough to

the center of gravity that there is con-

siderable latitude in size and weight,

and therefore in engine choices. Pods

have blow-away jets under the intake

to combat ground object ingestion.

The 119 wing is swept 35 deg. at the

quarter chord line. It has an area of

550 sq. ft. and an aspect ratio of 6.0.

Small ailerons provide lateral control,

with some help from spoilers on top

of the wing. Spoilers also act as air

WING on the McDonnell 119 is swept 35 deg. at the quarter chord line (above). It has

an area of 550 sq. ft. and an aspect ratio of 6.0. VHF antenna is on top of the 119’s

cockpit roof (below). Air scoop for the air-conditioning system is at the root of the dorsal fin.



119 Performance Willi JT12 Engines

1.500 mi.

Range

Takeoff gross weight—pounds 36,200

Passengers 10

Kange—nautical miles l.auu

Maximum cruise altitude feet -15.000

Critical field length-feet 3.930

Landing ground roll (half-fuel-fcct) . . . 1.800

land speed ( 1 109fc stall)—knots 93.3

1 Range calculated against a 70 kt. headwind, 30 min.

of MII.-C-5011A reserves.

Nonnal Full Range With
Range Fuselage Tanks

•10.928 45.238

10 8

2.033 2,220t

44,900 45,000

4,135 5,255

1.920 2.050

93.6 92.0

453 453

endurance at sea level in lieu

brakes. Aircraft has Fowler flaps, plus

split flap.

Conventional rudder and fixed verti-

c.l fin provide directional control, and
longitudinal control is prodded by
elevators on the trailing edge of a

movable horizontal stabilizer. Longi-

tudinal trim is maintained by this

movable stabilizer, and directional and
lateral trim is accomplished by tabs on
the surfaces.

All controls arc manually operated,

and all primary control surfaces have

balance tabs. Wing and tail leading

edges are equipped with boot-type dc-

Normally, all fuel is carried internally

in the wings. Each outboard wing
panel forms an integral tank, and a

third integral tank is in the center sec-

tion between the spars. There are blad-

der cells in the wing fillet aft of the

rear spar. Extended range is prodded
by putting tanks in the nose and tail

sections outside the fuselage pressure

area. 'ITiis adds about 650 gal. to total

Landing gear, flaps, brakes and spoil-

ers are operated by a 3,000 psi. hy-

draulic system. The d.c. electrical sys-

tem provides power for navigation and
communication equipment and lights

and also to inverters which supply a.c.

power for windshield de-icing and other
needs. Training versions of the 1 19 are

expected to have an a.c. electrical sys-

tem to supply equipment requirements.

Lear equipment will be used exten-
sively in the 119 cockpit. Layout in-

cludes a dual NAVCOM navigation

and communication system; dual ADF-
200 automatic direction finders with
goniometer and fixed loops; L-102 auto-
pilot system combined with CIS-100
dual instrument display, driven by VG-
100 vertical gvros and DG-100 direc-

tional gyros, pius supporting electronic

Cabin of the 119 is pressurized by
bleed air from the engines, and an
internal altitude of 8,000 ft. can be
maintained at 44.000 ft. McDonnell
i"s the fuselage employs fail safe de-

sign with wide use of multiple load paths

to produce structural safety. Rings are

20 in. apart, and stringers are six in-

ches apart, and crack stopping design

halts cracks at the first piece of struc-

ture encountered.

Normal passenger load for the 119

is 10. although up to 26 passengers can

be carried in a high density seating con-

figuration. A number of conventional

executive configurations are suggested

by McDonnell. The 89 in. diameter
of the cabin permits a flat floor with

a 74 in. ceiling height, and a floor rail

system allows a variety of seat and fur-

niture layouts, as well as providing tie-

downs for heavy cargo use. The 119
can carry 8,700 lb. of cargo.

McDonnell estimates that operating

cost per mile of the 1 19 is in the same
area as comparable turboprop and pres-

surized piston engine transports.

Self-sufficiency is designed into the

119 as an operating feature. The air-

craft has an integral stair and self-con-

119 Dimensional Data

57 ft. 7.2 in.

Area 550.0 sq. ft.

Aspect ratio 6.0

Tad

Horizontal

23 ft. 2 in.

119.0 sq. ft.

Sweepback 25% cl ird 35 deg.

v
A

J
C

i

Cl rah° 4.5

148.3 in.

90.0 sq. ft.

Sweepback 25% cl ord 45 deg.

1.7

Height incl. vertical tai 23 ft. 7.7 in.

Length, maximum 66 ft. 5.9 in.

1 read of main wheels 189.0 in.

Wheel base 207.9 in.

Fuselage diameter

Cabin height 74 in.

tained starting gear. No stands are re-

quired for engine work or normal field

Along with the usual utility functions

of personnel and cargo transport and air

evacuation, McDonnell envisions wide
application for the 119 as trainer and a

check aircraft for airways facilities.

Among training possibilities are con-

figurations for bombardier./ navigators,

electronic countermeasure operators, in-

terceptor radar operators and for basic

navigational training. McDonnell ex-

pects to be able to get tactical types of

radar equipment in the 119's nose in

order to make training more realistic,

and the company points out that train-

ing in the utility- aircraft would be
cheaper than using combat aircraft.

News Digest

Hercules Powder Co. and Stauffer

Chemical Co. will jointly form a new
company to produce aluminum alkyls,

including triethvl aluminum. Materials

arc of interest as pyrophoric ramjet fuels

(AW Mar. 31, p. 24; Oct. 27, p. 64)

and as high altitude flame sustainers in

turbojet engines. Capacity of proposed
plant will be in excess of 1 million

lb. /year.

Thomas S. Gates, Jr., Secretary of the

Navy for the past two years, will resign

on June 1 to return to private business.

Gates, who has served in the Navy De-
partment for a total of six years, will be
succeeded by Navy Undersecretary Wil-
liam B. Frankc. Frankc, a 64-vcar-old

New York accountant, first joined the
government in 1951 as a special assist-

ant to the Secretary of Defense.

Twentieth USAF-Convair Atlas inter-

continental ballistic missile was fired

successfully over a programmed range

of some 4,300 naut. mi. from Cape
Canaveral, Fla. last week. Atlas launch-
ings began in June of 1957. Thirteen
flights have been classed as successful,

five as partially successful and two as

Boeing Airplane Co.'s Project Start-
solid-fuel rocket system for probing

space and for re-entry problems (AW
Dec. 1. p. 51)—has progressed through

initial design stages but is not presently

scheduled for construction or produc-

Canadair 540 turboprop transport

made its maiden flight at Montreal,
Canada, last week. Twin engine plane,

a modified Convair 440 fuselage with
Napier Eland engines (AW Feb. 2.

p. 45), flew for 3 hr. with William Long-
hurst, chief test pilot, at the controls.

RCAF has ordered 10.

Jack Frye, 54, president of Trans
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Two rugged EE1MMIC1 rotary actuators

power the unique cargo handling equipment

on the Lockheed Electra

EEMCO rotary actuator Type

0-1033, powered by an integral

200 volt, 400 cycle. 3 phase AC

motor of .69 HP. will lift and lower

pre-loaded fibreglass cargo bins

weighing 475 lbs., 5 to 6 feet

into or out of the cargo compartment a
1

on the Sancor hoist. This corresponds

actuator at 24 rpm. Integral limit swi

brake, accurately determine the travel,

operated without overdriving the motor br

provided lo prevent the toad overhauling

withstand 6500 in. lbs. static load torque.

Thirty-five soon to be delivered jet-powered Electra Flagships for American Airlines will be equipped

with new and unusual, highly efficient cargo and baggage handling equipment that will enable ground

crews lo completely unload or re-load the aircraft in 4 minutes! On time departures for this brilliant

new airliner of the jet age will therefore be routine. Both the Sancor’-produced portable cargo hoist

and the Lockheed-designed internal cargo conveyor system are powered by EEMCO rotary actuators

for maximum reliability.

EEMCO rotary actuator Type 0-1049

operates the Lockheed-designed

conveyor system in the belly cargo

compartments of American Airlines’

Electra Flagships. Operated either

electrically or manually, the actua-

tor will move the loaded cargo bins

forward or aft or hold them in any

desired place to speed up loading and unloading of cargo and baggage at

terminals en route. This actuator consists of an intermittent duty 200 volt,

400 cycle, 3 phase AC motor with integral gear box designed for normal

torque at 16 rpm, 1.4 amps. Maximum static

load without permanent deformation is 5100 in. lbs. The actuator is elec-

trically reversible and includes an AC operated brake, thermal overload

protection, manual drive input shaft and reverse torque lock mechanisms.

Reliability of operation was a prime factor in the specification of these actuators

by SANCOR and LOCKHEED. EEMCO products were specified because EEMCO is a

specialist in the design and production of such precision-built actuators and motors.

For 17 years prime contractors in the civil and military aircraft and missile industry,

as well as their subcontractors, have relied on the experience of EEMCO in this spe-

cialized field. Your inquiry is invited.

DESIGNERS AND PRODUCERS OF

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING & MANUFACTURING CORP.
I Jelfenon Bou/ovord. Los Angofex 16, Cofifornio- Telephone REpublic 3-0151

PRECISION MOTORS, ACTUATORS, AND RELATED EQUIPMENT ... EXCLUSIVELY!



Proved in

supersonic

PARTS LIKE THESE MACHINED
FROM FULLY HEAT-TREATED
STRESS-FREE BLANKS FORGED
BY CSI IN 79S ALLOY
After the results of all the tests are in; after all the
engineering data arc counted; the real test of a metal is still

to come ... in performance.

And what better proof of a metal's enduring strength than
successful performance under the critical stresses of
supersonic flight. That's the record of 79S Alloy forgings

produced by CSI.

CSI has developed special techniques for the production of
fully heat-treated stress-free forged blanks in 79S Alloy
(Federal Specification QQ-A-367d) ... the highest strength
wrought aluminum alloy in production use. In critically

stressed aircraft members and components, where failure

could be disastrous, the advantages far outweigh those
of die forgings. Distortion during machining is virtually

eliminated. Service life is long—and predictable!

CSI can supply stress-free 79S forged billets in cross-sectional

areas up to 170 sq. in. and lengths up to 7 ft.

Write today for complete information

CANADIAN
STEEL IMPROVEMENT
LIMITED
289 Horner Avenue, Toronto

36

World Airlines from 1934 until his

resignation in 1947, was fatally injured

last week in a Tucson, Ariz., automobile

accident. Frye, a veteran pilot, became
president of General Aniline and Film
Corp. after leaving TWA. Later, he
organized and headed the Frye Corp.,

designer of the F-l Safari passenger-

cargo aircraft.

Rand Corp. will sponsor its Second

Protective Construction Symposium
dealing with problems of blast-protect-

ing underground military installations

at its Santa Monica, Calif., headquar-

ters Mar. 24-26. Subjects will include

weapons effects, site selection, protec-

tion of exposed items, communications
problems, craters and shock waves in

rock, tunnel shapes and sizes, design of

underground facilities and new con-

struction methods and equipment. Per-

sons wishing to attend should contact

svniposmm chairman J. J. O'Sullivan

at the Rand Corp., 1700 Main St.,

Santa Monica.

Pan American World Airways and the

Air Line Pilots Assn, signed an 18-

month contract last week covering pilot

pay on the company's new Boeing-707

turbojet transports. Provisions in the

crew compliment issue are similar to

those recently agreed upon bv American
Airlines and its pilots. Pan American

jets will carry a four-man flight crew,

pilot, copilot, pilot-navigator and flight

engineer. Basic international override

pay provisions could cam the carrier’s

transatlantic jet pilots as much as $33,-

600 a year. Signing climaxed 19 months
of negotiations between the airline and

union and opens the way for line pilots

to begin immediate jet training. Pan

Oct. 26. using supervisory pilots.

National Academy of Sciences-Na-

tional Research Council has formed an
Armed Forces-NRC committee on Bio-

astronautics that eventually will consist

of more than 100 members. Ten al-

ready have been named to an executive

council. Committee will serve as a

forum of active investigators, exchang-

ing information and establishing liaison

between scientists and the services on

medical and biological aspects of space

exploration. One aim apparently is to

better acquaint non-military investiga-

tors with military requirements and

problems of manned space operations.

Committee is supported by a contract

between Air Force and the Academy.

Follow-on order of S3 million for

hydraulic constant speed drives for

Douglas A4D Skyhawk has been re-

ceived by Aircraft Accessory Turbine

Department of General Electric Co.
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AIR TRANSPORT
Crash Mars Beginning of U.S. Jet Age

American Airlines Electra crashes in East River on

instrument letdown at LaGuardia Airport.

By Robert I. Stanfield

New York—American Airlines’ Lock-

heed Elee(ra-lS8 turboprop transport

(Might 520 nonstop from Chicago),

which crashed into the East River about
midnight Eeb. 5, only 12 days after its

inaugural flight, was making a standard

instrument letdown on the "back

course” ILS-range facilities to La-

Cuardia's Runway 22.

Reason for the crash is still unknown.
Last contact with the Electra was when
the pilot acknowledged clearance to

continue his final approach from his

last reporting point, 800 ft. over the

range station at Clason's Point in the

East Bronx, at 0455Z (1155 EST), 2.8

naut. mi. northeast of the active run-

Aircmft, N-61010A, earning 68 pas-

sengers and a crew of five, left Chicago

at a gross weight of 104,650 lb. Maxi-

mum takeoff gross weight is 115,000 lb.

It went into the river about 1 to 1.5

mi. from the end of the runway, ad-

jacent to Rikers Island, “pretty much
on course," according to a "Federal

Aviation Agency official. There were

eight sunivors, including the first of-

ficer, flight engineer and a stewardess.

Weather given the pilot, preceding

his final approach, had been forecast

22 min. earlier and showed a ceiling of

400 ft. overcast. Visibility was 2 mi.

in light rain and fog. Wind was from
the SSW at 2 kt. and sea level pressure

was 29.77 in. Three minutes following

the last contact with Might 520, ceiling

was reported 400 ft. “variable” (to 500
ft.). Temperature was 371'; dew point

35. Visibility remained at 2 mi., wind
velocity had increased to 6 kt.

The "back course" approach to La-

Cuardia (which has been in use since

1952) utilizes the New Rochelle fan

marker and radio beacon, and the La-

Guardia range, which arc 4.S naut. mi.

apart. Minimum inbound altitudes arc

1,000 ft. over the fan marker and S00
ft. over the range. Course is 224 deg.

No glide path is available. Electra night

minimums for this approach are 400 ft.

ceiling and 1 mi. visibility.

To get the benefit of the complete
ILS system, utilizing the glide path
would have necessitated a downwind
approach from the southwest to Run-
way 4. Night imnimums for this ap-

proach arc 400 ft. and i mi. visibility.

Configuration "A" approach lights ex-

tend 3,000 ft. from the end of this

runvvav. There arc no such lights for

Runway 22.

Normal approach speed of the Electra

would approximate 120 kt. Minimum
control speed, engine out (sea level,

standard day) is 1 10 kt. Rate of descent,

during final approach from LaGuardia
range station, would be about 580 feet

per minute for the 2.8 naut. mi. Power
is supplied by four Allison 501-D13 en-

gines with static takeoff thrust 'power of

3,750 ehp. each.

Contact over the range station was
"routine," reported the EAA, follow-

ing which no further transmission was
received from the Electra. Neither the

New York Center nor the LaGuardia
tower had been notified of any apparent
malfunctions.

One of the surviving passengers,

36-vcar-old Herbert Forman, stated that

he was "leaning against a window, look-

ing at the lights of the citv,” when the

Electra hit the water. The aircraft's

flight engineer, Warren E. Cook, 36,

told reporters he thought the plane was

making a normal landing until it

The Electra was monitored by radar

to New Rochelle, where its approach
was initiated. Tower radar did not vec-

tor the final approach. Shortly after

BACK COURSE to LaGuardia’s Runway 22 utilizes combined range and ILS directional

procedure turn at New Rochelle at 1.500 ft!, crossing the fan marker inbound at 1.000 ft.

and the LaGuardia range station at SOO ft. Minimum night altitude from range to airport,

2.8 naut. mi. southwest, is 400 ft. Should the aircraft not be contact at this altitude,

"missed approach" procedure would be accomplished which normally calls for an imme-
diate climb to 1,500 ft. on the southwest course of the ILS or range (heading 224 deg.),

or as directed by Air Traffic Control.
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losing contact with the approaching
aircraft, the FAA halted further ap-

proaches. Agency was not aware the

Electra had gone down until approxi-

mately one-half hour later, when
notified by the Coast Guard at Floyd
Bennett, who in turn were advised of

the crash bv the rescue tugboat H.
Thomas Titi". Jr.

The airplane was ending its second

New York-Chicago round trip of the

day when the crash occurred, and had
run into dclavs. It originally left New
York at 0945 EST as Might 301, de-

parting 45 min. late. Returning from
Chicago as Flight 308, it was scheduled

to leave at 1300 EST, but was dclaved

1 hr. 7 min.
Back on schedule for its 1700 EST

New York departure as Flight 393, it

was pushed back to a 2000 EST
takeoff as Flight 320. It finally left

the gate at 2135 EST and was airborne

at 2154. Until the time of the accident,

the three-hour flight was considered

routine.

The captain, 59-vcar-old Albert H.
DeWitt, who died in the crash, was a

long-time American Airlines veteran

with about 28,000 hr. of logged pilot

time. He had slightly more than 40

hr. time on the Electra, including five

scheduled New York-Chicago round
trips. He had made several night land-

ings at LaGuardia, according to Ameri-

can Airlines, and had been in command
of the inaugural Electra flight from
New York to Chicago on Jan. 23.

First officer Frank S. Hlavacek, 33,

was reported in critical condition follow-

ing the crash, as was flight engineer

Cook and Joan M. Zeller, 21, steward-

ess. Unaccounted for was stewardess

Mae Markidis.

Electra N-61010A airframe had about

300 hr. total time. Time on the four

engines was: No. 1. 239 hr.; No. 2,

301 hr.; No. 3, 152 hr.; No. 4, 289 hr.

Federal Aviation Agencv began an im-

mediate investigation of the crash

under Joseph O. Fluctt, chief investi-

gator, Civil Aeronautics Board.

Rep. Oren Harris (D.-Ark.) House
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Com-
mittee chairman, called Ehvood Que-
sada. Federal Aviation Agency adminis-

trator. before the committee late last

week for a closed door discussion of the
accident. Rep. Harris wants to deter-

mine what part the FAA plays in safety

and whether legislation is needed to

correct any of these deficiencies.

The aircraft will be salvaged from
waters adjacent to Rikers Island, where
a Northeast Airlines Douglas DC-6
crashed on takeoff in a snowstorm on
Feb. 1, 1957, killing 20 of the 101

persons aboard.

Meanwhile, also at New York, indi-

cation of hydraulic system trouble was
received in an American Airlines Boeing
707-120 after takeoff on a New York-

Los Angeles schedule last week, but the

flaw turned out to be in a gage.

PanAm 707 Dives 29,000 ft.

New York—Pan American Boeing
707-120 jet transport, heading from
London to New York, last week in-

advertently entered a diving spiral of

about 29,000 ft. when a malfunction

occurred about 500 mi. east of Gander,

Newfoundland.
The aircraft was leveled off at 6,000

ft. and returned to 28,000 ft., later

making an unscheduled stop at Gander.

Capt. W. Waldo Lynch was pilot and
Capt. S. T. Peters, chief pilot, Pacific-

Alaska Division, was copilot.

Pilots and members of PanAm ’s engi-

neering staff last week met with tech-

nicians from Bendix-Eclipse Pioneer

Division, which manufacturers the PB-

20D autopilot used on all 707s (AW
Oct. 6, p. 71). Unit includes an ap-

proach coupler, yaw damper and Mach
trim. No definite cause for the dive

was given.

The captain was returning to the

cockpit and had stopped to talk with

Norman P. Blake, PanAm Atlantic Di-

vision vice president, when he felt the

trim change.

Capt. Lynch said he took about

“three big steps" toward the cockpit

but his next recollection is that he got

into his pilot seat; he thinks he may
have crawled the last few feet.

At the time, Capt. Peters was wrest-

ling the control wheel, which was in a

hard right position. Between the two

pilots, the 707 wings were leveled after

Capt, Lynch reduced power on all en-

gines. The dive, however, continued to

about 6,000 ft. altitude where full con-

trol was returned.

Capt. Lynch said the plane experi-

enced some buffeting and may have

reached Mach .94 in the dive. Com-
pany spokesman said a portion of non-

structural material tore loose, but had

no effect on flight characteristics.

Passengers were flown from Gander
to New York in another 707. One
passenger received ankle fracture and

there were cases of partial blackouts due

to G-forces on the recovery from the

PanAm engineering personnel last

week were sent to Gander to rechcck

the 707 for possible damage, and to in-

spect various flight systems to deter-

mine the exact reason for the spiral and
dive.
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Northwest Cuts Overhead, Boosts Profits
By Robert H. Cook

Minneapolis—Hard hitting sales tac-

tics and a tight grip on the purse strings

have been blended by Northwest Orient

Airlines into a profit formula that has

propelled the carrier from the status of

a $5 million subsidy collector only four

sears ago to a 55.5 million profit in

1958.

The year was record breaking in

nearly every phase of Northwest oper-

ations, and stockholders saw their earn-

ings per common share climb from
55.56 in 1957 to 53.98 in 195S. How-
cver. President Donald W. Nyrop, a
former Civil Aeronautics Board chair-

man and ex-head of the Civil Aero-

nautics Administration, says even
greater profits will be needed to handle
the 567 million purchase of 10 Lock-
heed Electra turboprops and four Doug-
las DC-8 turbojets now on order plus

leasing costs of an SIS million overhaul

base and general office quarters now
under construction at Minneapolis-St.

Paul International Airport. He adds that

last year's record profit is barely suffi-

cient to pay the 55,780,000 cost of one
DC-8.
Nyrop feels that Northwest’s present

methods of operation, with a heavy
emphasis on a "cost conscious” philos-

ophy, will be equal to the challenge.

Today, the airline emplovs 6,500 persons

on it's 20,000-mi. route' system with a

productivity measure of 21.4 persons

per each 100,000 revenue ton miles pro-

duced. In 1952, this figure stood at

47.3 employes, and the company ex-

pects to bring it down each successive

year by route expansions and the
gicatcr productivity of new flight cquip-

Low Operating Cost

At the same time. Northwest now
enjoys the lowest total operating cost

per available ton mile in the industry.

Figured at 24.6 cents as of last Novem-
ber as compared with an industrywide
average of 27-1 cents, this cost has been
in a steady decline since 1953 when it

was recorded by Northwest as 33.5

cents per available ton mile.

Last vear, the company's record oper-

ating revenues of 5101.2 million re-

flected at 21.4% increase over 1957,
while its operating expenses increased

only 15.6%. Indicative of Northwest’s

prospects for this year, and the value

of its recently-awarded Chicago-Florida
authority, are last month’s operational

reports showing a 49.8% increase in

domestic revenue passenger miles over

the same month of 1958 and a 23.8%
gain in international revenue passenger

Northwest economists believe the

airline will carry 90,000 passengers a

year on its Chicago-Florida route, which

was inaugurated on Dec. 6 of last year.

Of major importance, they say, is the

new route's potential to counteract the

former seasonal imbalance of traffic

which last year caused a loss of 5689,000
for the month of January. This route

alone, is expected to give Northwest
its first profitable January' since 1946
when the company cleared 518,000.

Company Progress

Nyrop credits most of the company’s
progress, since he became president in

1954, to the following developments:
• Increased sales promotion.

• Strict adherence to cost control prin-

• ^Extension of, and removal of restric-

tions, on Northwest’s route system.
• Integration of new flight equipment.

Gordon W. Bain, vice president-sales,

has based much of his program of the

past few years on the theory that the

airline industry is a place for "show-
manship." This is reflected in the air-

line’s “Imperial” and "Regal Imperial”

luxury service; the use of Nisei and

Chinese-American and Filipino-Ameri-

can stewardesses on domestic flights to

stress carriers service to the Orient.

While the airline utilizes all media
of advertising, it laid particular empha-
sis last year on radio as a means of

"catching a specific audience,” pri-

marily business men driving to and from
work. Bain expects to increase his

advertising budget for radio by 20%
this year but feels that television adver-

tising is too expensive and often too
inflexible in its programming to coin-

cide with his program. Direct mailing,

which also can be tailored and directed

to a specific audience, is another

method favored by Bain who said the

Donald W. Nyrop

media recorded a 75% gain in the past

18 months. Newspaper advertising is

usually brought into play to gain recog-

nition in a new market area, such as

Bain says he plans to apply the same
techniques to promote both the Electra

and DC-8 service, with a heavy empha-
sis upon expansion of “Impc’riar'-typc

Another major reason for North-

west's passangcr gains, according to

Bain, has been the improved caliber

of meal service, including a better

selection of wines and liquors and
studies designed to provide a variety

of meals not usually offered by airlines.

The airline also has tightened its super-

vision over its caterers.

Northwest’s present cost control sys-

tem got off to a gradual start in 1954
after the company's payroll had been
trimmed from 5.S00 to 4.900 employes

as one of the early measures taken to

trim 53.5 million from expenses. The
company employed the accounting firm

of Ernst & Ernst to conduct an effi-

ciency study of every phase of its opera-

tions. It later used the study as a basis

for use by Northwest’s industrial engi-

neers in arriving at attainable work
goals based on past experience. The
new program was first applied to main-

tenance and, bv 1956, was in effect in

all divisions. Latest figures show an

over-all improvement of about 12%
in the efficiency of Northwest em-
ployes.

Manpower Planning

Also, the company makes maximum
use of a station manpower planning

chart instituted in 1954. Prepared

twice a year for budget purposes, the

chart is individualized for each station

and lists the total employes needed

during a 24-hr. period. Use of the chart

allows station managers to avoid any
overlapping of employe duties, and the

system has been extended to the air-

lines general office staff.

Extension of the Northwest route

system from 16,764 mi. in 1955, with

70% of the svstem mileage now per-

manently certificated, has played an ex-

tremely vital role in the company’s
progress.

In the last two years, 8,658 mi. of

Northwest’s Orient and Alaska routes

have been permanently certificated.

Civil Aeronautics Board action in the

New York-Chicago Serv ice Case allowed

the carrier to close a major gap in its

domestic route to service these cities

on the same flight and also granted the

airline unrestricted New York-Detroit

authority. This decision placed North-

west in the second and seventh largest
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domestic passenger markets respectively.

During this period, the Board also

has removed long-haul restrictions pre-

viously applied to the company s mile-

age east of Minneapolis other than the

Chicago local segment, with only Mil-

waukee east and Chicago-New York
restrictions remaining.

CAB’s decision to award Northwest

a 1,206-mi. route extension from Chi-

cago to Miami via Atlanta and Tampa/
St. Petersburg has again placed the

airline in a heavy market area, with a

high volume of Florida bound traffic

originating on the Northwest system

north and west of Chicago.

Unlike some major trunk carriers.

Northwest feels its many small com-
munities are needed to funnel traffic

into the company’s longer stage lengths.

Twelve out of 2 5 domestic stops on the

carrier’s system have populations below

50,000, but while the over-all distance

traveled by a passenger on Northwest’s

search indicates that & the Northwest

passenger in the smaller communities

travels an estimated 750 mi. per trip.

This type passenger will account for

much of Northwest's expected annual

revenues of SI 3.5 million from the

Chicago-Florida route, according to

President Nyrop.
Northwest presently has 38 other

route applications pending before the

CAB. Largest of these applications in-

volves the New York-San Francisco

market, which the carrier estimates

could provide Northwest with 90,000

passengers a year.

Acquisition of a new fleet of 10

DC-6Bs and 14 DC-7Cs in 1957 gave

the company its first real competitive

edge, Nyrop says. Combined with the

airline’s nine Boeing 377 Stratocruiscrs,

the aircraft gave Northwest "top flight"

luxury service between all major cities

on its system. In both Douglas models,

passenger comfort and selling appeal

was considered, with Northwest offering

two-abreast coach seating on the

DC-6B. Modifications on the placing

of engines and special cabin sound-

proofing on the DC-7Cs cost the com-
pany S1S.000 per aircraft. Today.
Northwest has more daily DC-7 seats

available in relation to its size than any
other U. S. carrier, according to Nyrop.

Last year, the airline disposed of the

last of its DC-3 fleet and is now the

onlv trunk carrier to operate exclusively

with four-engined equipment.
Financing arrangements also were

completed last year for a line of credit

and equity financing totaling 583. 5 mil-

lion. most of which will be used for

Northwest’s purchase of Electras and
DC-Ss. First of the Electra turboprops

are scheduled to be received in July and
the balance of the order of 10 by the

end of the year. Turbojet deliveries will

start in the spring of 1960, with a total

of five DC-Ss scheduled to be on hand
by September of that year.

Last of the major carriers to an-

nounce jet purchases. Northwest has

earned a bonus estimated at 5425,000
which would have been paid out for in-

terest on down payments and progress

payments had the decision been made
at an earlier date, according to Nyrop.
Thus far, Northwest has obtained

540 million, payable within a 20-year

period, from 12 insurance companies

and 532.5 million from 1 5 banks which

must be repaid by Dec. 31, 1965. In

addition. $11.5 million has been real-

ized from the sale of 457,873 shares of

preferred stock recently authorized by

the company’s stockholders.

From the total of 583.5 million,

534.25 million will be used to retire the

outstanding portion of the loan on

Northwest's DC-C7s and DC-6s, with

549.25 million applied to the new jet

equipment. The additional 517.75 mil-

lion required for the jets will come from
company earnings and depreciation

along with trade-ins on the Boeings and
DC-7C's, totaling 510.2 million.

A major stipulation in the jet sales

contract is that Douglas will allow

Northwest 51,350,000 tor each of five

DC-7s. while Lockheed will allow

5390,000 each for the nine Strato-

cruisers with spare parts.

Both of the new aircraft are long-

range versions with extra fuel tanks in

the Electra wing and extra capacitv

fillet fuel tanks on the DC-8 along with

Pratt & Whitney J75 engines to im-

prove takeoff thrust and provide im-

proved gross weight. First Electra serv-

ice probably will be inaugurated on the

Chicago-Florida route with the DC-8
scheduled to become a nonstop trans-

pacific carrier, company spokesmen say.

Although company engineers have

not completed Electra operational man-
uals and specifications, they estimate

the turboprop transport will hit a utili-

zation rate of 10.4 hr. as compared to

9.5 for the DC-8. Break-even load fac-

tor for the Electra was estimated at be-

tween 52 and 55%.
Flexibility of its fleet maintenance

schedule and procedures is being studied

by Northwest because of the problem
posed by the speed differences between

the piston engine, turboprop and turbo-

jet aircraft. The company now utilizes

the progressive block check system for

the DC-6Bs and DC-7Cs but is consid-

ering a possible change to a continuous

maintenance system of overhaul.

Northwest also has registered gains

in the field of air freight and Nyrop re-

ports a heavy upsurge in this phase as a

result of manufacturers’ restocking of

inventories in the wake of the business

recession. The airline now operates

several DC-6B “combination" aircraft.

With removable bulkheads to carry both
passengers and freight on transconti-

nental routes. Size of either passenger

or freight loading can thus be changed

so that the prospect of unused space is

virtually eliminated.

Interiors of the combination aircraft,

which operate at off-peak hours, can be

changed to carry as much as 17,000 lb.

of cargo and 28 passengers on a night

flight to 10,000 lb. of cargo and 44 pas-

sengers during the daytime.

Probably the greatest boost to North-

west’s air freight volume was the in-

troduction last November of a single fac-

tor tariff designed to bring the advan-

tages of air shipment to towns without

air service. It has allowed Northwest to

tap a new revenue market in towns lo-

cated 200 mi. to either side of its route

svstem. Cargo salesmen arc able to con-

tact shippers in these localities and offer

printed tariff rates figured from the

closest Northwest station.
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AiResearch Manufacturing Division of the

Garrett Corporation, long- a leading manufac-

turer of electro-mechanical components and

air conditioning systems for aircraft, is a major

user of klixon Inherent Overheat Motor Pro-

tectors.

Elvin Lytle, Design Specialist ofAiResearch,

selected a 3-phase klixon Motor Protector

METALS & CONTROLS
Spencer Division

for use in this 10 HP electric motor driven

condenser fan, a component of the vapor cycle

air conditioning system on the Boeing 707 Jet

Stratoliners ordered by American Airlines. In

this application, the klixon Protector shuts

off the fan motor if excessive inlet air tempera-

ture or inadequate air flow causes the motor

windings to overheat.

CORPORATION
2802 Forest Street, Attleboro, A

Supplemental Ruling Spurs New Debate
By L. L. Doty

Washington—Controversy over the

status of supplemental air transportation

is expected to continue in a rash of

court appeals arid petitions despite the
recent Civil Aeronautics Board de-

cision to award operating certificates to

23 supplemental carriers.

Reaction to the Board’s decision in

the seven-year-old Large Irregular Air

Carrier Case within the air transport in-

dustry differs widely. Even the 23 car-

riers which received certificates of public

convenience and necessity for the first

time were partially agreed on only one
point: The certificates lend the carriers

an aura of "respectability" yet fail to

improve their competitive position in

relation to the scheduled airlines.

Beyond this one point, however, lies

scattered confusion among the 23 car-

riers as to their future role on the com-
petitive scheme of air transportation.

Last wcelc, lawyers representing a num-
ber of the supplemental carriers involved

met here in an attempt to clarify the

Board's written decision which one
spokesman termed “complex” and an-

other “one of the most poorly written

opinions I have ever read.”

Court appeals and petitions to the

Board for reconsideration will arise from
the dissatisfaction with the decision by

the 22 supplemental carriers which the

Board found unqualified for certification.

In addition, chances are strong that

the scheduled airlines will take action

against the decision once their analysis

or the opinion is completed.

Case Features

Here are the principal features of the

Board’s decision in the Large Irregular

Case which began in 1951:

• Supplemental carriers will be per-

mitted to operate individually ticketed

passenger and wavbilled freight service

within the U.S. on a scheduled basis

with a limit of 10 round trips per month
per airline between any two points.

• Carriers may conduct scheduled do-

mestic chartered sendee without fre-

quency limitations. Operating rights are

virtually the same for charter and sched-

uled flights as those granted under

temporary authority in 1955.

• Decision concerning foreign or over-

seas transportation for supplemental air

sendee will be issued in the future.

• Five-year certificates were granted a

total of 12 carriers. Two-year certifi-

cates were awarded to the balance of

11 carriers. Three additional applicants

were found to be qualified but a filing

of specific applications will be required

before final authorization can be issued.

Rehearing will be held on five carriers

which did not receive certificates. Total

of 22 applicants were found “not
qualified.”

In the three-two decision, with Vice
Chairman Chan Gurney and Member
Harmar Denny dissenting, the Board
explained that fivc-vear certificates were

granted to carriers “whose qualifications

arc clear and strong.” Two-year certifi-

cates ucre awarded carriers “whose
qualifications are acceptable or better

but range below those of the first

The Board did not close the door to

other supplemental carriers but said it

will continue to consider applicants for

temporary certification in the supple-

mental class by hearing and decision. It

said, however, that it does not intend to

reconsider the scope nor the need for

supplemental operations.

The Board decided that supplemental

carriers filled an important need for

periodic travel demands that exceeded

the lift of scheduled airlines. It called

the time “ripe" to strengthen supple-

mental carriers by issuing the certificates

to foster their continued growth to im-

prove service to the public.

The Board specified that the new
certificated carriers were prohibited

from jointly advertising or publishing

schedules with another air carrier or

with a ticket or cargo agent. This was
undoubtedly designed to block the

creation of combines as a means of cir-

cumventing the 10-trip rule.

Most supplemental carriers protested

vehemently against the 10-trip rule as

a restriction that would prevent normal

profit growth for the individual com-
panies. Advertising restrictions and the

rale against the use of travel agents

also were pointed to as factors that

would hinder normal development of

traffic growth. A number of carriers

readily admitted that an easing of these

rules had been expected by them in

the final decision.

Clayton Burwell, executive director

of the Independent Airlines Assn., said

that “experience will tell whether mem-
bers of the supplemental airline indus-

try can survive under the economic
conditions laid down” by the Board

and added: “This decision is not the

be-all and end-all for the independent

airline industry.”

Chances that some of the 23 supple-

mental carriers would make a bid to

join the Air Transport Assn, appeared

strong last week. Presumably, the car-

riers—now that they are certificated-

arc qualified to join the association

although the ATA had reached no
decision on this matter by late last

week. At least three of the carriers plan

to apply for membership immediately.

Such a move is not likely to affect

the status of the Independent Airlines

Assn., which has 1 1 of the 23 carriers

on its raster, or the Supplemental Air

Carrier Conference with five of the

newly certificated carriers among its

Fight for membership in the ATA,
however, will fade into insignificance

once court appeals and petitions to the

Board for reconsideration begin to ap-

pear. Here are the stormy prospects:

Future Appeals

• Scheduled airlines can be expected to

appeal the case. Authority of the Board
to grant certificates with limited oper-

ating rights will be contested. Argu-

ments before the courts that the Board’s

findings on convenience and necessity

were insufficient arc still pending and
may complicate the issue.

• New carriers will file for certificates.

In accordance with the decision in the

Large Irregular decision, applicants are

not required to present a showing of

convenience and necessity but must
prove financial strength and the ability

to operate within the restrictions im-

posed on the supplemental class.

• Carriers failing to receive certificates

probable will petition the Board for

reconsideration and a number will take

the case to courts. Because of the large

number of geographical areas involved,

such an action could feasibly tieup

more than a few courts pending a settle-

ment of the case.

• Court case pending from 1955 may
be reactivated. Scheduled airlines at

that time appealed a Board decision

which established that there was a need
for supplcmcntals, such a class would
be created and exemptions would be
issued pending a decision. The court

remanded the case to the Board on
grounds that exemptions could not be

that it would be an undue burden to

issue certificates.

Carriers receiving five-year certificates

are American Flyers Airline, California

Eastern Aviation, Capitol Airways,

Coastal Cargo Co., Cencral Airways,

Johnson Flying Service, Overseas Na-

tional Airways, Southern Air Transport,

Standard Airways, Stewart Air Service,

Transocean Air Lines and World Air-

Carriers winning two-year certificates

are All American Airways, Arctic-

Pacific, Associated Air Transport, Avia-

tion Corp. of Seattle, Blatz Airlines,

Conner Airlines, Modern Air Trans-

port, Paul Mantz Air Services, Regina

Cargo Airlines, Sourdough Air Trans-

port and United States Overseas Air-
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The

Record Breaking

Rotodyne

191 m.p.h. proved world's fastest rotorcraft

The Rotodyne vertical take-off airliner has established itselfas the

fastest rotorcraft in the world. On 5th January, 1959, itflew round

a 62 mile closed-circuit record course at an officially observedaverage

speed of191 m.p.h. for a new world convertiplane speed record—
at cruising power and operational weight.

This record, almost 50 m.p.h. faster than the corresponding heli-

copter record and30 m.p.h. faster than the absolute speed recordfor

helicopters— both held by conventional helicopters— confirms

Fairey's claim that the true V.T.O. airliner is here, now, for city-

centre to city-centrejourneys, needing no expensive airpi

no valuable time.

THE FAIREY AVIATION COMPANY LIMITED
HAYES • MIDDLESEX
ENGLAND . AUSTRALIA . CANADA

(Subject to F.A.I. Confit

Rotodme
e J? _/

JET Pot

'offj# THE I

Powered by Napier Eland turbo-props

l KAMAN AIRCRAFT CORP;
BLOOMFIELD, CONNECTICUT



lu/eied. . .RubricatedbySinclair
Electra — the maiden in Greek mythology who became a star in the

heavens— is the apt name given by Lockheed to its new prop-jets.

Forty of these new ships are joining Eastern Air Lines' fleet. Each
carries 66 passengers in smooth quiet, and hops non-stop over any

Eastern route at 400-plus m.p.h.

Sinclair has been a jet fuel supplier to the military for eight years,

and is proud that Eastern has chosen Sinclair Superjet Fuel for the

Electra. Eastern has also selected Sinclair Aircraft Turbo-S Oil for

exclusive use in this magnificent prop-jet fleet — proof positive of

the dependability of Sinclair's aircraft fuels and lubricants.

SINCLAIR
AIRCRAFT FUELS AND LUBRICANTS

Sinclair Refining Company • Aviation Sales • 600 Fifth Avenue,New York 20, N. Y.
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SHORTLINES

British European Airways’ Rolls-Royce

Dart turboprop engines installed in its

fleet of Vickers Viscounts have flown a

total of more than 1.3 million hours.

BEA says the Dart 510 has a life of

about 2,000 hr. before overhaul; the

Dart 520 an approved life of 1,000 hr.

Civil Aeronautics Board has granted

a freight air carrier permit to Aero-
lineas Peruanas, S. A., Peru, for a pe-

riod of one year. Permit will become
effective only after the carrier has dis-

associated itself from all non-Peruvian

interests, primarily Transportes Aereos

Nacionales, S. A, (TAN), of Honduras.

Eastern Air Lines will begin Lockheed
Electra sendee between New York and
San Juan on Feb. 22. Flight will leave

New York International Airport daily

at 9 a.m., arrive at Puerto Rico Inter-

national Airport at 2.50 p.m., local

time. The flight will leave San Juan at

5 p.m., arrive New York at 8.58 p.m.

Japan Air Lines international opera-

tions revenues increased 68% in De-
cember over December, 1957, to $1,-

792,264 and domestic revenues rose

2% to 5690,472. Total operating rev-

enues for the month were $2,486,357.

KLM Royal Dutch Airlines’ board of

directors has endorsed the airline's

management recommendation to declaie

a 4% dividend on KLM’s 100 guilder

par value common shares which, at the

present rate of exchange would be equal

to $1.06 per common share to holders

of shares of New York registry.

Mohawk Airlines carried 444.654

passengers 85,152,000 passenger miles

during 1958, increases of 6.3% and
6.99% respectively over 1957.

National Airlines reports net earnings

of S718.917 for the six months ending
Dec. 31, against a net loss of $1,181,266
for the same period of last year.

Seaboard & Western Airlines last

week began scheduling daily transat-

lantic mail and all-cargo service begin-

ning Feb. 2. The flights will sene
15 European cities in seven countries.

Southern Airwavs reports a net in-

come of $304,800 for 1958, equal to

564 cents per share, on 252,400 shares

outstanding. Total revenues for the

year were $5,400,000, up 22%.

Trans Canada Air Lines carried more
than 24 million lb. of air freight and

6,400,000 lb. of air express during 1958.

Last quarter 1958 air freight poundage
rose 600,000 over the 1957 figure.

AIRLINE OBSERVER
Watch out for a move by Pan American World Airways to purchase a

fleet of Convair 600 turbofan transports for use on its South American
routes. Transaction is now in the discussion stage.

United Air Lines will increase its order for Boeing 720 medium-haul jet

transports within the next few months.

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft is developing a new combination noise suppres-

sor and thrust reverscr of the slot type. The new device will be offered for

commercial use with JT3 and JT4 engines used on Douglas DC-8 and
Boeing 707 series aircraft. New Pratt & Whitney turbofan engine will be
offered for transport use with a thrust reverscr but will not require a noise

suppressor.

American Airlines sale of 25 DC-7 aircraft to General Aircraft and Leasing

Co. at a cost of $22.8 million has been set down for an examiner's hearing

by the Civil Aeronautics Board. The two companies’ request for a dis-

claimer of jurisdiction has been deferred by the Board pending the hearing.

Trans World Airlines is operating a Boeing 707-131 transport for flight

training purposes from its Kansas City headquarters base. The airplane,

which carries TWA’s markings and insignia, is on lease from the Hughes
Tool Co. According to a request to the Civil Aeronautics Board for approval

to lease the plane, no arrangements between the two companies have yet

been made for the lease or sale of the balance of the 1 5 707s on order by
the Hughes Tool Co.

Guest Aerovias Mexico will purchase two Dougls DC-6B’s from Scandi-

navian Airlines System and may increase the order to four at a later date

in the carrier’s first bid to operate a route to Lisbon and Madrid from
Mexico.

Pan American World Airways and Pratt & Whitney have devised a proce

dural fix to prevent recurrence of a recent flameout of two JT3 engines on
a Boeing 707 shortly after takeoff from Paris. Engine flamcouts were
caused bv water leaking from a hardened seal on the water injection system

and collecting in an engine support strut. Activation of the dc-ieing system,

which uses a variable nozzle blast of hot engine air bleed, blew the collected

water from the strut into the combustion chamber at high velocity, dousing
the flame. Engine de-icing system is now activated before using water
injection so that, instead of tlie initial wide nozzle blast, a lower velocity

small nozzle stream of hot air is blowing when the water injection occurs.

Meanwhile, development of a more efficient seal for the water injection

system is under way as a permanent fix.

Civil Aeronautics Board has called for an inquiry into seating configura-

tions of all aircraft operated or to be operated by domestic trunklines to
detennine whether a full investigation of seating standards is necessary.

American Airlines has contracted with Douglas Aircraft for the conversion
of 10 DC-7Bs to cargo aircraft at a cost of S4.2 million. Conversion pro-

gram, scheduled to be completed by August. 1960, will serve as one answer
to the problem of used-plane disposal and will more than double the car-

rier’s freighter fleet capacity which now consists of 10 DC-6As.

Presidents of five trunklines and one local service carrier and the Air Trans-
port Assn, will meet today with heads of International Assn, of Machinists,
Flight Engineers International Assn, and Air Line Pilots Assn, at a labor-

management conference called by Later Secretary James Mitchell. Mitchell,

who is calling a similar meeting with the railroad industry next week, is seek-

ing methods to prevent disniption of transportation facilities by strikes. Air-

line presidents met in Washington last week to plan strategy for the meeting.

CSA. Czechoslovakia state airline, will replace Tu-1 04 turbojet transports
with 11-14 turboprop aircraft on its Prague-Paris route. The Tu-1 04s will be
switched to the Praguc-Cairo run.
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A NEW ERA
THE ROLLS-ROYCE CONWAY

BY-PASS JET ENGINE

has now been granted a full certificate of

airworthiness by the Air Registration Board

at a minimum rating of 17,000 ib. thrust.

Conways are now being delivered to

aircraft manufacturers.

ROLLS-ROYCE EXPERIENCE IN THE AIRLINE OPERATION OF GAS TURBINES IS UNIQUE

THE DART
— the first, and for four years the only prop-jet in airline

service has flown over 6,000,000 hours. The Dart is currently

operating at overhaul lives of up to 2,200 hours.

THE TYNE
— a most advanced prop-jet engine, is due to enter

service in 1960 at ratirvgs of 4,985, 5,525 and 5,730 e.h.p.

It has a specific fuel consumption comparable with the

latest compound piston engines.

THE AVON
— the first turbo jet on the North Atlantic route, and now

in daily service, began scheduled operations with an

approved overhaul life of 1,000 hours.

IS IIS:

:

DEVELOPED

FROM

EXPERIENCE

The by-pass principle which
Rolls-Royce have proved in the

Conway engine is now accepted
as the correct formula for all jet

transport and for certain military

applications.

The new RB.141 family of by-pass jet

engines is based on seven years'

development experience of the by-

pass principle gained with the
Conway and on six years' operation

of other gas turbine engines in air-

line service. The first of this series

has already been chosen to power
the new British European Airways
medium range jet airliner.

ROLLS-ROYCE GAS TURBINES

ROLLS-ROYCE LIMITED, DERBY, ENGLAND
AERO ENGINES • MOTOR CARS • DIESEL AND GASOLINE ENGINES ROCKET MOTORS • NUCLEAR PROPULSION



When man first rides a rocket into the fringes of our atmosphere, tracking stations

on the ground will know his position and trajectory from signals beamed to earth

by a tiny radar transponder.

This Stavid-designed and Stavid-built beacon receives transmissions from

tactical radar sets on the ground and develops coded pulses for identification and

tracking. The system provides for the passage of data in both directions, and

permits tracking at greater distances than ever before. This development represents

new gains in miniaturization techniques achieved by Stavid engineers, who are

steadily advancing the state-of-the-art in electronics systems engineering.

OTHER AIRBORNE PROJECTS INCLUDE:

• Hlgh-power Modulator-Transmitter for Radar Set AN/APQ-71

• All-Weather Radar Toss-Bombing System

STAVID Engineering, Inc. pminfieid, now jersey

SPACE TECHNOLOGY

20 Million lb.

By Michael Yaffce

New York—First 1.5-million lb. thrust

liquid propellant booster, which will be

a cluster of existing rocket engine com-
ponents, is expected to be ready for test-

ing within a year and to be launched

before 1962.

After this, following a normal course

of development, will come the single-

chamber liquid booster in the 1-1.5-

million lb. thrust class.

The single-chambered engine is ex-

pected to be operational about 1965
and to sene as a stepping stone to con-

siderably larger engines which will fol-

low shortly thereafter.

These expectations were expressed by

Thomas F. Dixon, chief engineer of

North American Aviation’s Roekctdync

Division, here at the annual meeting of

the Institute of the Aeronautical

Sciences.

Looking into the future of rocket

propulsion over the next 25 years.

Dixon proposed this timetable:

• One and a half million pound thrust

liquid propellant rocket engine, clus-

tered 1 50,000-lb. thrust chambers. Unit

will be ready for testing in 1960 and
could be operational before 1962 pro-

vided using vehicle is ready at that time.

• One to one and a half million pound
thrust liquid propellant rocket engine,

single chamber. Engine is expected to

be operational about 1965.

ONE approach to thrust modulation of solid

propellant rockets is this pintle scheme sug-

gested by Thiokol's Dr. H. W. Ritchev.

External actuators would move cones in and

out. thereby regulating openings in the

auxiliary exhaust ports.

Thrust Engine Foreseen
• Five million pound thrust engine,

clustered 1-1.5 million-lb. thrust units,

could be ready in 1970.

• Five million pound thrust engine,

single chamber, could be operational

about 1971 or 1972.

Twenty million pound thrust engine,

clustered 1.5 million-lb. thrust units,

will be potentiallv available bv 197-1 or

1979.

• Twenty million pound thrust engine,

clustered 5 million-lb. thrust units,

could be rcadv within the next 25 years

or by 1984.

Other Engines

Other engines which Dixon believes

will find space propulsion applications

and which can be developed within this

time span arc the ion rocket engine, the

nuclear engine, and the thermonuclear

engine. Under development now, the

ion rocket could be available in five to

10 years depending upon the emphasis
placed on the program.

A nuclear rocket engine of 1-1.5 mil-

lion-lb. thrust could be operational by

1975. While nuclear engines wall be

complementary and possibly competi-

tive with future chemical engines, they

also appear to be indispensible for am-
bitious extraterrestrial missions, accord-

ing to Dixon.

The thermonuclear engine, in his

opinion, is one of the most futuristic

approaches to interplanetary flight; but

it could reach the early stages of de-

velopment in about 25 years, provided

controlled fusion can be realized in the

Omitted from Dixon’s calculations

but almost certain to be a factor in the

future development of space vehicle

propulsion systems arc the solid propel-

lant rocket engines. Until recently out-

siders to the field of large rocket engine
development, solid propellant rocket

manufacturers are now preparing to

move into this last sanctuary of the

liquid propellant engine companies.

A prominent interrogator at the pro-

pulsion sessions’ question periods, H. L,

"Larry" Thackwell, Jr., senior vice

president of Grand Central Rocket Co.,

told Aviation Week that his company
could put a four-stage solid propellant

space vehicle at Vandenbcrg AFB
within 31 years. The vehicle would
have a 1.5 million-lb. thrust first stage

weighing 500.000 lb., and total propul-

sion system would cost less than S100
million.

No mere speculations, said Thack-

CLUSTER of eight, 150.000-Ib. tlmist, Thor-

Jupiter engines (top) is first step in dcvelop-

Later steps will involve single-chambered.

5 million lb. thrust engine and then cluster-

ing these to form a 2(1 million lb. booster

(center). 'Ihcse will be followed by larger

(bottom), which will be used for more cx-
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in the Arrow's twin

IROQUOIS turbojets...

WEIGHT 57%

in compressor blade

assemblies

MALLORY SHARON
IETALS CORPORATION • NILES. OHIO

Integrated produt of Titanium • Zircoi Special Metals

well, these statements ate based on a

thorough study which the company has

recently completed and which it will

use as the basis for formal proposals

Grand Central hopes to make soon. On
an informal basis, he has already started

to get some responsible scientists inter-

ested, he said.

Transportation Aspects

Among other things the study goes

into is transportation. After checking

extensively with railroads. Grand Cen-
tral concludes that flat cars, tracking

and tunnel clearances arc adequate for

moving all stages of the vehicle, even

the fully loaded first stage. On-site as-

sembly of the stages can be handled by
Standard rigging apparatus.

Nor does the study foresee any par-

ticularly' severe technical difficulties that

won't lend themselves to "straightfor-

ward engineering solutions." The de-

velopment of cracks in the solid propel-

lant grain isn’t expected to be much
more troublesome than in smaller solid

Cracks usually develop close to the

star points of the inside burning sur-

face, says Thackwell, and the inside

diameter won’t vary greatly regardless

of total diameter or size of the grain.

Throttlability. provided it is needed,

can be achieved, said Thackwell. One
way, he suggested, would be to open

and dose auxiliary side ports. As
pointed out by Dr. tlarold \V. Ritchey,

vice president and technical director of

Thiokol Chemical Corp.'s Rocket Divi-

sion, who spoke on this problem of

solid propellant rocket thrust control

at the Institute of the Aeronautical

Sciences’ meeting, opening only very

small ports of additional exhaust area

will provide a wide variation in pressure

and thrust. An externally supported

pintle arrangement around the base of

the thrust chamber can be used to vary

the balanced auxiliary' jets by inserting

or withdrawing small cones from the

auxiliary ports.

Flame Temperature

The problem of punishing flame

temperatures that would occur in the

throat of large, uncoolcd solid propell-

ant rocket nozzles would be solved, as

it is now being solved, by the use of

high temperature ablation material.

A more severe difficulty, particularly

in a 500,000-lb. solid rocket, might be
slump. A thermoplastic rocket grain

is not a strong enough structure to

support all this weight and the material

would tend to slump on its base. To
remedy this, Thackwell said reinforc-

ing rods could be used. These would
be made out of sonic material such as

aluminum or magnesium, he said,

which would be consumed in the course

of burning and would add thrust in

the manner of the metal additives now

Special Solutions

to Uncommon

Problems in

Flow Measurement

The metering of high strength hydrogen

engine of on advanced Navy weapons

system, presented unusual problems.

The characteristics of H,0, severely

limited choice of transmitter materials.

In addition, requirements called for

extreme accuracy, a low pressure drop

and a sizeable, reliable signal in a

package of minimum size and weight.

Revere solved this problem with a flow-

metering system utilizing materials

compatible with HjO, and engineered

specifically for the density and viscosity

of the fluid. This system provides, over

the entire flow range , better than

±1.0% accuracy, less than 2.5 PSI

pressure drop, and a modulated signal

of 2.5 volts amplitude which requires

The HjOj flowmeter is only one of the

many specially designed Revere flow

measuring units. Impeller meters and

ric meters for ground fueling and flow-

meters for "buddy system” refueling

... all are engineered to meet specific
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New Plasmarc Torch Service for Production

Parts from Refractory Metals — By harness-

ing the highest controlled temperatures ever used in

industry—up to 30,000 degrees F.,—the new Plas-

marc Torch makes possible the fast and accurate

mass production of ultra-hard materials that have

been virtually unworkable by any previous means.

With the patented Plasmarc Torch, Linde is

equipped to supply parts made of, or coated with

refractory metals, or made of a vari-

ety of metals combined with non-

metals or reinforced plastics. This

method has been used successfully

with pure tungsten, molybdenum,
zirconium, and tantalum (all metals

in the highest temperature range),

hard carbide materials, and even

precious metals, including platinum

and palladium.

In powder or wire form, the metal being worked

is fed into the torch chamber where a non-trans-

ferred electric arc generates temperatures above

15,000 degrees, literally melting the particles to a

fluid or plastic state. Inert gases, flowing continu-

ously, deposit them at near-sonic speeds on the work-

piece. Jets ofCOj cool the particles instantly to form

heat-and-erosion-resistant material. Coatings, even

on graphite, have an excellent bond. Shapes are

builtup on machined mandrels which are then etched

away to leave the finished parts.

There are no known limitations on size or complex-

ity ofshape. Accuracy of± .002in. can be maintained.

The Plasmarc Torch has been used to make high-

density tungsten crucibles, special parts for nuclear

work, sensitive electrical contacts, and electronic

components and x-ray targets. Linde will also pro-

vide a wind-tunnel materials testing service based

on this device.

For information on this extension of Linde’s well-

known Flame-Plating service, write Dept. AW-22,
Linde Company, Division of Union Carbide Cor-

poration, 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

In Canada: Linde Company, Division of Union Car-

bide Canada Limited.

HF0R MENHR
WITH IMAGINATION
Three-Level Ruby Maser—The Maser is a

microwave amplifier utilizing energy stored in a mo-
lecular or atomic system. Emission of this energy is

stimulated by the input signal. Masers operate at

liquid helium temperatures and have incredibly low

noise levels approaching zero db. Recently a Uni-

versity research laboratory* used Linde single crys-

tal synthetic ruby (A1203 with Cr203 additive) in a

| three-level solid state Maser. The ruby

j
crystal was placed at the center of the

i Maser’s tuned cavity and a magnetic

I field of 4200 gauss was applied. To
I bring electrons from a ground state

I into a permissible higher energy level,

a pumping frequency of 24 kMc was

I used and the Maser successfully am-

x :_] plified signals at 9.3 kMc.

Linde also supplies other crystals including rutile,

spinel and sapphire (Al»Oj) . Sapphire is used in infra-

red optical systems, windows for high power micro-

wave tubes, spacers and supports in vacuum tubes,

radiation pipes. It has strength at elevated tem-

peratures, melts at 2040°C, is hard, inert, non-porous

and can be sealed to metals and glasses. Sapphire is

currently available in the shape of domes, windows

up to 4H inches in diameter, rods and special con-

figurations.

For further data write to Crystal Products De-
partmentAW-22,Linde Company, Division of Union

Carbide Corporation, 30 East 42nd Street, New
York 17, New York.

*“Maser Action in Ruby," by G. Makhov, C. Kikuchi,

J. Lambe,and R.W.Terhune."Physical Review,” Volume 109,

Number 4, Page 1399, Feb. 15, 1958.

PRODUCTS WITH A

being used in the smaller rockets.

All in all. Thackwcll said, on a

. weigh t-for-weight and stage-for-stage

basis solid rockets will give the same per-

formance as liquid rockets even with
the highest specific impulse liquid pro-

pellants available. Moreover, lie said,

solid rockets are easier to stage and
develop, are more reliable, and are

cheaper to develop and use.

All this, however, does not obviate

the fact that the liquid propellant

engines have a head start in the space

propulsion field. The first two engines

in Dixon's timetable are alreadv under
development at Rocketdvne. The 1.5

million-lb. thrust clustered booster is

for the Advanced Research Projects

Agency: the single-chambered 1-1.5

million-lb. thrust engine, for NASA.
Separating these two engines are

approximately five years of development
time. 100% difference in payload cap-

ability, and significant, differences in

development problems and philosophy.

Development Time

Normally. Dixon said, it takes a

minimum of five years to get a rocket

engine from the drawing board to the

testing stage. But by building from
existing components of the Thor and
Jupiter, Rocketdvne expects to have the

first super booster ready for testing

sometime in 1960. The engine, he
added, is extremely simplified for the

utmost in reliability. In essence, it con-

sists of eight 1 50.000-lb. thrust engines

arranged in two concentric rings.

This clustered booster, he said, will

be capable of placing a five-ton payload

into a 22,400-mi. earth orbit or of

landing a one ton payload on the moon.
On the other hand, its single-chambered

counterpart, which is expected to be
operational in about six years, will pro-

vide twice the payload capability for

the same gross takeoff weight. It will

be able to place a 20,000-lb manned
satellite in orbit or to send a 5,000-lb.

vehicle from earth to another planet.

The single-chambered booster, how-
ever. will require a tremendous develop-

ment effort. Among other things, Dixon
said, this engine will require larger test

stands, turbomachinery with the power
output of small municipalities to feed

the propellants into the combustion
chamber, stable combustion chambers
with combustion densities many times

those of existing engines, and such

things as plumbing and valves that are

beyond the range of current experience.

Once this single-chambered engine

is built, Dixon said, a logical next step

will be to put three, four or five of

them together to provide a 5 million-lb.

thrust booster. Such an undertaking is

expected to prove considerably more
formidable than anything that preceded

it. Testing, handling and operation

MORE THAN 1200
SCRAMBLED STARTS!

GREATER PRESSURE RANGE
(Duct) Operating 75 psi; Proof 150

psi; Burst 225 psi. (Coupling) Op-
erating 100 psi; Proof 175 psi.

MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE
The Roylyn Duct is rated for 500°F.

operating temperature; and, with

eliminating possibility of hose-

whipping or hot-air burns.

RUGGED CONSTRUCTION This

than 750 free falls to concrete from

six feet. The duct is constructed of

pliable and durable silicone for

BEST by TEST . . . Specify Roylyn Air- Start Equipment

Reit Connection*, in ttte IVo'lH

620 PAULA AVENUE • GLENDALE 1, CALIFORNIA
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numbers you

can count on

up here...

Hoffman test equipment checks TACAN accuracy -on the bench or in the cockpit

HLI-103 BEACON SIMULATOR dupli-
cates all functions of the AN/URN-3
surface beacon. Tests ARN-21 for full

azimuth and entire range, closure and
departure speeds, surface beacon iden-

tity tone and decoding functions. For
bench test or cockpit check. Available
on 60-day delivery.

HLI-119TACAN TEST INSTRU-
MENT. Portable unit tests
accuracy of ARN-21 airborne

TACAN in the cockpit of air-

craft on the ramp or carrier

deck. Checks accuracy of range
and bearing at pre-set points

and identification signals.
Availability on request.

TACAN tells the pilot which way and how
far to his base, station, or carrier in any

kind of weather— a good reason why his

AN/ARN-21 performance must be next

to perfect.

To maintain the high degree of accuracy

engineered into airborne TACAN equip-

ment, Hoffman Laboratories has devel-

oped specialized test equipment to check

function and accuracy on the ground-
before a flight or after repair.

Compact and rugged Hoffman simulators

can be carried and installed as standard

test gear to every operating site or repair

station—military, commercial, govern-

ment or private installations. Write for

further details.

TRAINING SCHOOL
Classes on use of Hoff-

man TACAN test
equipment arc now in

progress at the Hoff-
man plant, and quali-

fied field personnel are
available to conduct
class instruction at op-

erating sites or bases.

*TACtical Air Navigation

Hoffman Electronics I?)
CORPORATION

HOFFMAN LABORATORIES DIVISION

will present tremendous problems. The
control of thrust vector here is an un-
known quantity, and fabrication of

thrust structure will present problems.
Despite the problems. Dixon expects

that the clustered 5 million-lb. thrust

engine will be followed by the develop-

ment of a single-chambered engine

with the same thrust rating. This en-

gine will be so large that fabrication

and testing techniques will be different

from those employed for any engines

Assembled at Launch Site

For one thing, these engines will

probably be assembled—and possibly

fabricated—at the launch site "in much
the same way ships are constructed in

shipyards from which they arc

launched." Tank structure, heat trans-

fer. propellant pumps and other feed-

line liquid controls, and chamber
combustion instability will also present

serious problems. Propellant lines are

expected to run to 20-in. in diameter,

and turbopumps to feed the propellant

into the thrust chamber will probably
have to have a rating of 250.000 lip.

Many of the component parts of

these large engines. Dixon said, will

have to be integrated into the chambers.

The large turbomachinery required to

drive the propellants in a 5 million-lb.

thrust engine, for example, will prob-

ably be located in a spike in the center

of the chamber. The chambers them-
selves may be of cellular structure or

have a variable nozzle area for maxi-
mum thrust at all altitudes.

Continuing this trend and in face of

the problems involved. Dixon said, the

next step to expect will be the devel-

opment of a 20 million-lb. thrust

booster made up of 1.5 million-lb.

thrust units. This would undoubtedly

be followed by the development of a

more sophisticated 20 million-lb. thrust

engine from a cluster of 5 million-lb.

thrust units. This, the ultimate in

chemical engines, would come into

being within the next 25 years and
would be capable of placing a 300.000-

lb. payload in a low satellite orbit, a

200,000-lb. payload on the moon, or

orbiting a fi0,000-lb. payload around
Mars and returning it to earth.

Non-Chemical Engines

Sometime during this time span,

Dixon went on. the nonchemical en-

gines will make their appearance. These
engines will be complementary to. and
in some cases competitive with, the

advanced chemical engines. More im-

portant. for some ambitious missions

such as interplanetary flight they will

be indispensable.

In particular, the nuclear engine will

be required where specific impulses

above 400 sec. are needed for long range

JR,

Bit

PRECISlOl
for top-flight jn

performance! 'n
Rigid Pratt & Whitney Aircraft precision require-

ments spell perforviance . . . top-flight performance.
Reason: The future is at stake. And that future can well
ride on gear teeth. Since 1940, Pratt & Whitney Air-
craft gear tolerances have been Perkins' standards . . .

for commercial gears as well as aircraft. Such precision 1

pays off in longer wear, greater efficiency, lower main- 1

tenance cost. That type of precision can pay off for
you, too.
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Cutler-Hammer’s Highly Reliable

Miniature

TYPES: 2 and 3 posl«M single

WEIGHT:
Single Pole—5.5 grams
Double Pole—7.0 grams

CUBIC CONTENT:
Single Pole-158 cubic inches
Double Pole—.236 cubic inches

Toggle Switches

An extremely compact power or dry circuit
switch . . . usable as a pre-set switch in air-

craft recognition systems . . . for walkie-talkies
... . electronic instruments and communica-

NEW design concept. The toggle works
directly on the movable contact member, in-
suring positive make and break.

NEW

—

the contacts open and close with
wiping action, for good contact even on low
energy circuits. Contact bounce is extremely
low.

N EW—Positive detent switching action for
improved operator "feel”.

NEW—Molded body has new high arc-
tracking resistance, and excellent recovery
voltage.

Another example of Cutler-Hammer leader-

ship in developing better switches, this new
miniature toggle switch meets the most exact-
ing requirements of the electronics industry
and the military. For further information
write Dept. C-296, Cutler-Hammer Inc., Mil-
waukee 1, Wisconsin.

CUTL.E R'HA. N/l N/l EE R
Cutler-Hammer Ine., Milwaukee, Wis. • Division: Airborne Instruments Laboratory. • Svbsidioif: Cutler-Hammer International, C. A,

Associates

:

Canadian Cutlet-Hammer, Lid,; Cullet-Hammet Mexicana, S. A.; Intercontinental Electronics Corporation.
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extraterrestrial missions, “if systems of

feasible size are to be realized." For

tasks such as placing a 100.000-lb. pay-

load in a stationary earth orbit or de-

livering the same payload to Mars, the

nuclear engines would be about the

same size as a conventional high energy

chemical system. But, said Dixon, the

engine specific impulse of the nuclear

system results in smaller propellant con-

sumption and. thus, smaller vehicle

gross weight and mass ratio.

The ion rocket is another promising

space propulsion system. It appears

capable of propelling significant frac-

tions of its gross weight into space and

could be used as in a research vehicle

for making fast flights from an earth

orbit to another planetars' orbit or for

enabling ships to escape into space via

hyperbolic paths and pass in the vicin-

ity of the outer planets. Since the ion

rocket can’t produce enough thrust to

lift itself from the surface of a planet.

Dixon said, it will be necessary to use

chemical or nuclear rockets to place

the ion-propelled vehicle in an orbit.

Eventually, Dixon foresees the need
for propulsion systems capable of con-

tinually increasing specific power in

cxchaugc for modest amounts of pro-

pellants. This will be the era of ex-

tended explorations such as flights in

the weak gravitational field of the sun.

Here, thrust-to-weight ratios will not

be the most important governing fac-

tors. Relatively heavy equipment and
machinery will be used to exhaust small

amounts of propellant at high energies.

In such applications, Dixon said, the

thermonuclear engine will come into

its own. It could be in the early de-

velopment stages in about 2 s years, he
said, if controlled fusion is realized in

the near future.

Of the different approaches to ther-

monuclear propulsion, the plasma sys-

tem offers the attraction of self opera-

tion with minimum electromagnetic

energy from the outside. Moreover, it

would be possible, theoretically, to ob-

tain a specific impulse between 1.000

and 1 00,000 sec. with this engine.

Another interesting approach to ther-

monuclear propulsion is the momen-
tum flow system in which a pseudo-

neutral gas plasma is generated at

temperatures between 20.000 and ?0,-

0Q0F and the flow is caused by the

momentum of the plasma. The specific

impulse of this system is expected to

be somewhat less than that of an ad-

vanced ion system, said Dixon, but its

thrust level should be an order of mag-
nitude greater. A small engine of this

type could probably be developed in a

few years, he concluded, while a long-

lived, reliable system of high specific

impulse would require five to 10 years

for development.

Kiwi-A Connected

For Test Checkout
Los Angeles—Final hookup of pro-

pellant feed lines and instrument con-

nectors of the Kiwi-A experimental nu-

clear reactor system is to be made soon

in the Jackass Mats test area of the

Atomic Energy Commission’s Nevada

Developed by Los Alamos Scientific

laboratory as part of Project Rover to

demonstrate feasibility of nuclear power
for rocket propulsion. Kiwi-A will be

the first device to undergo static field

tests. Reactor, mounted on a railroad

flat car (AW Oct. 1 i. p. Ti), is being

hooked up to propellant teed lines and

instrument recording connectors at test

cell at the test center. After connec-

tions are completed, hookups and in-

strumentation will be checked out and

test recording equipment operators will

be trained.

Preparation period is expected to be

completed by early spring, to be fol-

lowed by experimentation involving

low-power operation of reactor system.

Series of operations is scheduled at pro-

gressively higher levels until the reactor

is operated at design power with final

tests expected to be completed some
time during the late spring or early

BENDIX SR RACK

AND PANEL CONNECTOR
with outstanding resistance

to vibration

The Bendix type SR rack and panel electrical connector

provides exceptional resistance to vibration. The low

engagement force gives it a decided advantage over

existing connectors of this type.

Adding to the efficiency of this rack and panel con-

nector is the performance-proven Bendix “clip-type”

closed entry socket. Insert patterns are available to

mate with existing equipment in the field.

Available in general duty, pressurized or potted

types, each with temperature range of —67°F to +257°F.

Here, indeed, is another outstanding Bendix product

that should be your first choice in rack and panel

connectors.

SCINTILLA DIVISION
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The new long look

Test Equipment designed and built by Hughes El

Segundo is as sophisticated as the Hughes Electronic

Armament Systems which it tests.

His lab is the cockpit. Wherever Hughes systems

and missiles are employed, Hughes Field Engineers are

on hand to work directly with squadron personnel.

in sky scanning
A totally new idea in reconnaisance radar, SIGHT-

SEER (at left) is a side-looking, microwave search

antenna within a completely self-contained detachable

pod. Carried under the Convair B-58 Supersonic

Bomber as a 58-foot package, sightseer has all hard-

ware and black boxes built-in. It is roll stabilized —
when the aircraft changes flight attitude, the antenna

maintains its normal axis.

sightseer was designed and developed by the

Microwave Laboratory of Hughes. This Microwave

Laboratory is presently engaged in every field of

electronics for airborne, missile, communication, and

ground and ship-based radar systems—with opera-

tional ranges from 50 to 70,000 megacycles.

The “systems orientation” represented by the new

SICHTSEER reflects Hughes philosophy of integration.

The Microwave Laboratories, for example, support

the Systems Development Laboratories as well as the

Hughes Ground Systems Group in Fullerton.

Advanced Research and Development at Hughes

creates stimulating opportunities for creative engi-

neers in Airborne Electronics Systems, Space Vehicles,

Plastics, Nuclear Electronics, Global and Spatial Com-

munications, Ballistic Missiles and many others.

Similar opportunities exist at Hughes Products,

where basic Hughes developments are translated into

commercial products—semiconductors, specialized

electron tubes, and industrial systems and controls.

From basic research through final application,

Hughes ofTers a unique opportunity for personal and

professional growth.

Newly iitstituled programs at Hughes have treated iituncdiate

openingsfor engineers experienced in thefollowing areas:

Digital Computer Engr.

Microwaves

Semiconductors

Field Engineering

Microwave & Storage Tubes

Communications

Circuit Design

Systems Analysis

Reliability Engineering

Hughes General Offices, Bldg.6-As, Culver City, California.

The West's tender in advanced ELECTRONICS

HUGHES Culver City
,
El Segundo.

Fullerton and Los Angeles, Califom

Tucson, Arizona



FASTEST TUNING

PULSE MAGNETRON

TUNES

HYDRAULICALLY

to current systems

The L-3211 is designed for X-band operation

sagsggg
E|||i5i3E-sS:

CAPABILITY

THAT CAN CHANGE

YOUR

PLANNING

LITTON INDUSTRIES Electron Tube Division



CAS/E H/STOR/ES

Afy)Pre/oadedDoub/eRow Becrr/ngs So/ve

Freri/ng Corros/on Prob/em /n F/ectric C/utcb/
CUSTOMER PROBLEM:

Fretting corrosion of automobile air con-
ditioner electric clutch bearings due to engine
vibration. Application requires compact bear-

ing design and positive lubricant sealing.

SOLUTION:

N/D Sales Engineer, working with the manu-
facturer, suggested replacing two single row
bearings with one internally preloaded New
Departure Double Row ball bearing with
shield and Sentri-Seal. The preloaded angular

contact construction of these New Departures
offered maximum resistance to combined radial

and thrust load deflections, plus freedom from

effects of engine vibration. Problem of fretting

corrosion was eliminated by producing bearings

with accurately determined internal com-
pression. Lubrication of bearing was assured
for life by New Departure’s exclusive Sentri-

Seals . . . dirt was sealed out under extremely
contaminating conditions. In addition, the
compact size of these double row bearings

eliminated a tough assembly problem . . . and
provided savings in both space and costs.

When you’re faced with a bearing problem,

why not call on New Departure. Chances are

there’s a precision N/D high production bear-

ing that will solve it. For more information,

write Department G-2.

Available through United Motors System and its Independent Bearing Distributors.

ISION OF 6ENER al/m
EPARTURE

MOTORS, BRISTOL, CONN.

MISSILE ENGINEERING

AZUSA Is Precise Aid for Range Safety
By Richard Sweeney

San Diego—An electronic watcher

which tells the range safety officer ex-

actly where a ballistic missile would

land if its power failed completely, and

predicts where the nose cone will fall

after a normal flight, is contributing to

development proving at Air Force Mis-

sile Test Center, Patrick Air Force Base,

Fla.

Known as AZUSA, the system was

developed by Astronautics Division of

Convair here, and its accuracy is of the

order of a few parts per million in

cosine of the direction angle for azi-

muth and small increments of feet for

distance, with both measurements avail-

able in real time.

System's Value

System’s value is such that, dollar-

vvisc. it is second only to the Atlas pro-

gram at Astronautics.

Some facts about AZUSA arc:

• It has been used successfully on every

ballistic missile flown at Air Force

Missile Test Center, according to Con-

• It is considered as an essential part of

range safety equipment—in verv few

cases would missiles have been allowed

to fly if AZUSA were inoperative.

• Precision is so high that AZUSA is

used as guidance system evaluation

instrumentation.

The greatest use of AZUSA today is

at Cape Canaveral where, as a range

safety device, the system has a high

priority for antenna locations, further

illustrating the system's standing in

ballistic missile testing field.

Originally. AZUSA was considered

as a possible guidance system for Atlas

as a backup to the General Electric

system now in use (AW April 28, p.74)

rather than as an impact predictor.

As a building block, uses for AZUSA
are constantly being expanded, and a

second-generation system called AZUSA
II now is coming into being. Basic

system is capable of being expanded in

many directions, and Convair Astro-

nautics electronics technicians are con-

stantly at work in this area.

Illustrative of AZUSA potential.

Convair says the narrow-band system

could track a missile to the moon with

today's equipment, somewhat modi-

fied.

Additionally. AZUSA could be used

in telemetry. 'with data being sent on

AZUSA carrier, with proper ground
station locations. AZUSA also could

be used on nose cones to send back

re-entry data, not as a part of the im-

pact predictor system.

Designer-User Cohesion

AZUSA is designed, built, installed,

operated and serviced by Convair As-

tronautics, resulting iii advantages

such as designer-user cohesion which

might not be obtained if one party

designed the system, another operated

it and perhaps still another serviced

it. There are financial advantages, too.

AZUSA is basic-ally an interferome-

ter system, like Minitrack, except that

it operates in higher frequencies. It

consists of ground and airborne equip-

ment, a ground transmitter, antenna

array, computer and readouts, while

the missile carries a transponder and

Having Convair engineers working in

those elements of missile design re-

quired for proper AZUSA integration

could become a ticklish situation when
the missile is being developed by a com-

petitor to Convair. As an example, Con-
vair AZUSA engineers working on
Titan at the Martin plant must be carc-

Ground Antennas

The ground antennas, housed in

pressurized plastic radomes, are posi-

tioned along two baselines that are

mutually perpendicular and form a

short cross. They measure direction

angle cosine, with two outer (outrig-

ger) portions of antennas providing

fine data, while inner sections yield

coarse data, to resolve ambiguities.

United States Coast & Geodetic

Survey located antennas with an ac-

curacy of 24 parts per million. Mas-

sive concrete pads limit movement of

antenna bases to four ten-thousandths

of a foot. Heat of the Florida sun re-

quired construction of protective cov-

erings to keep the concrete from ex-

panding, thereby throwing antennas

out of alignment and position.

Missile launching pads all are lo-

AVIATION



The Ryan role in |et transport For 5 years Ryan has

Rran’s role is to engineer and
build better power packs, better

airframes, better navigation sys-

tems— for the aircraft and engine

companies that build America’s jet

planes.

For the Douglas DC-8, Ryan is

building huge, precision-made pods

and pylons to harness and package

the jet power that gives this jetliner

its superb performance.

For the Boeing KC-135 jet

tanker-transport, Ryan manufac-

tures mammoth 40-foot-long fuse-

lage sections— the first double-con-

toured aircraft structures to be
spotwelded under automatic pro-

duction methods. This technique,

developed by Ryan engineers, pro-

vides an aerodynamically smooth
structure, fabricated by weightless

methods, that resists metal fatigue

at jet speeds and pressurization for

extreme altitudes.

To meet the needs of global jet

flight, Ryan has developed the

lightest, simplest, most reliable,

most compact Doppler radar navi-

gators. Now in production for mili-

tary use, these advanced systems

will bring unprecedented precision

to commercial jet navigation.

Ryan can BUILD BETTER
because it is a pioneer aircraft com-

pany whose long experience is inte-

grated in all areas of aeronautical

research, design, development, and
production.

RYAN BUILDS BETTER
AIRCRAFT * POWER PLANTS • ELECTRONICS

Ryan Aeronautical Company, San Diego, California

built rocket motors

for Corporal missiles

to drop its atomic bias

target 100 miles away. And this

power must be controlled with

pinpoint precision.

Ryan achieves this precision

by forming, welding, and ma-
chining Corporal rocket motors
to laboratory-like tolerances-
merging 20 years' experience in

high-temperature metallurgy
with production skills.

DISPLAY panels arc set up for long-range flights; first portion is shown on predictor panel at left, second portion on panel at right.

catcd with reference to the center of

the AZUSA baseline.

AZUSA frequencies arc in the mi-

crowave band, and frequence- lock

Frequency Shift

At launch, the transponder in the

missile must be acquired. Once ac-

jired, signals automatically V ’

each other ai . Ground
station frequency is allowed to shift

to stay locked onto the missile trans-

ponder signal, so that if the transpon-

der signal shifts frequency, the ground
station stars right with it to maintain

the locked condition.

Locked on condition is a critical

aspect of AZUSA, since frequency re-

lationship is the means of obtaining
'

' hi# '

*' '

'

Svsh ‘-of-ai

. Signals are compared o
basis. Range is determined by super-

imposing a scries of modulation fre-

quencies on the ground transmitted

signal. These are repeated by the air-

is compared with the transmitted sig-

nal; range is accurately determined by
the difference in the two signals. Sev-

eral modulation frequencies, widely
separated, are used to make data non-
ambiguous.

Superimposition

Effective Doppler shift is nullified in

the system. Use of frequency super-

imposition is such that;

• One frequency is used to locate the
missile within a certain distance, ac-

cording to wavelength, sav initiallv.

in a S00 ini. sector.

• Upon this, a second superimposed
frequency of shorter wavelength nar-

iows the distance to within a particu-

lar segment of the first 500 mi. sec-

tion. perhaps a 50 mi. portion.

• Another frequency, with still shorter

wavelength, locates the missile trans-

ponder antenna within a 10 mi. part

of the particular 50 mi. area which

in turn is within a certain 500 part,

and so on. until shorter wavelengths

and higher frequencies determine the

position down to the “increments of
feet" to resolve the distance ambiguity.
As the antenna is definitely located

on the missile airframe, there is no

S
uestion as to whether a signal is re-

ecting back from nose cone, main

AVIATION WEEK,



MISSILE

MONSANTO CHEMICAL COMPANY
Aviation Fluids Dept. AV-10
Lindbergh and Olive Street Road,

Smaller components pay off in higher performance . . . savings in inches and ounces

add up to hundreds of additional miles per hour— or miles in range.

Eastern Industries’ missile components and systems are miniaturized to meet the

most rigorous requirements in space and weight. Through the use of Monsanto
Coolanol* 45 and miniaturization concepts, Eastern now makes it possible to design

more power, more performance into less and less volume and weight.

Avionic Cooling with Coolanol 45: This Monsanto-produced fluid is the answer to

heat problems associated with miniaturized electronics . . . extends operations to

altitudes where air cooling is impractical. Having a high boiling point, Coolanol 45

permits “hotter," smaller systems than with water cooling; low foaming tendency

guards against circulation troubles. Heat transfer characteristics and dielectric

properties of Coolanol 45 are excellent over its—65° to 400°F. temperature range.

Hydraulic Pumps and Coolanol 45: Eastern puls Coolanol 45 to double use—as a

hydraulic fluid as well as a coolant. The higher pump speeds possible (up to 24,000

rpm) mean more efficiency, result in smaller units for any given job . . . and

prolonged pump life is the result of the fluid's excellent lubricity.

with more compact, lightweight hydraulic
components, cooling and refrigeration units

FEZRARA



FIRST LOW-COST SPACE AGE AIRCRAFT

DEMONSTRATES NORAIR SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT CAPABILITY

The twin-jet T-38 -America’s first supersonic

trainer-aptly demonstrates Norair’s capability

in systems management. Now in production

under USAF contract, the T-38 Talon is the

first member of a Northrop-conceived family

of lightweight, low-cost space age aircraft.

Soon to follow: a supersonic counterair fighter,

the N-156F — first weapon system designed in

America for the specific tactical and economic
requirements of those free allied nations most
vulnerable to enemy attack.

Other important systems management achieve-

ments include the USAF Snark SM-62A and
the F-89 Scorpion. Norair management of the

Snark program produced the free world’s

first operational intercontinental guided mis-

sile - delivered on time and at minimum cost.

In producing America’s first nuclear-armed

interceptor, Norair’s weapon system manage-
ment of the F-89 was marked by on-time deliv-

ery of more than 1,000 units throughout the

program’s life, and by a significant dollar

underrun. A full ten years after its first flight,

the Scorpion is still the USAF’s most heav-

ily armed interceptor - and a uniquely stable

platform for air-launch of atomic rockets.

Norair’s cost-proved record of effective man-
agement, integrated facilities, and available

resources combine to demonstrate outstanding

capability as a prime systems contractor.

NORAIR former,y Northrop Division

HAWTHORNE, CALIFORNIA
ION OF NORTHROP CORPORATIONA DIVISI

airframe or propulsion system of the

With the direction angle cosine

definitely determined as well as range,

the position data is fed into the IBM-
704 computer which is part of AZUSA
to derive velocity and acceleration.

Plotting Circuit

puter in real time, and goes directly

to a plotting board on which a trace

pen is controlled for range and
azimuth. Circuitry which translates

the cosine into coordinates was a

major effort in AZUSA development.

Readout here is where the missile

would impact if thrust terminated in-

stantly, i.e. it docs not show where
the missile itself is at the moment,
rather where it would land if thrust

terminated, which is the impact pre-

Additionally. there is a tapout in

AZUSA system ahead of the computer

and digital network which presents

An IBM-709 computer is being read-

ied for AZUSA system, which will

be able to accept the inputs of two
AZUSAs and an FPS-16 radar simul-

taneously. Basically, the 709 is a 704
which can handle more inputs.

Functionally, the impact predictor

needs to receive information only dur-

ing the thrust and controlled portion

of the flight, since a ballistic trajec-

tory for nose cone holds true fiom
that point to impact.

When an impact prediction is given

by AZUSA in real time, impact point

actually is within a CEP (Circular Er-

ror Probability). If AZUSA data tape

is "smoothed” and rerun through the

computer several times, after each

smoothing and rerun, CEP is consid-

erably reduced. Actual diameter of

the best obtainable CF.P is classified,

but acting on smoothed AZUSA in-

formation, dye marker from impacted

nose cones has been spotted by air-

craft.

Two other instances of AZUSA ac-

curacy, in combination with other fac-

tors such as highly accurate missile

MIL-SPECS
A GUIDE, NOT A GOAL

With approximately one thousand Military Spe-

cifications covering details of design, manufacture,

and test of a guided missile and its components, it

is startling to realize that, even by conservative

estimates, over 80% of them are currently obsolete

because of significant advances in the "state of the

art”. It is illogical to assume that Specs can be kept

current, in view of the enormity of this task.

A heavy responsibility is imposed upon our in-

dustry because Mil-Specs lag so far behind the

latest manufacturing technology and the stringent

demands of the missile programs—some of which

are yet unknown. Reliability must be a considera-

tion in the design of electronic components, to a

degree far beyond that specified by those outdated

Specs ... It must be the ultimate attainable with

the best current production techniques.

Keeping precision components ahead of require-

ments is the greatest contribution any manufac-

turer can make toward solving this problem. Fail-

ure to recognize the necessity of producing the

ultimate reliability possible can only result in

inferior system performance, and tremendous loss

of time and money.
Quantitative reliability must be the primary con-

cern of management, designers, engineers, and

production personnel. We must make a concerted

effort to attain 100% reliability in each and every

item. This means our research and development

effort must: 1. be channeled along lines which con-

stantly evaluate products in terms of operational

performance; and 2. take advantage of every break-

through in materials, design and manufacturing.

President

ELECTRO TEC CORP.
(f)

Products of Precision Craftsmanship

AVIATION WEEK, 9, 1959



flights, were two occasions in which
nose cones were actually seen during

re-entry. One was by the pilot of a

search plane, and the other occurred

late last December, when both the

search plane pilot and the personnel

of a Navy ship saw re-entry.

Airborne transponder for AZUSA
weighs 35 lb. presently but in less than

a year will be reduced to 20 lb. for

installation on solid propellant mis-

siles. Item is USAF qualified and has
passed the usual specifications for such

equipment.
AZUSA transponder, which has

flown on about 65 missiles, including

Redstone, is not critical as to location

in the vehicle but it can be mounted
away from the antenna. Only real cri-

teria is location of the antenna so that

line of sight will obtain between
ground station and antenna through-

out powered and controlled flight

period. However, Convair has been
able to install the equipment on mis-

siles in a fairly standardized location.

Hycon Manufacturing

Acquires Metals Finn
Dallas—llycon Manufacturing Co.

has acquired control of Gulf Industries,

Inc. and will operate the Texas metal-

working company as a wholly owned
subsidiary. The acquisition will broaden
Hvcon’s operations by providing a

southwestern facility for its missile test

equipment business.

'I 'revor Gardner, Hycon president and
board chairman, said it is the first step

in a planned expansion program to

broaden the company s scope of activi-

ties and earnings base. Gulf Industries

produces missile and aircraft metal parts

and plans to expand its activities in that

field.

Sealant Maintains

Q-5 Hull Pressure
Internal hull pressure of 25 psi., nec-

essary for successful operation of the

Lockheed Q-5 Kingfisher target missile,

is maintained with high temperature

flicone sealants. The recoverable ram-

jet missile reaches in-flight tempera-

lures of 300 to 700F.

General Electric RTV-60 sealant is

applied to the entire fuselage of the

Q-5 to withstand both internal and ex-

ternal pressure. Leakage requirement of

less than 2 cfm., which was exceeded by

organic sealants, is met by the silicone

material, Lockheed reports.

Cost of the silicone sealant is about

S370 per missile as compared with ap-

proximately 52,000 per unit for the

organic material. Cost sav ing is realiz-ed

by simpler methods of application and

faster curing time (24 hr.) of the RTV-
60 sealant.

Introducing Wyandotte’s new

BUZZ
MODERN PAINT REMOVER

BUZZ IS VERSATILE! Apply it by spray, brush, or flow-on

method. Buzz removes paint and exhaust stains from all aircraft

metals. Also ideal for ground support equipment (ramps, trucks,

etc.)

.

BUZZ IS APPROVED! Meets all requirements and has

received Air Force approval under MIL-R-2S1S4 (USAF). De-
signed especially for the new Air Force paints.

BUZZ IS SAFE! Non-flammable. Non-corrosive. It is based

on one of the safest of all chlorinated cleaners— methylene chloride.

BUZZ IS VISCOUS ! Adheres to vertical and overhead sur-

faces. Yet Buzz can be easily removed by rinsing with water.

BUZZ "STAYS WET”! Contains evaporation retarders for

longer action. And Buzz contains no abrasive materials or inert fillers.

For more details about Buzz — or information on Wyandotte's

other aircraft-cleaning products — call your Wyandotte representa-

tive today. Or mail coupon below. Wyandotte Chemicals Corpora-

tion, Wyandotte, Michigan. Also Los Nietos, California. Offices

in principal cities.

CHEMICALS J. B. FORD DIVISION

-...MAIL COUPON TODAY!. ...
Wyandotte Chemicals Corporation, Dept. 3120, Wyandotte, Mich.
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wing muscles for the Lockheed Electra

Soon to be flying the nation’s airways

is the Lockheed Electra—a medium range, high-speed,

prop-jet transport. Wing Flap Actuators for this

nimble, fast climbing plane are being manufactured

by the Speco Division of Kelsey-Hayes.

Kelsey-Hayes Company, General Offices: Detroit 32, Michigan

ClKELSEY-HAYESU SEES

TEST | RADOMES TO MIL-R-7705A (ASG)
• including type II radomes • automatic recording of boresight

error with overall system accuracy of 0.1 milliradian (-t%)

s. Rate of change of b<the beam deflection angle directly in m

mal features include automatic plotting of antenna patterns with or without

and radome transmission efficiency measurements. The system is available

i's from S through Ka bands and infrared.

fnginw,: Corear opportunities ore currently ovoiloble ol CTI

CALIFORNIA TECHNICAL INDUSTRIES
DIVISION OF TEXTRON INC.

BELMONT 6, CALIFORNIA

Foremost in Automatic Testing



MISSION ENSURED
with a reliable RHEEM drone system

From launch to touch down, a Rheem drone can be counted on. Behind every

system is the rich accumulated experience of hundreds of engineers and technicians skilled

in aeronautics, electronics, and ordnance. Backing up this talent are thousands of the

nation’s best production workers.

Typical of Rheem capability in the design and production of complete drone

systems is the U. S. Army Signal Corps Project, the AN/USD-2. From initia-

tion to successful flight test, this surveillance drone project was accom-
plished in just twelve months at the Downey, California, plant of the

Rheem Defense and Technical Products Division. Rheem ingenuity and
know-how provided not only the drone airframe but also important compo-
nents of the telemetering and ground support systems.

For combat surveillance or high-flying air-to-air targetry ... for anti-submarine

warfare or anti-missile defense training . . . whatever the requirements, consult

Rheem for reliable drone systems that can be brought to reality in less time than you
would think possible.

For more information on Rheem drone systems, write for Data File AW-704-2.

RHEEM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Defense and. Technical Products Division

11711 woodruff avenue, downey, California

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING

MAJOR design problem with large aircraft that have quadricvcle or bicycle landing gear has been the location of the main wheels in tire

fuselage. Ideal location is to have the rear gear just behind the center of gravity. In tins situation the moment of the horizontal tail lift

about the rear wheels (L X d.) (above) is a maximum and the pilot can raise the nose of the aircraft at low speeds during the groan'd

roll. It has been impossible to have this favorable location of gear in many cases and the horizontal tail power has not been sufficient to

raise the aircraft’s nose when the wheels were on the ground. The Russians have overcome this problem in some cases by using a vari-

able length stmt on the front wheels (below). The pilot has control over the length of this stmt which then gives him control over the

angle of attack during takeoff mn.

Soviets Design Adjustable Landing Gear
By J. S. Butz, Jr.

Washington—Pilots of certain Rus-
ian high-performance aircraft appar-

ently control the angle of attack during

takeoff ground roll by varying the length

of the landing gear struts since the

horizontal tail is ineffective.

This arrangement is used to over-

come the ground roll longitudinal con-

trol problem on some thin-winged air-

craft that must use quadricvcle landing

gear and house the main wheels in the

fuselage with small outrigger wheels

under the wings. On some of these

designs, including the Bison interconti-

nental bomber, it has been impossible

to place the rear landing gear as well

as the disposable load-gasoline, bombs,

etc.—near the center of gravity.

Therefore, the rear wheels have been

placed much farther aft of the center

of gravity than on conventional tricycle

rear aircraft with the main wheels in

the w'ing. This aft position of the rear

wheels in some instances has made it

impossible for the normal-sized hori-

zontal tail to lift the nose of the air-

craft while the landing gear is touching

the ground.

Use of the variable length landing

gear struts and the design problems

associated with aircraft using quadri-

cycle gear have been discussed in de-

tail by Colonel-Engineers N. L. Ly-

senko, and E. Mikiritumov in the Soviet

air force magazine, Soviet Aviation.

Conflicting Requirements

One of the first problems treated by
the two Soviet engineers is the proper

incidence angle that the wing should

hare with respect to the longitudinal

centerline of the fuselage. There are two

conflicting takeoff requirements that

affect the setting of this wing incidence

angle, especially on an aircraft with

quadricvcle landing gear. They arc:

• Angle should be low to allow the air-

craft to accelerate to takeoff speed in a

minimum distance.

• Angle should be high so that the

maximum lift coefficient is achieved

during ground roll, and the aircraft

docs not have to reach a high speed

before enough lift is developed for take-

off.

On most tricycle gear aircraft these

contradictory requirements arc ':iti*

fled because the pilot can control t!i

wing angle of attack with the horizon!

'

tail. He can hold the nose down until

he reaches takeoff speed and then raise

it to develop maximum lift and keep

takeoff distance to a minimum.
There are a number of possible an-

swers to these takeoff requirements

when the horizontal tail is ineffective.

One of these is the variable incidence

wing such as used by Chance Vonght
Aircraft on the F8U. In this case, how-

ever, the variable incidence wing vyas

used primarily to improve pilot visi-

bility.

The Russian approach to the problem

as it applies to very large aircraft was

described by Lysenko and Mikiritumov

who said "the changeover to a bi-
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Jet Engine Controls ... by Hamilton Standard
Fighters or bombers, transports or missiles . . . today’s leading air-

craft get top performance with Hamilton Standard jet engine

controls . . . currently manufactured in 5 basic types, with models
for every power category from 2000 to 30,000 pounds-thrust. More
than 20,000 of these controls arc now in service ... on more than
16 types of aircraft, both military and commercial. Advanced
designs in environmental control systems, starters, pumps and other
specialized equipment make Hamilton Standard a major contributor

to progress in the fast-changing world offlight.

HAMILTON STANDARD
Windsor Locks, Connecticut

ENGINE CONTROLS • FLIGHT CONTROLS • PROPELLERS • STARTERS
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEMS • VALVES • PUMPS
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Ansco . .

.

your first line

of security
An X-ray film is only as good as its

ability to adapt to critical detection

techniques. That’s where Ansco’s

team of three superb industrial X-
ray films comes in. Here are three

emulsions, Superay "A”, “B”, and

“C” each designed to do a specific

job better than any other film in its

class. All designed to work together

to give maximum flexibility and de-

tection quality.

Ansco Superay “A” is a fast, fine

grain, high contrast emulsion widely

used for detection of defects on light

or heavy materials using X-ray or

gamma radiation.

Ansco Superay “B” is a medium
speed material of extreme contrast

and ultra fine grain, excellent for use

when the ultimate in radiographic

quality is required.

Ansco Superay “C” is a very high

speed film primarily designed for use

when short exposures are required,

as in gamma radiography, or, for fast

production line inspection. Try
Ansco . . . it’s your first line of

security.

Ansco, Binghamton, N. Y. A Divi-

sion of General Aniline&Film Corp.

Ansco
Industrial X-ray
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Toggle and rocker actuated switches that provide
better answers to a variety of switching problems
This group of thirteen switches represents well over

seven hundred switches in three series. There’s a
complete selection ofcontact arrangements, mount-
ing provisions, and choice of single, double, or

4-pole construction.

"TP” Series—rocker actuated, sealed actuator
and cover. Available with translucent keys for use
with edge-lighted panels to give visual indication of

position, or with transparent keys that permit inser-

tion of labels. Integral terminals. These switches

promote neat panel appearance. Data Sheet 141.

"TL” Series—toggle switches with sealed actu-

ators and covers. Meet Specification MIL-S-3950A.
Integral terminals. Diallyl phthalate cases reduce

carbon tracking at altitude, and minimize moisture
absorption. Series includes pull-to-unlock toggles,

with a positive lever lock that requires a definite

pull to change toggle position. Knobbed levers per-

mit use with gloved hands. Data Sheets 139 and 142.

"TS” Series—toggle switches that meet Specifica-

tion MIL-S-3950A and, in addition, offer outstand-

ing features. Sealed toggle lever. Riveted solid

silver contacts. Maximum over-surface creepage

and clearance distances. Momentary versions are

built without return springs in order to eliminate

a source of early failure. Described in Catalog 73
—which also includes miniature and subminiature
toggle switch assemblies.

All these switches are manufactured with extreme

care and precision from the finest materials, with

due regard for important details that mean easier

mounting and wiring, and longer switch life.

Send for Data Sheetsand Catalogs listed above. En-

gineering assistance on switch applications is avail-

able from the micro switch branch office near you.

MICRO SWITCH . . . FREEPORT, ILLINOIS
A division of Honeywell

In Canada: Honeywell Controls Limited, Toronto 17, Ontario

jjj HoneywellrmM
MICRO SWITCH PRECISION SWITCHES
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You Get
MORE POWER—Less Weight
with the New
CHERRY G-85 Lockbolt Gun

cycle (quadricycle) landing gear had its

effect also on the other aspects of the

airplane design. Due to the consider-

able distance between the struts, even

in the case of a large wing incidence

angle, the resultant ground angle is not

gieat and at the same time is equal to

the wing . . . (angle of attack) on the

takeoff run. ITiis angle is so small that

the takeoff speed would have to be too

great. Consequently, it is necessary to

increase the angle of attack in order to

decrease the speed needed for takeoff.

In the case of a heavy airplane with such

an arrangement of bicvclc landing gear,

this is difficult to achieve by means of

"It would be possible, of course, to in-

crease the ground angle . . . by length-

ening the front strut. However, in the

case of airplanes with low thrust power,

the takeoff run with maximum accelera-

tion takes place with the so-called

optimum angle of attack, which is

relatively small. In the case of these air-

planes. it is expedient to increase the

angle of attack when the takeoff ve-

locity has been attained. 'Iliis is accom-
plished by changing the lengths of the

landing gear struts during the takeoff

run: either the rear struts are short-

ened by means of a method known as

squatting, or the front struts are

lengthened, i.e. the airplane is 'reared'

up
"Rearing up takes place at the mo-

ment when the front strut is relieved

by the lift force, and, consequently,

there is no need in powerful motors for

it: realization. 'Squatting' of struts also

does not entail the use of high-capacity

motors and. at first glance, is even more
advantageous than 'rearing.' From the

safety angle, however, in the majority

or cases such devices are installed on
the front strut assembly since it car-

ries a lesser load during starting and
accelerating runs.”

U.S. Practice

There are two notable U.S. aircraft

that use quadricycle landing gear—the

Hoeing 15-47 and 15-52 bombers. A dif-

ferent takeoff technique is used on each

of these aircraft because the fundamen-
tal arrangement of their landing gear is

different. Neither of these techniques

resembles the Russian practice of using

variable length landing gear struts.

Boeing rigged the B-47 wing at a

compromise angle between that for

maximum ground run acceleration and
maximum lift coefficient. The horizon-

tal tail is relatively ineffective during

ground roll because the rear section of

the main gear is so far aft of the center

of gravity. Takeoff procedure for a B-47.

therefore, is simply to accelerate the

aircraft down the runway until it

reaches flying speed and lifts itself into

the air.

The forward and aft sections of the

The new Cherry G-85 lockbolt gun
is designed to give you maximum
pulling power with less weight. Its

simplified rugged construction as-

sures low maintenance costs. The
gun weighs only 10.5 pounds, which
reduces operator fatigue.

No special air supply is required

with this lightweight gun, because

it develops this high capacity at

normal line pressure.

As the leader in the field ofspecial
aircraft fasteners. Cherry Research

and Development department has
produced this new lightweight,
high capacity gun to increase the

efficiency of installing lockbolts.*

The G-85 gun may be adapted for

setting stainless steel, monel, alu-

minum and carbon steel Cherry
blind rivets.

For information on the new
Cherry G-85 gun write Townsend
Company, Cherry Rivet Division,

Post Office Box 2I57-N, Santa
Ana, California.

CHERRY RIVET DIVISION
SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA

Townsend Company
ESTABLISHED 1816 • NEW BRIGHTON, PA.
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5,000
digital

instruments
now in use!

e
The complete line

of digital instruments

Electro Instruments, Inc

main landing gear leave the ground
simultaneously, and tile pilot cannot

raise the nose until the aircraft is flying.

One main Boeing objective in this de-

sign was to have the B-47 takeoff well

above stall speed to reduce the danger

of stalling the aircraft during the climb-

out. The high wing loading of the

B-47 made this feature attractive from

The B-52 'landing gear arrangement

is more conventional, for it was pos-

sible to place the rear section of the

main landing gear just aft of the center

of gravity. The horizontal tail is ef-

fective at speeds well below the take-

off speed, and the pilot is able to use

it to raise the nose of the aircraft and

take off in the same manner as aircraft

with tricvcle gear. Wing loading of the

B-52 is less than that of the B-47 under
maximum gross weight conditions mak-
ing it easier to fly in some respects

despite its greater size.

Piloting Problem

There is a major piloting problem
With an aircraft that has ineffective de-
lators during the takeoff ground roll

because the pilot has no “feel" through

the longitudinal control system. This

situation is more severe when variable

length landing gear struts are used to

control angle of attack in the Russian

method than on designs such as the

B-47 that fly themselves off the ground.

The problem for the pilot is that

when he leases the runway he has no

accurate means of knowing whether the

aircraft will be trimmed out for flight.

Without realizing it. he might have the

elevators in such a position that the

aircraft will go into a sudden climb or

dive as soon as it becomes airborne.

Slight variations in the aircraft's load-

ing. which are difficult to determine,

plus the lack of feel, make it virtually

impossible for the pilot to know exactly

where to hold his control column so

that the aircraft will enter a smooth
climb when its wheels leave the ground.

In the Russian system, the pilot not

only has to consider his loadings but

must take into account the angle of

attack that he has set with the variable

length landing gear strut. If the hori-

zontal tail is not set for this same angle

of attack, the aircraft could either dive

or climb sharply as it left the runway,

Lysenko and Mikiritumov described

this problem, saying, “The most singu-

lar characteristic of the starting run of

a heavy airplane equipped with bicycle

(quadricvcle) gear is the inability on the

part of the pilot to feel and control the

plane’s longitudinal position. Upon
leaving the ground, the airplane may
display a tendency to increase or de-

crease the angle of attack. What exactly

will take place when the airplane is air-

borne, the pilot cannot foresee precisely

by means of his senses, as. for instance.

WHAT SQUARES CAN

YOU FILL IN THIS

R & D MATRIX?

YOUR OPPORTUNITY IN ELECTRONICS AT
CORNELL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY

The ever expanding breadth of GA.L's research program staffed by
400 engineers and scientists opens outstanding opportunities

for capable, imaginative, electronics men. Whether a systems engineer

or a specialist, you will find our unique combination of academic
and industrial research atmosphere refreshing and rewarding. You will find

welcome freedom from production-line pressures that

hinder creative accomplishment. We invite you to match

your skills and interests against our needs.

CORNELL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY, INC. of Cornell University
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HADLEY missile valves & controls

UT OF THIS
"WORLD !

Congratulations to ARPA, the USAF and CONVAIR

(Astronautics) Division of General Dynamics Corporation for the

successful launching of Atlas Project SCORE.

Hadley is particularly proud to have contributed to

this wonderful accomplishment which is literally

"Out of This World."

Pictured here are some of the valves and controls designed,

’Wholly owned subsidiary of Central Had . CALI

lay the stress on the control stick.

"Consequently, the position of the

elevator necessary for balance is pre-

determined by wind tunnel tests or

during the process of trial runs, while

the pilot is given instructions how to

hold the controls during the takeoff

run. However, the position of the con-

trol wheel must be altered with the

change in balance, the value of angle

of the flaps and, in general, with con-

sideration of everything that affects the

longitudinal moment of the airplane.

Thus, the pilot will have to make his

own adjustments during the takeoff."

Maintaining Direction

Some other aspects of handling these

large Soviet aircraft and some of their

equipment also were described hv the

two officers, who said:

"During the ground run of an air-

plane equipped with bicycle landing

gear, the maintenance of direction can-

not be accomplished by a separate brak-

ing of the wheels. The rudder, even
during the second half of the shirting

run. also cannot turn the plane when
the speed is relatively great.

"Consequently, the direction during
the starting run is maintained by turn-

ing the front stmt assembly. Such a

method of control is very effective but
only in the case of partial braking. If

the front wheel were to be completely

braked, the friction sliding force would
be in the same direction as in the ease

of the rear wheel assembly and there

would be no turn. Full braking power is

not usually applied, in as much as it

leads to a rapid wearing out of the tires.

In the majority of cases special auto-

matic devices are used which regulate

the intensity of the brake operation.”

Pioneer Aviator

H. M. Berry Dies
Santa Rosa, Calif.—Homer M. Berrv,

64, onetime chief test pilot for Bell Air-

craft Corp. and an aviation pioneer asso-

ciated with Brig. Gen. Billy Mitchell

and Igor Sikorsky, died here Jan. 24.

A retired U. S’. Air Force colonel, he
had been warning officer for the Office

of Civil Defense Mobilization at Santa
Rosa. Col. Berry was a heavy bombard-
ment unit commander in Africa, Italy

and the Far East during World War II.

Sud Alouette to be Built

Under License by Saab
Saab Aircraft Co. of Sweden will

build the Sud Alouette helicopter under
license, with initial production set for

this spring. First group of 15 will be

assembled with parts made in France;

Swedish-made parts will be used in later

models. Aircraft will be built for Royal

Swedish Air Force and Navy.

Modern military jets have proven Fluoroflex-T (Teflon)

hose in rugged service. Now the fast new commercial
airliners use this same hose—for safety and economy.

Fluoroflex-T hose, with patented, specially compounded
tube of Teflon, is non-aging—has no shelf or service

life limit. Originated by Resistoflex, Fluoroflex-T was
the first Teflon hose and it has been flying for five

years on all types of jet and reciprocating engines and
aircraft. It is available with compression-type fittings or

“Seal-Lock*” reusable fittings.

Always specify the hose with highest performance and
capabilities-not only for safety’s sake, but for savings

as well. Send for details. Write Department 214,

Resistoflex Corporation, Roseland, New Jersey.

Other Plants: Burbank, Calif.; Dallas, Tex.

*T. M., Pat. No. 2,853,319

F?esistoflex
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to be operated at any angle from horizontal to vertical

Fred Davenport, Lockheed radio-radar technician, tests

pitch-yaw gyros used in the Electro, Lockheed's fast,

new prop-jet, on the first tillable Genisco C181 Rate of

Turn Table.

A new, vertical-drive accessory permits the C181 to oper-
ate in any position. Now, gyros or complete gyro packages
can be tested at any angle up to 90° from horizontal,

either side of center, without changing the test set-up.

With the accessory installed, overall performance of the
turntable is unaffected by its position. Rotation is infinitely

variable from 0.01° to 1200° per second. Constancy of
angular velocity is within 0.1%, including wow and
drift errors.

The new vertical drive accessory can be installed at the
factory, and is also available in kit form for modification
by users of machines already in the field. The new tilt

stand (shown above) provides a convenient method of
tilting and accurately positioning the
machine at any angle.

Detailed information on both the ver-
tical drive accessory and tilt stand is

available and will be sent upon request,

n 400 Genisco Rate of Turn Tables are now in use.
2233 FEDERALAVENUE • LOS ANGELES 64, CALIFORNIA

Hull assembly of Sikorsky HSS-2 anti-submarine warfare helicopter (Model S-61) is under construction at Stratford, Conn. Helicopter

above will be used for static tests only. First flight of twin turbine-powered aircraft, capable of landing on water, will be in March.

Sikorsky Static-Tests HSS-2 Turbine Helicopter

HSS-2 seaplane hull, pilot’s compartment, cabin section, tail cone and tail pylon have been assembled at loft. Compartment below cock-

pit will house avionic gear. Landing gear retracts into pontoons, shown at right, where fuselage is fitted in static test jig.
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CHANCE VOUGHT, MARTIN and other leading aircraft and missile manufacturers choose GORN pressure

ic as an ALTITUDE SWITCH

widely

altitude switch has been

stepped up in performance

tor today's higher flying air-

craft. Can be set to respond

to any pressure from 50 to

80.000 ft.! Lightweight, in-

expensive, unusually com-

pact. ..dependability proved

by years of use. It will be

used on the USAF TITAN

missile built by Martin at

d as a MACH NUMBER SWITCH

A Gorn achievement in pressure-

switch engineering, this absolute

pressure ratio switch performs

with rugged dependability and

broad-range versatility. Actuation

and reactuation band setting ad-

justable for response at specified

ratios and values of Mach num-

bers from .75 to 3.00, at altitudes

up to 70,000 ft. Stable under

severe vibration... available from

present production. Proved by

*|'m especially interested in the types of pressure switches checked: absolute a

barometric boundary layer depth differential dual sensing hydraulic

multiple stepping Q pneumatic rate of climb vaci
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Adaptive Autopilots Have Space Future
By Philip J. Klass

Dayton—Many different techniques

for designing self-adapting flight con-

trol systems that continuously monitor
their own performance under changing

flight environment and automatically

adjust for optimum performance al-

ready have been developed despite the

newness of the entire concept.

This was disclosed here during a sym-
posium sponsored by Wright Air De-
velopment Center’s Plight Control Lab-

oratory. Representatives of several

hundred avionics and airframe com-
panies and 18 universities who attended

the symposium revealed the widespread

interest in the new techniques (AW
Jan. 26, p. 34).

Practically every major flight control

manufacturer cither is developing or in-

vestigating self-adapting systems. Many
universities and research groups arc

heavily engaged in developing funda-

mental theory and mathematical tools

which will better enable design engi-

neers to analyze non-linear self-adapting

Ideal for Space Vehicles

Self-adapting autopilots offer many
potential advantages for use in aircraft

and missiles. One of the most important

is the promise of greatly reducing, if not

eliminating, the long period of flight

testing now required to match char-

acteristics of a conventional autopilot

to a new airframe.

But the greatest payoff may come in

space vehicles which must operate over

the widest possible flight environment.

For example, in a Dyna-Soar type ve-

hicle, the pilot must make a correct

choice of aerodynamic or reaction con-

trols, with appropriate blending of the

two during transition. This is a function

for which the automatic self-adapting

control system appears ideally suited.

Although the experts are not in com-
plete agreement as to what qualifies a

control system as being self-adapting,

the consensus is that the system must
be capable of measuring its own per-

formance. comparing this with an ideal

performance, then automatically chang-

ing its characteristics to approach this

ideal.

Each of the self-adapting autopilot

techniques described here differs to

some degree from the others and each

appears to have some advantages and
certain drawbacks.

For example, the technique employed
by Minncapolis-IIoncywcll Regulator

Co. permits design of an extremely

simple, self-adapting autopilot which
promises to be smaller, lighter and more
reliable than a conventional design.

However, the Honeywell system re-

quires continuous oscillation of the

control surfaces through extremely small

amplitude. Tests indicate that this

does not produce sufficient movement
of the vehicle to disturb the pilot, but

some airframe manufacturers say the

continuous oscillation may require beef-

ing up control surface bearings and

structure.

Self-adapting flight control system

technique developed by Massachusetts

Institute of Technology’s Instrumenta-

tion Laboratory docs not require such

control surface oscillation, and can be

added to a conventional autopilot with-

out only minor modification. However,
the MIT technique is relatively slow in

reacting to a fast-changing environment,

a disadvantage under certain conditions,

whereas the Honeywell technique reacts

instantaneously.

Capt. R. R. Rath, who spearheaded

the Flight Control Laboratory's self-

adapting program, says that no single

technique has yet demonstrated a clear-

cut superiority. If conventional auto-

pilot experience is any guide, many
techniques will find use, each with its

own proponents and opponents. Rath
expects that combinations of several

different self-adapting techniques may

Significant Differences

In most instances, the signficant dif-

ferences between different techniques

appears in the "inner loop” of the flight

control systems. This is the portion that

serves to stabilize the vehicle against

changes in attitude and heading due to

gusts or other undcsired disturbances.

The inner loop normally contains the

control surface actuator, servo amplifier

and gyros or other angular/rate sensors.

The “outer loop” is that portion of the

system which enables the human pilot

or external guidance system to introduce

changes in vehicle flight path.

For basic inner loop stabilization,

Honeywell employs what is basically an

"On-Off” type of non-linear servo sys-

tem. sometimes referred to as a "bang-

bans type. In its simplest form, this

tvpe applies full servo actuator power to

control surface whenever vehicle departs

from desired attitude.

This simple bang-bang type system
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THESE WR WAVE GUIDE SEALS PROVIDE POSITIVE

SEALING; PREVENT R/F LEAKAGE, ARCING & BURNING
Electr-O-Seals are now available to fit all EIA (RETMA)
standard WR series wave guide flanges, WR90 thru

WR2300 as well as specials.

These seals not only provide near perfect sealing and
complete electrical continuity, but offer many economical

advantages — made by the makers of Parker O-rings,

Stat-O-Seal®, and Gask-O-Seal®.

rker seal company
CULVER CITY, CALIFORNIA and CLEVELAND, OHIO

A DIVISION OF PARKER-HANNIFIN CORPORATION

MASSACHUSETTS Institute of Technology system consists of conventional autopilot to which has been added the self-adapting circuitry.

has disadvantage of being oscillatory,

Honeywell's Hugo Schuck told the sym-

posium, "so we sought ways to tame it

down, keeping its high gain character-

istics while reducing its oscillators ac-

tivity.”

Heart of the Honeywell system is a

transistorized multivibrator which per-

forms the function of a high speed

relay. When the vehicle is Bving at

desired attitude/heading, this multivi-

brator switches back and forth, applying

brief pulses of energy of alternating

polarity to the control surface actuator.

Ibis causes the control surface actuator

to oscillate back and forth through

on a McDonnell F-101A, the control

surface moves through an angle of only

0.1 deg. at a frequency' of about six

cycles per second. To prevent this os-

cillation from causing movement of

pilot's control stick, a series-type accua-

tor is used for this inner-loop function.

If the airplane suddenly begins to

pitch up, the pitch rate gyro signal feed-

ing back to flight control system will

cause the multivibrator to dwell longer

in one position than the other. This

allows a longer burst of energy of one

polarity to be applied to the control

surface actuator than the pulse of energy

of the opposite polarity. This results in

a net displacement of the control sur-

face actuator in such a direction as to

oppose the pitch-up motion.

'Ibis simple basic system will be suf-

ficient for vehicles whose design and

flight regime is such that control surface

effectiveness docs not vary over too wide

a range. But for most high-speed mili-

tary vehicles, where surface effectiveness

can vary over a 1-0:1 range or greater,

the amount of control surface oscilla-

tion produced by alternate pulses of

e for this. Honeywell

d JT rat*-' g>™ at

in frequency, then

the amplitude of

energy pulses (not their duration) being

supplied to actuator by the multivibra-

tor, Device which compares amplitude

of rate gyro signal with a fixed reference
' implitude

Honeywell’s system, like many others

described here, employs a filter network

which is an idealized model (analog) of

an airplane or other vehicle which has

idealized flying characteristics.

When the vehicle departs from de-

sired attitude or heading, for example,

error signal from the reference gyro first

passes through the idealized model
where it is modified and shaped so that

it will cause the multivibrator to control

the actuator in such a manner as to

return vehicle to its original attitude at

an idealized rate.

Actual rate at which the airplane is

returning is compared continuously

with the idealized model output and
any difference (error) alters the signal

applied to multivibrator, causing it tc

modify output to actuator so as to cause

the vehicle rate to match the idealized

Tire idealized model also is used to

shape signals received from the pilot's

control stick or external guidance sys-
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GUIDE ANYWHERE .

with Motorola

hyperbolic

navigation systems

MOTOROLA

V

From pin-point positioning of small
tactical vehicles in combat areas to

critical, repetitive fixes for long-range
aircraft, spacecraft, ships and subma-
rines ... Motorola leads the way, fidfill-

ing the requirements of the military...

with guidelines to anywhere.
Based on low frequency, CW phase

comparison techniques, these short,

intermediate and long-range naviga-
tion systems provide precise position

coordinates without line-of-sight re-

strictions and with a minimum of con-

tamination from most topographic and
man-made obstacles.

Three typical military programs
under contract to Motorola in the field

of hyperbolic navigation are:

pins-A short-range position fixing

system for all types of tactical vehicles

and combat personnel. Light in weight,

accurate to within feet*, this system has

been reliability-proved under a wide
range of environmental conditions.

drone ouiDANCE-An intermedi-
ate-range system capable of accurately

guiding drone aircraft. Positioning data

is provided to within yards* under all

conditions of weather or terrain.

radux-omega—A long-range, very
low frequency system designed to yield

fractions-of-a-mile* accuracies on a
global scale. Ultimately, Radux-Omega
could offer world-wide positioning

service for aircraft, surface vessels and
submarines.

Motorola engineers have also devel-

oped specialized computers, compat-
ible with the above systems, providing

instant readout in latitude, longitude,

Or military grid. In these units weigh-

ing less than 7 pounds, hyperbolic data

is translated with a conversion accu-

racy of .01%.

For unclassified* information on
Motorola's extensive design advances

in the field of hyperbolic phase com-
parison navigation systems. ..or for

details on career opportunities... write:

Motorola. Inc., Military Electronics

Division, Dept. B., 8201 E. McDowell
Rond, Phoenix, Arizona.

*Specific capabilities of these sys-

tems can be obtained by properly

cleared personnel who establish a

"need to know”

Military Electronics Division

GENERAL ELECTRIC adaptive autopilot

uses lead-lag networks to determine whether

ovcr-all autopilot-airframe natural frequency

matches desired frequency. If not, network

output signals cause servo motor to operate

multiplier which alters system gain.

tein before they enter the multivibrator.

Again, the actual airplane maneuvering
rate is compared with the idealized value

and any difference automatically causes

the multivibrator to alter the amount of

actuator displacement.

Honeywell's studies indicate that the

“following error" (difference between
actual and idealized performance) can
be kept small if the inner loop natural

frequency is at least five to 10 times that

of the model, Honeywell's David Mcl-
lcn reported.

For most pilot-introduced or guid-

ance system demanded maneuvers, the

system behaves as if it were a linear one.

If. however, the vehicle is suddenly dis-

placed by a sizable gust, the transient

error in the inner loop becomes large

and the effective gain is sharply reduced.

Mellon reported. This, he said, is a de-

sirable and necessary feature because it

increases system damping for external

disturbances without compromising sys-

tem following error for signals fed

through the idealized model.

Sperry Gyroscope Co.'s approach to

a self-adapting autopilot bears some
similarity to Honeywell's in the tech-

nique used to assess system perform-

ance. At periodic intervals, a brief test

signal in the form of a square-wave

pulse is introduced automatically into

the Sperry self-adapting system.

Reaction of the control surface and
actuator to this signal is then automati-

cally analyzed and. if necessary, is used

to adjust system for optimum perform-

Tcst impulses may be required once
every several seconds or less frequently,

depending upon the vehicle and flight

conditions. The impulse test rate could

be speeded up or slowed down auto-

matically depending upon whether ve-

hicle is changing flight environment
rapidly or slowly. For example, a crude

rate-of-cliangc of altitude/airspecd sen-

sor could be used to automatically alter

the sampling rate.

The test pulse will produce a slight

tremor of the airplane, Sperry concedes,

which may be perceptible to the pilot

m smooth air conditions but probably

not during moderate turbulence. How-
ever, this may not be a completely tin-

TECO pulls the

"Stop" on high G’s!

Gruelling tests, high-speed film

sequences, concentrated engineer-

ing follow-through and confident

investment in TECO-ability have
paid off by making available the

finest Energy Absorption unit for

airline seats.

For complete “How” facts on
TECO Energy Absorption, or to

see a run-through of the entire

technical film—write: TECO, Inc.,

3210 Winona Ave., Burbank, Calif.

TECO Aircraft Seats

Burbank, California
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Stratoflex assemblies

THE MIGHTY
Every time a Convair Atlas

ballistic missile lifts from its Cape
launching pad, fantastic demands are made
the fueling system and powerplant.

A touch of the blast-off button triggers

dreds of simultaneous chain reactions in the giant

ICBM's fuel system. Under tremendous pressure,

liquid oxygen is delicately and pre-

cisely force-mixed with a kerosene-

like fuel and flashes through the

lines as vapor to feed the fires

burning in the combustion cham-
ber. This blend, mix, fire sequence

must commence in a split second

and continue at tremendous speed
if the launch is to be successful.

Fuel line plumbing on the Atlas

must be absolutely leakproof, im-

mune to strong vibrations, and
able to withstand continuous fem-

Despite the infinite possibilities

for human mistake and material

malfunction, the Air Force, aided
by Convair technicians, has suc-

cessfully launched the Atlas ICBM
time after time at Cape Canaveral.
(In the spectacular December 18,

1958 firing, the 85-foot Atlas was
placed in orbit around the earth.) Stratoflex is

proud that its specially-designed Teflon* hose and
metal tubing assemblies are vital parts of the

Atlas fuel line system.

* nv SALES OFFICES:

Cleveland, Detroit,

Fort Worth,°Houston,

^.o Box 10398 . Fort Worth. Texas (_/
Branch Plants: Los Angeles. Fort Wayne. Toronto
In Canada: Stratoflex of Canada. Inc.

Philadelphia,

°

r '

Francisco, Seattle.

Toronto. Tulsa

94

desirable characteristic since it gives the

pilot a continuous indication that the

flight control system is functioning

properly. Use of periodic test pulses also

makes it possible to include provisions

for automatic detection of system mal-

functioning. Sperry points out.

Sperry’s self-adapting autopilot is de-

signed to adjust itself for maximum
possible gam which the svstem band-

width will allow and still remain stable.

To prevent unexpected changes in air-

frame dynamics from suddenly throw-

ing the system into instability, the inner

loop is over-damped, Sperry’s Stephen
Osdcr told the symposium audience.

System gain is adjusted, if required,

after each test impulse by a device

called a “performance computer" which

counts the number of oscillations of the

control surface actuator produced by

the impulse. Test impulse is introduced

through a small series servo to prevent

an undesirable jerk of pilot’s control

stick.

Performance computer contains digi-

tal circuitry for counting the number of

control surface overshoots. If. for ex-

ample, there are three overshoots, the

computer slowly decreases system gain

through a motor-driven potentiometer.

If the count is four overshoots, the gain

is decreased at a slightly faster rate,

while the gain would be decreased more
rapidly if there were more overshoots.

The shaft position of this automatic

gain changer is a measure of the relative

effectiveness of the control surfaces. In

a Dvna-Soar tvpe space vehicle, this can

provide a useful means for determining

when it is appropriate to start switching

from aerodynamic to reaction controls,

or vice versa, and the relative amount
of each needed during transition condi-

Bang-Bang Control

Because the basic inner-loop stabili-

zation system is over-damped, command
signals from pilot or guidance system

calling for vehicle maneuvers must be

modified, otherwise the vehicle response

would be sluggish. This is accomplished

by an electric analog, or model, of

idealized airplane response.

Although the Sperry system employs

what is basically a linear amplifier, it

includes provisions which make it per-

form like a bang-bang (non-linear) sys-

tem whenever the difference between

command and actual vehicle response

allows an appreciable error build-up. In

the pitch axis, for example, this is done

by making the gain dependent upon the

instantaneous value of pitch error signal.

The Sperry system also includes what

the company calls an adaptive G-limiter

which alters system performance as a

function of measured vertical accelera-

tion on the vehicle, to prevent the

vehicle from exceeding safe structural

The program under way at Aero-

aimed at investigating another tech-

nique for assessing performance of flight

control system performance. The tech-

nique, described by Aeronutronic’s Wil-

liam Anderson, bears some resemblance

to the Sperry 1 approach, but operates

continuously instead of periodically and

should eliminate any vehicle tremor due

to periodic test impulses.

Aeronutronic substitutes a white

noise signal whose energy is distributed

across a wide spectrum of frequencies.

The white noise is superimposed upon
stabilization and/or command signals

that may be present in the flight con-

trol system. The response of the control

put is too small to aiuse disturbance of

the airframe, but can be measured by a

suitable sensitive detector. This output,

or response, is cross-correlated with the

input noise signal that produced it.

Cross-Correlation

Train such cross-correlation, Acro-

nutronic expects to be able to deter-

mine the system damping ratio, which

can be compared with ideal value and

difference used to operate automatically

a damping gain adjusting potentiometer.

Similar criteria can be obtained for ad-

justing frequency response and system

sensitivity.

Company plans to evaluate technique
in flight tests of a stability augmentor
aboard a North American K-100C this

spring. Anderson reported. White noise

will be produced by a binary (digital)

generator that is excited by a Geiger
counter.

MIT Approach

'Hie self-adapting autopilot developed

by Massachusetts Institute of Tceli-

and flight tested on a Lockheed I'-'MC.

differs from the systems previously de-

scribed in that it does not require use of

test inputs or oscillations to assess sys-

Instead. Mi l’ s system analyzes sys-

tem performance every time there is a

command sienal input or the vehicle is

displaced by an outside disturbance, for

or guided missile which receives guid-

ance signals almost continuously, this

should provide sufficient opportunity to

assess system performance, MIT be-

lieves. Actual system performance is

compared with ideal response by means
of idealized model.

Like Sperry, MIT has started with

essentially' a conventional autopilot,

then added the self-adapting feature

to automatically adjust system gains.

One advantage of this approach is

that the basic stabilization and con-
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Pays for itself in 1,000 hours by increasing range and payload with

no increase in horsepower . . . flight performance and safety improved

considerably. These are the findings of the many DC3/C47 owners

who have purchased the lightweight, fully CAA approved

AiResearch Maximizer Kit.

Improves single engine performance • Increases thrust at any given

horsepower • Reduces drag • Reduction in cooling drag

and increased cooling capacity minimizes chance of second

engine failure during single engine operation in hot weather

• Cuts maintenance • Easily installed

Aileron Gap Strip (optional), not shown, improves single engine

control and stall characteristics, and lowers stalling speed.

^Research Aviation Service Division

Los Angeles International Airport, Los Angeles 45, California

MAIL COUPON

AiResearch Aviation Service Company • Los Angeles International Airport, Los Angeles 45, California

Please send me detailed

information on the "AIRESEARCH

MAXIMIZER" kit.

NAME

STREET

CITY STATE.

MEN AND IDEAS IN MOTION: AERONUTRON/C

This is Aeronutronic— men, ideas, and the tools

for research. Aeronutronic— a dynamic new name
in science — created by the Ford Motor Company
to meet the demanding technological needs of a
nation on the move.

Aeronutronic is moving into the future and mov-

ing fast. Space sciences, missile technology and

space vehicles. ..computers, electronics... tacti-

cal weapon systems these are major research,

development and manufacturing activities con-

ducted at ASI's modern 200-acre Research Center

under construction at Newport Beach, California.

Exceptional engineers and scientists are needed

now. If you are forward-looking and want to be an

important part of a forward-moving organization,

you'll find a new challenge and rewarding future

at Aeronutronic— where men set ideas in motion.

AERONUTRONIC
a subsidiary of FORD MOTOR COMPANY

ADVANCED RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY DIVISION . COMPUTER TACTICAL SYSTEMS DIVISION



It’s your move ... but play safe!
SELECT GARLOCK MOLDED AND

EXTRUDED RUBBER PARTS
FOR ASSURED QUALITY

You can be sure of consistent high quality when you
specify Garlock molded and extruded rubber parts.

Why? Because Garlock has broad experience in com-
pounding natural and all synthetic rubbers including

silicone. Whether your problem involves temperature

extremes, difficult liquids or gases, compression set,

abrasion, or tear resistance—Garlock engineers can
recommend a material and design best suited for the

job. Moreover, Garlock manufacturing facilities are

available for large quantity production of molded and
extruded parts.

Molded and Extruded Rubber Products are another

important part of "the Garlock 2,000” . . . two thou-
sand different styles of Packings, Gaskets, and Seals

for every need. The only complete line. That's why you
getunbiased recommendations fromyour Garlock repre-

sentative. Call him today, or write us about your needs.

THE GARLOCK PACKING COMPANY, Palmyra, N.Y.

ARUOCK Packings, Gaskets, Oil Seals, Mechanical Seals,

Molded and, Extruded Rubber, Plastic Products

trol loops of the autopilot arc closed

independently of the adaptive control

loop so that failure of the latter will

still leave the basic autopilot operative,

but non-adapting.

Another advantage, cited by MIT's
Dr. H. P. Whitaker, is that separate

idealized models can be used for the

inner (stabilization) and outer (com-
mand) loops, each with characteristics

best suited for its particular function.

Systems That Learn

Whitaker said it may be possible to

design self-adapting systems which not

only adjust their performance to a previ-

ously established optimum, but which
hare the ability to learn by storing solu-

tions as they are obtained and using

them again when the same conditions

occur. (University of California at Los
Angeles, working under sponsorship of

Air Force Office of Scientific Research,

is investigating the learning-model ap-

proach to self-adapting control systems,

a spokesman reported.)

In the self-adapting autopilot which
MIT tested on an F-94C, pitch axis

performance was adjusted automatically

by means of three servo-driven po-

tentiometers as follows:

• Airplane orientation loop’s open-loop

sensitivity was automatically adjusted

to make velocity constant of the control

system equal to velocity constant of

idealized pitch-rate model.
• Stabilization (damping) loop's open-

loop sensitivity: was automatically ad-

justed to minimize the integral of the

absolute value of the pitch rate error

signal or of the rate of change of the
error signal over the sampling period.

• Final optimization of control sys-

tem response to match model response

was achieved by automatically varying

dynamic compensation potentiometer

so as to null out the integral of sam-
pled pitch rate error signal.

Compared with the Honeywell sys-

tem. the MIT autopilot requires a some-
what longer time to sample system per-

formance and to adjust its performance

characteristics. Sampling time begins

with initiation of input signal and termi-

nates when ratio of model output to

input signal reaches desired value. Sam-
pling interval can be varied in different

idealized models.

A Lear-designed version of the MIT
self-adapting autopilot, using integrat-

ing gyros for attitude reference, is

scheduled to be flight tested soon on an
F-100A.

Self-adapting autopilot technique de-

scribed by General F.lectric’s M. F.

Marx resembles that of MIT in that it

docs not require test input signals and

relics upon assessing system perform-

ance during normal command signal

inputs or outside vehicle disturbances.

One basic difference, however, is that

General Electric adjusts only a single

parameter to optimize system per-

formance, instead of three used by
MIT, which speeds up the operation.

The controlled variable is airframe an-

gular rate.

General Electric’s approach is to de-

sign an adaptive system which seeks to

maintain the natural frequency of the

autopilot-airframe combination at a de-

sired value by controlling the open-loop

gain of the inner loop.

To make the system frequence sensi-

tive, General Electric employs a lag net-

work and a lead network whose time

constants are the reciprocals of the de-

sired system-airframe natural frequency.

Airframe angular rate, as measured bv

a rate gyro, is fed into the two networks.

If natural frequency is higher than
desired, output signal from the lead

network will cause servo-driven poten-

tiometer (called a “multiplier") to re-

duce system gain. If natural frequency

is too low, output signal from lag net-

work will operate multiplier to increase

system gain. Marx said.

General Electric's adaptive flight con-

trol system work, carried on with com-
pany funds, is expected to receive Navy
Bureau of Aeronautics support in near

future with view to testing techniques

in a Navy jet fighter.

North American's Autonetics Divi-

sion, which will build flight control

DELTA
Air Freigkt
costs |ess than you think!

Holds down inventories! Holds down costs of crating,

insurance, capital tie-up. Protects against deterioration

and market declines!

ENGINEERS
• Design • Research • Development

• Electrical Controls • Gearing • Bearings

Projects include constant speed drives,

hydraulic motors, pumps and other com-
ponents for commercial and military air-

craft and missiles.

Send Resume and Technical Background Data to:

SUNDSTRAND Personnel, Dept. A, 1401 -23rd Ave., Rockford, III.

SUNDSTRAND AVIATION
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. ... the Quality

Shows Right

Through!

>recision-Built

by PRECISIONEERS

I. Slotted rotor holds 4 carbon van

!. Eccentrically bored carbon liner

). Press fit of liner and bearings

TITAN Positive Displacement Rotary

FUEL PUMPS are preferred equipment

on thousands of engines each year

where most pump per dollar invested

Based on simple, proven, low-main-

many jobs served for a decode or

more, outwearing two or more en-

gines! Billions of miles of low-cost

operation on aircraft, heavy diesels,

trucks and buses prove that TITAN
PUMPS are quality-built to last.

TYPICAL AIRCRAFT PUMP

TITAN PUMP AND
ENGINEERING CORP.

Novi, Michigan

systems for the company’s B-70 and
F-108, is actively investigating use of

adaptive systems for both applications,

a spokesman told Aviation Week. He
said the Autonetics approach combines

some of the techniques used by both

General Electric and Honcvwcll.

Effect of airframe aero-elasticity on

attention, is under investigation by
members of WADC's night Control

Laboratory, Lt. Philip Gregory reported.

Present widespread interest and ac-

tivity in self-adapting controls indicate

that the new concept may be the most
important new development in the field

of automatic controls in the last decade.

Many observers believe it marks the

start of a new era of work on higher-

order control systems which will ex-

hibit capabilities that more closely re-

semble the ability of humans to adapt

to their changing environment.

(For earlier report on adaptive flight

control systems, see Aviation Week,
Sept. 22.' p. 60.)

-nym

Two-for-One Gyro-New
rate gyro wmen can measure angular

velocity' about two different axes, or

cover two ranges of velocities about a

single axis, has been developed by

Humphrey, Inc. The device employs
only one motor to drive two gyro

wheels. Model RG-18 permits rate

measurement about two different axes.

Model RG-20 provides two ranges of

rate measurement. For example, one
range can cover zero to 20 deg./sec.,

while second covers zero to 200
deg./sec. Separate signal pick-offs arc

prov ided. Units can. operate from —65F
to 1 SOF. Manufacturer’s address: 2805
Canon St., San Diego 6, Calif.

Military Electronics Authors Sought—
Third National Conference on Mili-

tary Electronics, to be held in Wash-
ington. D. C., June 29 to July 1. is

seeking authors to present technical

papers ranging from systems reliability

to the military implications of the

space age. from electronic propulsion

to reconnaissance systems. Several clas-

Dcvic

Neutron Detector
ro-miniature thermal neutron detector,

larger than head of a pin, has been

ic Electric Corp.

i of s

diode on whii

striking uranium surface produce fission

fragments that penetrate semiconductor

diode, create output pulses which can be

amplified and counted. Detector is insensi-

If th

and ti

oated with paraffin in

^ FILTER CENTER ^
1 vJimk; 1

sified (Confidential) sessions are

planned. Prospective authors should

submit an unclassified 250 word ab-

stract. indicate the classification of the

paper, and biographical infonnation

before Feb. 15 to L. R. Everingham,
Radiation. Inc., P. O. Box 6904, Or-

lando, Fla.

Portable Power Source—Compact 3

kw. d.c. engine-driven generator, Type
MC-4, for use in powering portable

radio equipment, and which can be
started and operated at temperatures

as low as —65F, is described in new
Rome Air Development Center report,

PN 131693, available for 75 cents from
Dept, of Commerce. Office of Techni-

cal Services, Washington 25. D. C.
The 123 lb. power supply can maintain

rated output for 200 hr. with minor
overhaul and has total service life of

2,000 hr.

Signed on Dotted Line—Major con-

tract awards recently announced by
avionics manufacturers include the

following:

• Lear, Inc., Grand Rapids Division.

$3.7 million contract from Air Materiel

Command for Model 4055C flight di-

rector attitude indicator and two-gyro

all-attitude master reference system, for

use on F-105 and l
1 -106 aircraft. Also,

$2.9 million contract for master atti-

tude reference system to be used to

retrofit all R-52F aircraft.

• Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp.,

Systems Division, $220,000 award from
Convair (Ft. Worth) for magnetic tape

recording and playback equipment.
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A proven source offers expanded Research and Manufacturing facilities

To meet ever-increasing demands of the military for advanced data processing systems,

the IBM Military Products Division greatly expanded research and manufacturing

facilities in 1958. Two entirely new facilities were completed during the year—at King-

ston and Owego, New York. The Owego plant is engaged in such vital defense projects

as the bombing-navigation system for the 13-52 and for the new, exotic-fuel B-70 aircraft.

At Kingston’s new Laboratories, advanced research in fields like cryogenics, magnetics

and circuitry is making important contributions to the SAGE and Bomarc-SAGE Inte-

gration Programs among others in progress there now. The combined staffs of Military

Products now make up one of the largest groups of specialists in Military Operational

data processing and systems management in the world. They are ready now, as always,

to turn their talents to the increased data processing requirements of national security.



LARGE CAPACITY FILES
/
RAPID RANDOM ACCESS / EFFICIENT ROUTINE PROCESSING

A system with complete files, complete data and complete

processing ... to handle all operations.

It’s a proven fact . . . that of the total work necessary

to put a missile into the air, a staggering 90% is pri-

marily logistical and involves the control of many
individual maintenance parts. This figure becomes

compounded as the number of inactive, but ready-to-

fire missiles increases . . . and keeping track of their

individual needs becomes a herculean task.

It is clear that an efficient system of organizing, filing

and searching great masses of data at high speeds, and

at realistic costs is necessary. The Magnavox Company

answers the need for “discrete” unit data record hand-

ling for both government and industry with Magnacard.

You are invited to investigate and make use of these new tech-

niques . . . write today for illustrated brochure.

Magnacard

DATA HANDLING EQUIPMENT BY
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the magnavox co. ® dept. 44 • Government and Industrial Division • fort wayne, ind.

SAFETY
CAB Accident Investigation Report:

Engine Fire Contributes to Miami Crash
Braniff Airways Flight 971, a Douglas

DC-7C, crashed approximately three miles

west-northwest of the Miami, Fla., Inter-

national Airport, Mar. 25, 1958, at 01)06.'

l ire accident occurred at night under VFR
conditions less than two minutes after

takeoff from runway 27R. 'there were 24

persons aboard, including 19 passengers

and a flight crew of five. All five flight

crew members and 10 revenue passengers

survived. Four Braniff -Airways crew mem-
bers, deadheading to Panama to ferry a

company aircraft to Dallas, Texas, and five

of the other passengers died. Tire captain

and first officer of Flight 971 were seriously

injured^ the second officer, a flight engi-

neer. received a broken leg and other in-

juries. The aircraft, with an engine on

fire in flight was practically destroyed by

subsec|ueiit impact and around fire.

HISTORY OF THE FLIGHT
Bramfl International Might .971 was

origiuallv scheduled to depart New York.

N. Y„ for Miami, Fla., on Mar. 23, 1958,

at 2355 but this leg of the flight was not

made owing to shortage of equipment and
scheduling difficulties on that date. N 5904

was -ferried from Dallas, Texas, to Miami,
arriving at 1915 on Mar. 24 for use as

Flight 971. The aircraft was serviced and
made ready for the trip to Panama City,

Panama, the first scheduled stop on the

route to Rio de Janeiro. Brazil.

The crew consisted of Capt, Thomas D.

George. First Officer John C. Whrthrop,

Jr.. Second Officer Charles F. Fink, Steward

Ubcrto Zapatero, and Stewardess Madelon

I lie flight departed the Miami terminal

engine runup was made, after which a

normal takeoff was accomplished. Shortly

after takeoff, and in accordance with tower

clearance, a climbing right turn was started.

During the turn the No. 3 engine mal-

functioned and a fire developed m that

area. Hie airplane, still in a right turn,

started to lose altitude rapidly. While
traveling in a north-northeasterly direction

it struck in an open marsh containing

scattered trees and underbrush.

Rescue operations were immediately initi-

ates! but were seriously hampered by heavy

ground traffic of sightseers attracted to the

area. Several of the passengers and crew

members were airlifted by U. S. Coast

Guard helicopters direct to hospital grounds

in Miami and the others were removed

to nearby ambulances and taken to hospitals.

INVESTIGATION
Ground impact marks revealed that the

aircraft struck the ground with approxi-

mately 25 deg. of right bank while descend-

ing at an angle of approximately five degrees.

The right wing tip contacted the ground
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first and the aircraft broke up immediately

thereafter when the inboard right wing
structure, the engines, and the fuselage

struck the soft ground.

The wreckage was strewn along a half-

mile track on a heading of 023 deg. The
fuselage structure broke into three major

sections. After separating at station 600
the aft section, with the fail surfaces still

attached, skidded and rolled almost the

entire length of .the main ground path.

This portion came to rest on its left side

about 100 yards to the left of the ground

path on an easterly heading. The vertical

and horizontal surfaces separated and were
found nearby. The cockpit and forward

portion of the fuselage, broken at station

440, was found in an upright position

approximately 1.S00 ft. from the -point of

initial impact, on a heading of 285 deg.

The damage to the top of he forward

fuselage section was relatively light.

The lower forward part of this section

was ground down and destroyed during

the skid. The middle portion of the fuse-

lage, a part of which remained attached

to the wing center section, -was found ap-

proximately 2,100 ft. from the point of

initial contact. This section, which was

inverted during a portion of the ground

skid, came to rest right side up. During

the time it was inverted the entire -upper

Etion of the fuselage down to the rung

its was destroyed. The left-hand wing

center section was consumed 'by an intense

ground fire.

The nose gear and the right main land-

ing gear were separated from the aircraft

during the ground breakup. Tire nose gear

assembly was found in a retracted position

1,550 ft. from the point of initial impact.

The right main gear came to rest 2,200 ft.

along the ground path. The left main

gear remained attached to the wing center

section and was subjected to intense fire.

It was determined that all three gears were
in -the retracted position at impact.
The primary flight control systems, al-

though damaged In- the ground impact.

no control failure had occurred in flight.

All components of the elevator and rudder

systems were available for examination.

Parts of the aileron system were completcly

lllirned out or buried in the solidified masses

of metal which resulted from meRing of

the wing structure by the intense ground
fire in the left wing center section. All

failures of the individual systems compon-
ents ss-hieh were located and identified

were examined and all appeared to has-c

been the result of overloading during the

structural breakup of the airplane.

Control Examination
In the right wing, the aileron control

system was not damaged by the inflight

fire. Thus, while many of the parts of

the control system svcrc damaged or lost,

nevertheless sufficient parts remained which
were in a condition that permitted an

examination -and a conclusion that the con-

trol system was functioning properly.

The right wing center section, including

No. 3 and No. 4 nacelles, ss-as recon-

structed as fully as possible to determine

inflight fire patterns and the extent of

fire damage to this structure. The inflight

fire damage ss-as confined to the No. 3

nacelle and the upper and lower sving sur-

faces immediately inboard and aft of this

nacelle. The visible fire damage was re-

stricted to blistering and charring of tile-

paint which protects the sving surfaces from

Tlie air fire pattern also indicated that
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"Urethane foam

passed

our tests

with

flying colors .

.

says George C. Weaver, Group Engineer, Interior Design

FAIRCHILD Engine & Airplane Corp.

“
‘Compromise’ is the first word we discard when

selecting materials for a new aircraft design,” says

George C. Weaver, design engineer for Fairchild.

“Performance and durability are what we demand
right down to the final rivet,” he adds, “and mate-
rials have to be better than just ‘good enough’ to

get past our testing lab.

“For example, take urethane foam, the cushioning

material used in the seat adopted as standard equip-

ment for the Fairchild F-27—first American-made,
twin-engined, turbine-powered airliner to be placed

in scheduled airline service. Tests conducted by
Aerosmith Products, seat designers and manufac-

turers, showed that urethane foam, at one-half the

weight of comparable cushioning materials, affords

maximum seating comfort and service life. It is

also very successfully used as bulkhead padding

and carpet underlay.”

The Fairchild Company, founded in 1925, is a

pioneer in the manufacture of commercial aircraft

and military transports. Fairchild has orders from

17 airlines and 18 major corporations for the prop-

jet F-27 which is already in daily service with

five airlines.

The seating of the Fairchild F-27 jetliner is

latest proof of the preference for urethane foam

cushioning among companies that have to put qual-

ity first. Write Mobay for evidence of how other

industries are profiting by following this sound

business principle.

MOBAY
CHEMICAL COMPANY



TEXAS INSTRUMENTS SE CONDUCTOR REPORT NUMBER
ONE

ml a
stale USlate University ol Iowa

WORLD'S LARGEST SEMICONDUCTOR P

Added reliability and economy are the dividends to users

of Texas Instruments transistors made possible by SMART
— newest tool of the Semiconductor-Components division

Quality Assurance program. This Sequential Mechanism for

Automatic Recording and Testing evaluates transistors

automatically and economically with consistent accuracy.

Only advanced facilities can produce advanced components.

SMART, designed and built at TI, tests 18 transistor para-

meters and punches the results onto an IBM card coded to

the corresponding transistor. Test results are then avail-

able for individual or collective statistical analysis.

With SMART, one operator can test a far greater number
of transistors than before . . . automatically. Effective TI
Quality Assurance, advanced by SMART, is another reason

why engineers the world over rely on advanced components
from the nation’s leading manufacturer of semiconductor

devices and precision components.

Texas Instruments
)

INCORPORATED

for flight 971. He previously had signed

the flight log which indicated no aircraft

discrepancies. The company station agent

also stated that during the period that

N 5904 was on the ground at Miami he

personally checked the aircraft log and

found no entries therein. The ferry (light

crew were "deadheading" on Flight 971

of Mar. 25 and were fatally injured.

The aircraft was manufactured on Mar.

29. 1957, and had accumulated a total

time of 3.307:46 hr. at the time of the

accident. The last three maintenance

checks and the last service check were

reviewed and found to be completed and

signed off by the mechanics and inspectors.

The nonroutine work sheets indicated noth

ing significant pertaining to the engines,

airframe, or electrical systems. The last

No. 3 check was accomplished at Dallas

on Mar. 20, 1958, at which time the air-

craft had accumulated a total time of

3,250:04 hr. The last service check was

performed at Idlewild on Mar. 24. 195S,

at which time the aircraft had accumulated

a total time of 3,298:31 hr.

Reports Reviewed

A review of carryover reports revealed

that they concerned cabin' interior and

upholstery items. One item concerning a

cracked, nonstructural former in the right

fuselage fillet had been, carried through

the last three maintenance checks since

Feb. 13, 1958. and was still outstanding

at the time of the accident.

The aircraft flight logs and flight engi-

neer logs since Jan. 1, 1958. were reviewed

and they indicated that the engines had

been operated according to the instructions

recommended by the manufacturer. Al-

though consistent with company policy,

certain maintenance items contained in

the flight logs had been "deferred" for

correction at Dallas, it was determined

that none of these items were of such a

nature as to affect adversely the airworthi-

ness of the aircraft.

The flight crew scheduled for Flight 971

arrived at the operations office about 2250,

Mar. 24, and began their routine duties

prior to flight. Capt. George examined

the weather reports over the route

thoroughly, signed the customs general

declaration, and signed his clearance. First

Officer Winthrop prepared the flight plan

and upon completion handed it to the

station agent for routine handling. Cross

weight of the aircraft was calculated to

be 114.938 lb. at takeoff (gross weight

143,000 maximum -allowable). Second Of-

ficer Fink arrived at operations before the

others and went immediately to the air-

craft to conduct the prcfligfit inspection.

The engines were started and taxi clearance

was received.

Normal Takeoff

Flight 971 taxied from the Miami In-

ternational terminal ramp at 2356. Air

Route Traffic Control (ARTC) clearance

was delivered on ground frequency at 0002.

Mar. 25. 195S. The flight •changed to

tower frequency and was cleared onto the

active runway, 27R. to make a right turn

after takeoff, climbing on an eastbound

heading 090 deg. -until reaching 2,500 ft.

before proceeding on course. The flight

departed without incident at 0004.

Tower personnel stated that the aircraft

made a climbing right turn shortly after

takeoff. When it had reached an altitude

of approximately 900 ft., a bright orange

glow was observed on the right side of the

aircraft. The aircraft was further observed

to enter a descent, contacting the ground

at 0006. Immediately prior to impact,

tower personnel heard a call. "Braniff 971."

No other messages were received from the

flight following takeoff.

Following the accident First Officer

Winthrop and Second Officer Fink were

interviewed regarding the circumstances

leading to the accident. Both stated that

prcfligjit preparations were routine and that

no discrepancies were noted during the

pretakeoff engine check. The first officer

stated that Capt. George made the takeoff

Victoria Turboprop Designed for Rough Fields

New turboprop transport, designed by Emile Gilntin & Associates. Inc.. Dallas. Texas, is

being offered to airlines for use in short and medium haul Latin American and African

operations. Delivery is planned within two years. Aircraft is aimed specifically for rough

field operations. It will be manufactured in Latin America, but will undergo U.S. Federal

Aviation certification program. Designated Model 101 Victoria, the aircraft will be powered

by four Lycoming T55 turboprop engines and will carry 46 passengers. Plans call for speed

of about 375 mph., cruise altitude of 25,000 ft. and range of 1.000 mint, mi., plus a 250 mi.

reserve, with 10.000 lb. payload. T ransport, which is based on the Martin 4-0-4 fuselage,

will cost between $500,000 and $600,000.

are

using
only

HALF
your
potential
In your present job?

Because of the diversity and rapidly

increasing demands for our products,

you have the challenging opportunity

here at Bendix-Pacific to construc-

tively apply all your talents.

There are Important career positions

open NOW at all levels in our small,

independent engineering groups in

these fields -

MISSILE GUIDANCE • TELEMETERING

AIRBORNE RADAR • MISSILE HY-

DRAULICS S MARINE HYDRAULICS

SONAR & ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE

Please write W. C. Walker your
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Preserver of Peace . . .

Boosted into space by the fiery thrust of three

huge rocket engines, the seven-story Atlas inter-

continental ballistic missile roars upward from

its Cape Canaveral launching pad. Quickly it

sheds the frost encrusting the liquid oxygen

tank and races to its predetermined destination

in the far reaches of the globe. In its size and

range and capability, the Air Force Atlas is a

commentary, for all the world to heed, of the ne-

cessity to maintain the peace.RCA’s Missile and

Surface Radar Department has been privileged

to design and develop ground check-out, launch

control and cabling equipment as a major sub-

contractor to Convair (Astronautics) Division

of General Dynamics Corporation, the Atlas

prime weapons systems contractor.

RADIO CORPORATION ofAMERICA
DEFENSE ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

CAMDEN. N. J.

Electronic

scientists-engineers

The Columbus Division of North American

Aviation is expanding its electronic staff in the

Advanced Design, Systems Management, and

Systems Research Groups. Career positions

available

:

systems, including analysis of the weapons sys-

tem in its tactical environment.

RADAR ANTENNA — Assume responsibility

for theoretical, experimental, and system analy-

sis of advanced radar antenna techniques,

including electronic scanning.

DATA PROCESSING-To analyze informa-

tion sources, communication rates and process-

ing of information, equation mechanization, and

computer programming for airborne and ground

processing systems. Mustknow digital-to-analog

s to entire systems, write to

:

Engineering Personnel, Box A
North American Aviation, Inc.

4300 East Fifth Avenue

Columbus 16, Ohio

THE COLUMBUS DIVISION OF

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.

Home of the T2J Jet Trainer and the A3J Vigilante



Rewarding Research Opportunities for engineering

specialists now exist in the Advanced Engineering Depart-

ment of the Tapco Group at Thompson Ramo Wooldridge

Inc. This is a continuing and expanding program. The

Tapco Group, made up of five major Thompson divisions,

is serving the Aero-Space, Electronics, Nuclear and General

Industrial fields with fully integrated facilities for research,

development and production of structures, propulsion

systems, electro-pneumatic-mechanical auxiliary and

accessory power systems, electronic controls and check out

equipment, and fuel systems involving solid-state, liquid

and nuclear fuel studies.

If you would like to join the personnel of the Advanced

Engineering Department in satisfying work at the frontiers

of knowledge in these areas, there are opportunities for men



Newness in modern commercial and military aviation is a cloak which

slips aside as soon as the aircraft and power plant design become operational.

Performance records are but steps on the stairway to the stars. The ceiling for

man’s flight is pushed ever higher.

General Electric’s famous J47 was produced in greater quantity and
powers more aircraft than any other American jet engine. It established the

mastery of the Sabrejets over Korea.

The J79 engine continues to write history in powering the Regulus II

from beneath the ocean’s surface; in pushing the Air Force’s Starfighter to new
speed and altitude records; in making possible the feats of Convair’s B-58
Hustler.

And now General Electric’s new J93 jet engine is being developed

for such aircraft as North American’s great long-range F-108 interceptor and
their advanced B-70 bomber. Mach 3 and beyond, on mightier wings powered

by the J93, is only a matter of the calendar.

Yes, the ceiling is higher . . . but engineers at General Electric’s Jet

Engine Department are already working above it. They invite you to join them.

Ttogress Is OurMost Important T^roduct

GENERAL#) ELECTRIC
JET ENGINE DEPARTMENT CINCINNATI 15, OHIO

lie Ceiling <4 Uiglm
in opportunity, too

... at GE's

JET ENGINE DEPT,

in CINCINNATI
If you like to meet and solve new
problems ... if you like the chal-

lenge of the unknown ... if you’re

a man who likes to help write to-

morrow’s textbooks in today's test

labs ... if you don’t know that “it
1

can’t be done that way” . .

.

you'll like it at GE . . .

where a man's ability is

recognized and rewarded.

Our unique use of small-unit
work groups emphasizes and en-

courages creative freedom. Our
|

engineering staff has more than
doubled since 1955, and annually

about 50% of our engineers have
been promoted.

Right now the high energy fuel

jet engine of the future is being

developed. Top men in the indus-

try want you to join them in this

exciting pioneering at General

Electric. Career positions for De-
gree Engineers with U. S. Citizen- i

ship are open in many fields

—

RELIABILITY ANALYSIS . . . AERODY-

NAMIC DESIGN—COMPRESSORS,
TURBINES . . . ELECTRICAL CONTROLS
DESIGN . . . ADVANCED ENGINE PER-

FORMANCE ANALYSIS . . . ENGINE
FLIGHT TEST . . . CONTROL COMPONENT
DESIGN . . . COMBUSTION SYSTEMS

DESIGN . . . ENGINE MECHANICAL

COMPONENT DESIGN and many others.

Send your resume—or, for more in-

Mark Elwood, General Electric Co.

Jet Engine Dept. AW-29

Cincinnati 15, Ohio

Phone POplar 1-1100

Collect long distance calls will be ac-
cepted any weekday 9 A.M.-4 P.M.

GENERAL^ ELECTRIC

were closer to tire flight path of the air-

craft were able to locate the fire as being

on the right side of the aircraft. They

area of the light inboard engine and the

flames extended aft to the trailing edge
of the right wing.

the

LIGHT
AND
ACCURATE

ACCEL
. . . only three ounces in weight,

this rugged unit has 0.5% linearity

to half range, 2% to full range.

CONSTANT-
DAMPED

. . . requiring NO HEATERS,
with compensated damping

0.5 ± 0.1 from

-45°F to +230”F.

ACCELEROMETER
. . . input ranges, full scale,

±2.5 to 1000 G’s. Full scale

output 7v at 400 cps excitation.

Resolution 0.01% of full scale.

lightness you need and the accuracy

you've been seeking ... in the AP-S1

ACCELEROMETER
The constant-damped AP-S1 pendulous

accelerometer is another advanced de-

sign in our inertial family.
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QUIET
QUIET

QUIET
See and fly the new 1959 twin-engine Piper Apache. You’ll s

an amazing difference. Many other things you’ll like, too, such

pletely new instrument panel with center-located radios. More tl

Apache is your very best twin-engine buy. $36,995, with 160

Lycomings standard! And the new AutoFlite Apache comes eq'

built-in automatic flight system. See your dealer or write for new 1

catalog. Dept. K-i, Piper Aircraft Corporation, Lock Haven, Pa.

1959 Apache

ATTRACTIVE LEASE AND FINANCE PLANS AVAILABLE

II

Hr



A McGRAW-HILL PUBLICATION, 330 WEST 42nd ST., NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

26th

ANNUAL

INVENTORY

OF

AIRPOWER

ISSUE
PUBLISHING DATE: MARCH 9, 1959

In twelve swift-paced months, aviation's galloping tech-

nology has made dramatic breakthroughs in all areas ol'

flight. Commercial jet transportation became a reality.

Corporate fleets can now pick from a number of turbo

jet or prop jet aircraft. An ICBM has flown successfully

over its full range of capability. Aircraft flying at twice

the speed of sound are now operational with the USAF.
Larger and more complicated satellites were hurled

around the globe. Actual attempts were made to orbit

the moon. Space Technology has excited the imagination

of the entire industry.
Event followed event with such rapidity that interpret-

ing their significance has been difficult for even the most
well informed engineering-management men. Once again,

they need a concise, penetrating analysis and forecast of

world airpower.

ONLY ONE SOURCE FOR THE ANSWERS
Industry's decision makers, turn to the industry's top

reporting team—AVIATION WEEK'S 32-man editorial

staff of graduate engineers and aviation specialists . .

.

The men whose full-time job is to ferret out and report

world aviation events. In the Inventory Issue, they will

bring into focus the significance of hundreds of techno-

logical and marketing developments witnessed in 1958
and interpret their impact on future technological growth.

CONTENTS OF THE INVENTORY ISSUE

Charts, graphs, tables, specifications will cover in detail,

budgets, missiles, manufacturing, engineering, avionics

and many more areas of military and civil aviation. The
Inventory Issue has been relied on for 25 years as the

only complete authoritative source for detailed specifica-

tions on U.S. and foreign aircraft, missiles, helicopters

and now space vehicles.

YOU BELONG IN THE INVENTORY ISSUE

Over 70,000 key engineering-management men, decision

makers in the industry, arc eagerly awaiting this important
issue. They will read . . . study . . . and refer to the In-

ventory Issue throughout the year. Here is a rare oppor-
tunity to place your sales message in a climate of proven

editorial impact. Because of its long use life, you get as

a bonus . . . MULTIPLE EXPOSURE . . . of your sales

message. In addition, a reader service card is included

to facilitate the handling of thousands of inquiries gen-

erated by this important issue.

For additional information on this once-a-year oppor-

tunity . . . write, wire or better yet phone your AVIA-
TION WEEK district office. Regular space rates apply.

AviationWeek
including Space Technology

ABC JUNE 1958: 69,726



ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS are invited to discuss the many long-

range programs now under way at Convair-San Diego. Our projects are

both commercial and military; range from the beautiful new Convair 880

and 600 jet airliners, to studies of manned satellite vehicles. Other pro-

grams include the F-106 (America’s fastest and highest-flying jet inter-

ceptor), continuing programs in the areas of VTOL and STOL, anti-

submarine missiles and detection systems, anti-satellite studies, and the

application of nuclear propulsion to weapon systems. These, plus joint pro-

jects with other divisions of General Dynamics, broaden the scope of activity

and responsibility for engineers and
scientists at Convair. A happy,

healthy way of life is

enjoyedby families

in beautiful San Di-

ego, 125 miles south

of Los Angeles . .
.
year-

round outdoor living

in America’s finest

climate. The commu-
nity abounds in pro-

fessional and educa-

tional advantages,

and its public schools

are among the best in the

United States.

We have immediate openings for Preliminary Design Engineers, Flight Test

and Senior Flight Test Engineers, Design Engineers (Wing, Tail and Fuse-

lage), Aerodynamics Engineers, Thermodynamics Engineers, Weapons Sys-

tems Analysis, Dynamics Engineers,Weapons Systems Integration, Electronics

Engineers, and Physicists.

INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD SOON IN THESE CITIES:

Akron • Boston • Cincinnati • Cleveland • Dayton • Detroit • Fort Waune • Indianapolis

Kansas City • Los Angeles • Milwaukee • Minneapolis • New York • Philadelphia • Pittsburgh

Salt Lake City • St. Louis • Washington, D.C.

CONVAIREliSAN DIEGO

CONVAIR IS A DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION

checked "can S’ tlrc^integril* Tale

Si
S”r,;s
ccdurc. an immediate return to the airport

NUCLEAR ROCKF.T
PROPULSION

MsSSF .



Stressing tlb-e importance of* relietoility!

Through the ultimate in design data provided by our Reliability Group, Rohr Engineers are able

to design the greatest efficiency, dependability, and economy into Rohr-built aircraft components.

Working with every modern test device (such as the fatigue testing machine

shown above) Rohr reliability men chart thousands of stress spectrums and other data to

predict the safe life of given materials at given stress loads.

Reliability is another reason Rohr is widelyknown as the

WORLD’S LARGEST PRODUCER OF COMPONENTS FOR FLIGHT

MAIN PLANT AND HEADQUARTERS: CHULA VISTA, CALIF-: PLANT: RIVERSIDE, CALIF.; ASSEMBLY PLANTS: WINDER, GA,: AUBURN, WASH.

To olotain full data, for a full

aircraft engineering career

write at once enclosing resume to Mr. J. L. Hobel,

Industrial Relations Manager, Rohr Aircraft

Corporation, Chula Vista, California.

The availabilty of ultimate design data

is just one of many reasons fast-growing Rohr

offers more satisfaction, security and professional growth

to the skilled aircraft engineer.

CHULA VISTA AND RIVERSIDE. CALIFORNIA
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NASA blueprint for the future

PROJECT MERCURY
At this momentNASA engineers and scientists

are hard at work to make Project Mercury a

reality. And in time a manned satellite will

become reality . . . the result of outstanding

professional contributions in many disciplines.

This program to place man in space is typical

of the projects and goals of NASA, whose re-

sponsibility it is to direct and implement U.S.

research efforts in aeronautics and the explora-

tion of space, for peaceful purposes and the

benefit of all mankind.

I, Electrical, K

Mountain View, California

High-Speed Flight Slot!

Beltsville Space Center,

4555 Overlook Ave., W

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
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Wits confronted is recognized as a it

extremely difficult, if not impossible, t

Simulator Need
It is recognized, however, that tb

creased size of aircraft, the increasing ct

discourage simulated engine failures during

takeoff, and increasing traffic problems, es-

pecially at high-density airports, tend to dis-

courage training operations at air carrier

terminals. The Board is of the view that

these factors, as well as the vastly improved

quality of aircraft simulation in recent years,

add emphasis to the need for maximum ex-

ploitation by air carriers of training devices,

such as aircraft simulators.

FINDINGS
On the basis of all available evidence the

Board finds that:

1. The aircraft, crew, and carrier were

currently certificated.

2. Tftc gross load of the aircraft was well

under maximum allowable weight and was

properly distributed.

3. Weather was not a factor in the acci-

dent.

I. The flight was properly planned and
dispatched.

5. Smoke front No. 2 engine on the

prior flight was reported to the ferry crew

bv the Miami tower and the crew should

have written up this item in the aircraft log.

6. Shortly after a routine takeoff No. 11

cylinder of the No. 3 engine failed, resulting

in a fire in flight.

7. Emergency measures (i.c., propeller

feathering, extinguisher, fuel shutoff) were

promptly taken by the crew.

S. Full power was available from the

other three engines and there was no im-

pairment of structure or control of the air-

plane.

9. The captain made a decision to return

to the airport and. in attempting to do so,

altitude was not maintained and -the air-

craft struck the ground.

PROBABLE CAUSE
The Board determines that the probable

anise of this accident was the failure of the

captain to maintain altitude during an emer-

gency return to the airport due to his undue

preoccupation with an engine fire following

takeoff.

By the Civil Aeronautics Board:

Chan Gurney
Harmar D. Denny
G. Joseph Minetti

Louis
J.

Hector

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
Tlic Civil Aeronautics Board was notified

of this accident at 0013, Mar. 25, 1958.

An investigation was immediately initiated

in accordance with the provisions of Sec-

tion 702 (a) (2) of the Civil Aeronautics

Act of 1938, as amended, A public hearing

was ordered bv the Board and was held in

Miami Be.ich.Fln., on May 7 and 8. 1958.

AIR CARRIER
Braniff Airways, Inc., is an_ Oklahoma

in the transportation by air of persons, prop-

erty. and mail under a currently effective

certificate of public convenience and neces-

sity issued by the Civil Aeronautics Board

and an air carrier operating certificate issued

by the Civil Aeronautics Administration.

The company conducts scheduled operations

over the international route involved and
over routes -within the United States.

FLIGHT PERSONNEL
Capt. Thomas D. George, age 50. was

cmploved as a pilot of Braniff Airways Oct.

IS, 1935, and was rated as a captain on
May 1. 1939. He held a valid airman cer-

tificate with an airline transport rating and

type ratings on DC-3, DC-t, DC-6, and
DC-7 aircraft. Capt. Ccorgc had, according

to company records, a total of 20,672 pilot

hours, of which 241 were acquired in DC-7
equipment. Ills last physical examination

was successfully passed on Oct. 31. 1957,

first-class, with a limitation that glasses shall

Ik* worn while flying aircraft. 'Inc dates of

his last instrument proftcicncv and line

cliecks (on DC-6 aircraft) were Jan. 11.

I95S, and Jan. 1 3, 1958. respectively.

First Officer John C. Winthrop, Jr., age

37 (copilot on Flight 971). was employed

by Braniff Airways as a pilot on July 8,

1946. He held a valid airmail certificate

with an airline transport rating and type

ratings on DC-4, DC-6, and DC-7 aircraft.

First Officer Winthrop had, according to

company records, a total of 13,250 hr., of

which 257 hr, were required in DC-7
equipment. His last physical examination

was successfully passed on Feb. 20, 1958,

first-class, no waivers. His last competcncv
' '

*lov. 8. 1957. His

Second Officer (Flight Engineer) Charles

F. Fink, age 23, was employed by Braniff

Airways as a second officer (flight engineer)

April 30, 1956. He held a valid airman cer-

tificate with ratings of commercial pilot,

multi-engine land, instrument and flight en-

gineer. IBs latest physical examination was

on Mar. 3, 1958. He received a flight en-

gineer proficiency check on Oct. S. 1957.

His total time on DC-7 equipment was

705 hr.

Steward Alberto Zapatcro. age 21. was

employed by Braniff Airways on Oct. 17.

1957. He was qualified on DC 7 equip-

ment and had received his last emergency

training procedure in October 1957.

Stewardess Madclon Campion, age 25,

was employed by Braniff Airways Alar. 1.

1953. She was checked out on DC-7 equip-

ment and had received her latest emergency

training procedures on Mar, 14, 1958.

THE AIRCRAFT
Douglas DC-7C, serial number 45IH2,

N 5904. was manufactured Mar. 29, 1957.

Total time on the airframe was approxi-

mately 3,306 hr., with 57:42 hr. since last

maintenance operation. The aircraft was

equipped with four Wright 9SSTC1SEA1
engines and four Hamilton Standard model

34E60 355 propellers with 7019-2 blades.

Total time on the engines ranged from

2.944 hr. to 3.242 hr., with last overhaul

times between 2,086 hr. and 2.764 hr. Time

on the propellers ranged from 2,504 hr. to

3,618 hr., with the last overhaul times be-

tween 2,083 hr. and 2,1 59 hr.

Outstanding

FLORIDA
openings

for

ENGINEERS

teStfaaag

Requirements for Missile

Requirements are experience
in any of the above fields.and
a decree in ME,CE, EE, Math

You will find these Boeing
assignments interesting and
challenging. They offer ex-

cellent opportunities for ad-

vancement and long-range
career growth in a field with

Iddi'lrono-ou’ll enjoy the

many advantages of Florida

living, with world-famous
beaches and a host of year-

round outdoor recreational

facilities only minutes from
Boeing’s Florida locations.

For full details, write Mr.
Robert H. Class, Boeing Air-

P
'ane Company. Dept. I’l.-l,

. O. Box 97, Melbourne, Fla.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

ERCO F>XJJA.lSrT
NUCLEAR PRODUCTS-ERCO
RIVERDALE, MARYLAND WARFIELD 7-4444

by Eastern producer of Aircraft

mm^SSSSSSS&n,.

MECHANICAL

ENGINEER

THOMPSON RAMO
WOOLDRIDGE, INC.

TAPCO DIVISION

TEST PILOTS
Immediate openings for

production and engineer-

ing test pilots. Require
multi-engine jet and pref-

erably seaplane experi-

ence
;
commercial and

instrument license.

Salary Open

WRITE
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Excellent Career

Opportunities for

RESEARCH SCIENTISTS

in Solar’s Expanding

Research Laboratory

IN SUNNY SAN DIEGO
Expansion of Solar's applied research
laboratory has created several excellent

career opportunities for experienced
scientists with the ability to apply
theory to today's practical problems.

PHYSICAL CHEMISTS & METALLURGISTS
Experienced in the High-Temperature Metals Field

SENIOR RESEARCH ENGINEERS
& RESEARCH ENGINEERS

With Heavy Experience in Brazing, Welding;
Powder Metallurgy

RESEARCH ENGINEERS
Experienced in High -Temperature All-Metal

Sandwich Materials

SOLAR SPECIFICS

(2500 people in San Diego)
founded in 1927. It is big enough

sonnet policies, yet small enough
for rapid individual advancement
and recognition. Salary and per-

formance reviewed semi-annually.

Solar is making many significant

contributions to advanced tech-
nology—in power plant design and
production, in manned aircraft

and engines, in missile systems
and other important areas. Profes-

sional status of scientists and
engineers is fully appreciated and
recognized. A new 60,000 square
foot research and engineering
building, necessitated by expand-
ing programs, will be completed

iWia
*3'»£*Sa'SS

—San Diego living

WRITE TODAY
If you would like to undertake
exciting new research projects,
while rapidly advancing your
career, send a resume of your
qualifications to Louis Klein,
Dept. E-340, Solar Aircraft Com-
pany, 2200 Pacific Highway, San
Diego 12, California.

SOLAR
AIRCRAFT COMPANY
W
N Y DES

ENGINEERS:

The kind of [ife

you want for

your family

GET BOTH AT

BENDIX YORK

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

• Challenging opportunities in

Circuit Design, Pulse & Video
Ciecuitry, Microwave,

Digital a Analog Computers,
Semi-conductors, Component
and Circuit Reliability.

Interesting work on
Fuzing Techniques, Beacons,

Simulators, Special
Test Equipment.

• Bendix York offers you the oppor-
tunity for rapid professional growth

company atmosphere of an expand-
ing division ofone of America’s larg-

corporalions . . . And the way of life

in and around York, Pennsylvania
is ideal for the entire family. It com-
bines the charm and grace of rural

living with the many advantages of a
dynamic and progressive community.

Let us hear from you!

Professional Employment

AVIATION CORPORATION

York Division

"The way of work for you,

the way of life foryour family/"
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Searchlight SectionCLASSIFIED & tA K L
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

jci I lurv ADVERTISING

EQUIPMENT - USED or RESALE

Immediate Delivery

R1830

R985 R2000

WORKS

FOR SALE

LOCKHEED LODESTAR
(Executive) Model 18-56

ELECTRONIC AERIAL

TEST BEDS

Douglas C-47-B Cargo

MISCELLANEOUS
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LETTERS
Critical Point

=JS?j“f Safety Factor

Group Hostility

F
:|p^p”p*;
ars^tacssr

sSritll-^ Iwsrao
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

A division of PHE0LL MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Even greater advances have been made in the field of ai

fastening. The cumbersome and time-consuming methoi

hand-wrench fastening has given way to efficient, accur;

present day methods. The Fastbolt System represents th

in modern progress. Incorporating all the advantages of

and bolts, and of riveted and swaged assemblies, the Fa;

System brings increased speed and versatility to the pro<

line. Get the "drop” on production lags . . . with Fastbol



LETE COVERAGE
(VND MISSILE
? REQUIREMENTS

Only ESNA offers all three

locking devices

The Red Nylon Locking Collar for maximum
performance under severest conditions of

vibration, impact, re-use . . to 250° F.

The Offset Locking Oval for thin-

walled, lightweight, miniaturized

fasteners , . . 550° F and 900° F.

The “Z" or Locking Beam standard of the

engine industry for high performance at

very high temperatures . to 1300° F.

Fit the fastener to the application from the

only complete line of self-locking fasteners

It takes more tlian one locking device to cover tlie

specialized requirements of the aircraft and missile

industries. One of the three devices offered by

ESNA . . . and only ESNA ... is sure to have the

required qualities for each specific application.

That’s half of ESNA’s story. The other . . . and

equally important half ... is the tremendous variety

of special shapes and sizes available with each lock-

ing device. Whatever your fastening requirements,

there’s an Elastic Stop nut designed to do the job.

Mail in the coupon for design information on the

full line ... or recommendations for your particular

fastening requirements.

ELASTIC STOP NUT
CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Dept. S28-225, Elastic Stop Nut Corporation of America
2330 Vauxhall Road, Union, New Jersey

Please send me the following free fastening information:

Visual index: A complete picto- Q Here is a drawing of our prod-

rial representation of all stand- uct. What self-locking fastener

ard Elastic Stop Nuts. would you suggest?

Name Title

Firm

Street

City_ Zone State

i i


